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The Inland Empire's Award Winning New spaper

City Council Votes To Snub Voters: Only Funded Suppression.with Measure Z::
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown
The San Bernardino City Council
was inundated with citizens who
were irate that the Measure Z sales
tax initiative that voters approved in
November for suppression, intervention and prevention of crime was
going just to suppression. They won
and they lost the fight. While they

were deciding to spend all of the
money on suppression a murder was
taking place near one of the city's
high crime areas. Dead was a father
of a 6 month old baby.
The City Council voted to take the
$114,000 left of the more than $1 .6
million already allocated on suppression efforts and spend it on vests
and lasers. Then to take another
$114,000 out of the $18 million
Reserve Fund to fund $75 ,000 for

the Police Activities League and the
remaining $39 ,000 for city run community centers. Nothing was allocated to community based programs for
prevention and suppression activities. "All the monies went to the
police. I am afraid crime is going to
escalate '1Vith no programs to balance
the suppression, " said Councilman
Rikke Van Johnson. "The measure
was explicit to suppression, intervention and prevention," said

Johnson.
The majority of the Council
seemed to be confused about the
measure and Councilmember Esther
Estrada pulleq the pamphlet and the
ordinance to help clarify exactly
what the measure said and what the
voters voted on. "It was the voters,
not us , that said where it should go.
If we don't follow the rule we are not
following our own ordinance or the
voters."

Ministers, youth and citizens
addressed the council and it seemed
that they were listening. That is until
the deliberations.
Speakers who spoke one after the
other on the prevention and intervention aspect of the measure were
rebuffed
in
comments
by
Councilmembers Chas Kelley, Neal
Derry, and to a lesser degree Wendy
Mccammack and Tobin Brinker.
Young •people came one after the

•
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other from a group called ICU~
local high school students . None of
the at-risk group that the measure
was written for spoke at the meeting.
Dr. Elliot of Mt. Zion MBC
charged that the council was reinventing the wheel. He told Black
Voice News that his congregation
and the Book of Acts congregation
has invested nearly $100 ,000 to heJp
See MEASURE Z, Page A-4
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New Judicial :i
Appts. Secre~ary~:
Named
The Black Voice News
SACRAMENTO

Governor
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
recently
announced the appointment of
Sharon Majors-Lewis as judicial
See APPOINT, Page A-4
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LOS ANGELES

A crowd of several thousand ~pie waited with excitement and anticipation
to see the junior senator from Illinois and presidential hopeful Barack Obama
in Los Angeles this past Tues.d ay. Later that night Hollywood turned out for a
fundraiser that put $1.3 million in .fus campaign coffers.
"The l!\lent was well organized with many volunteers," said Calvin Freeman,
who took his entire family to see Obama, who many see as a dynamic force in
today's national political scene.
Freeman said that many young college age students were in attendance.
Senator Obama spoke on the issues of the economy, healthcare, education
• and the war.
According to several Inland Empire residents who attended the event, the
crowd was very receptive to Senator Obama's comments - especially those on
the war. "There is something happening in the country. There is a mood in the
air. There's a sense that the way we've been doing business for the last couple
of decades has to change--that we are at a crossroads in this nation's history,"
said Obama .

t-

JUDGE REJECTS GOV.'S INMATE TRANSFER PLAN

Critics Say Transfers Punish
Children and Families
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By Chris Levister
A California Superior Court judge Tuesday
tossed
our
Governor
Arnold
Schwarzenegger's plan to solve the state's
severe. prison overcrowding by transferring
inmates out of state. Two labor unions that
represent correctional officers and other prison
employ~s. had sued to block the transfers.
Three hundred and sixty prisoners have been
relocated.
The ruling by Judge Gail D. Ohanesian who
acknowledge~ a "climate of peril" in the prisons comes as the state is under federal order to
ease "dangerously" overcrowded c~nditions
or face strict limits on new admissions.
Eliminating the option could jead to s9me
i]lmates being released early and other con\7icts being held at county jails.
• In a statement, Gov. Schwarzenegger called
the ruling "an unacceptable threat to public
safety." "I will not release dangerous criminals to relieve overcrowding."
While families of inmates like James W.
agree prison conditions warrant immediate
action', many say the transfers punish the
whole family.
"What about the inmate's families? What
will become of their children?" asks Malisa
Oliver of Rialto.
Oliver remembers the look on her 7-yearold cousin, Danen's face when he pressed his
forehead•against the inch thick window that
separated him from his father James W. who is
s_erving a 10 year sentence at the Chino Men's
Prison for multiple nonviolent drug offenses.
.:He said, 'Daddy, why are you leaving us'?
;Me pounded on the glass petition with his fists
and shouted, 'it's not fair. You can't leave
1lle' ."

Oliver could only watch and wipe tears from
Danen's eyes. "It's like a second death."
Thirty-two-year old James W. is one of more
than 400 inmates who volunteered to be transferred to out-of-state private facilities in
Arizona, Oklahoma and Mississippi. James W.
told family members conditions at the Chino
prison are 'dangerous, inhumane and shackle
his hopes for rehabilitation'.
"He told us he sleeps in a triple bunk bed in
the middle of a packed gym. He says he.lies
awake at night poised to defend hi_mself
against violent inmates. He says the place is a
powder keg. He just wants to get the hell our
of there," says Oliver.
James . W. requested transfer after Gov.

Honored
The Black Voice News

RIALTO

This photograph of the 1905 Emancipation Day Parade in Richmond, Virginia served as inspiration for historian and scholar Carter G. Woodson's dream of creating "Black History Week".

BLACK HISTORY IS AMERICAN HISTORY

Carter G. Woodson's Brainchild
Still Plays and Important Role
•

I

RIVERSIDE

'

By Chris Levister

,J

It is said the famous black and white photograph of the 1905 Emancipation , Day
Parade in Richmond, Virginia helped
inspire historian and scholar
Dr. Carter G . Woodson in 1926 to create
what is today one of the most widely recognized observances in the world: Black
History Month.
Woodson earned a Ph.D in history from
Harvard University in 1912 the second
Black to receive a doctorate from the
University. Fourteen years later, he founded
Negro History Week, a seven-day span in
February that included the February 7 birthday of abolitionist Frederick Douglass and

the February 12 birthday of Abraham
Lincoln.
Once denounced as " racist, unnecessary
and polarizing" by national leaders and
some African-Americans alike, the
February observance enlists players big and
small . Multinational corporations like
Coca-Cola and Toyota dish out millions for
30-second ads during the NFL Super Bowl,
soldiers celebrate in Iraq, the London
Philharmonic performs two sold-out concerts. Museums billboards, television, radio
and the Internet are awas.h with Black history programming. President Bush celebrates
from the White House, while rural schools,
local governments and community organizations hold discussions , parades, potlucks
and fashion shows. Tourist spots, restaurants, retailers and car dealers line up to

A I p h a
Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc.,
Eta Nu Omega
Chapter,
in
collaboration
with several
other commu- Wilmer Amina
nity organiza Carter
tions and individuals , will host a
reception to recognize and honor
.Assembly Member Wilmer
Amina Carter on her election to
the State of California 62nd
Assembly District. This event
will be held Sunday, February 25,
2007 , 4 :00 p .m . - 6:00 p.m ., at
Wilmer Amina Carter Hig}J
School , Multipurpose Rootn:•
2630 North Linden Ave. , RiaJtO:,,
CA. Assembly Member Cartet
has an unmatched record of♦
achievements and distinctions•
and is worthy of this celebration.
The evening will include enter,tainment, a special tribute to the
honoree , and. refreshments,
Donation for the reception i
$15 .00 per person and reservations can be confirmed by calling
909-874-5203 or 909-825-8108.

See WOODSON, Page A-4
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Bonnie
Assemblywoman
Garcia
(R-Cathedral
. City) invites
the community to join her
on
Friday,
February 23,
2007 to celebrate Black
History
Month.
A reception featuring the works of the internationally-renowned artist, Bernard
Stanley Hoyes , will be on display
at her district office from
5:30-7:30 p .m .
The reception is co-sponsored

Wilmer Amina
Carter To Be

The Rinck ¥nice News

E-Mail to: pressrelease@blackvoicenews.com

The Black Voice News
CATHEORAL cn;:y

See CELEBRATION, Page A-4

See INMATES, Page A-4

As part of Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's
emergency order to relieve serious overcrowding, prison officials have begun
transferring Inmates to private out-of-state
facilities.

Open House
Celebrates Black
History Mont~

http://www.blackvoicenews.com

Celebrating Black History

COMMENTARY
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MY OPINION

First Lady Laura Bush Loves the
Blues
Last week First Lady Laura Bush was on the Rachel Ray
Show and Rachel asked her who were some of her favorite
. singers, Mrs. Bush responded back quickly, "I like B.B. King.
He is a great artist." I
yelled to my wife, my opinion of the first lady just
changed. She also said she
likes country music as well
but the blues was the first
Hardy L.
lady's favorite. It made me
wonder why she loves the
blues. Now according to
most current reports our
Black blues singers have more whites listening and buying their
music than people of color. This is good because it demonstrates
again that music has no boundaries and acts' as a unifier not a
divider of people. I like the blues and B. B. King is one of my
favorites. Now I could: not help but wonder and put my take on
why Mrs. Bush loves the blues and some of Mr. King's songs in
partioular. I wished Rachel Ray had followed up the first question with, what are some of your favorite tunes. I speculate her
response might' have been " well you know I'm married to the
current president and George is the reason why" Everyday I
Have the Blues", · or (George is the r eason) "Why I sing the
Blues", or (George is the kind of guy) "To Know You is to Love
You", or ( I tell George) "Better Not look Down" (because you
are falling in the polls), or ( George you should) "Never Make
Your Move Too Soon", or (George) ''There Must Be A Better
World Somewhere" or (George better yet) "The Thrill is Gone"
(out of this presidency) because I would rather be ''Playing With
M'.y Friend" . These are BB King songs that fit my mood from
time to time as I listen to his greatest hits. Now I am confident
that after George would hear her say that, he would respond
back to Laura and say, "Laura like B. B. King said in another
song, I'm ''Paying the Cost to be the Boss" so be patient God
isn't finished with me yet, we only have a couple of more years
to go."

BROWN

Who is in charge of San Bernardino City
Hall?
The San Bernardino City Council on Tuesday night decided
to dip into their reserve (emergency) fund to spend $114,000 on
crime prevention rather than use Measure Z funds. Apparently
the council is bent on spending all of Measure Z funds on supporting the country's number one growth industry, the prison
industrial complex. Quoting Rev. Steven Vines of New Hope
Baptist Church, "This was not the intention of the voters when
they voted on the measure." Chas Kelley said his constituents in
the 5th ward voted for the measure based on the yard signs and
the flyers that came in the mail instead of the measure. Esther
Estrada said her constituents in the 1st ward voted based on the
language used in tlte official voters guide sent out by the city.
Rikke Van Johnson said that any voter who voted on the measure without reading the information was ~ !gnorant voter.
Mayor Pat Morris restated to all of them that he wrote the measure, spoke before.groups throughout the city and went door to
door expl~ining the measure. The measure funds are to be used
for suppression, intervention and prevention of crime in the city.
Neil Derry of the 4th Ward said "I don' t care what 18 years old
want, they don' t know what they want," because when he was 18
he did not know what he wanted. Derry and Tobin Brinker of
the 3rd Ward said, ' 'we are going to get the police union protected vests and taser guns whether the police chief wants them now
or not. This is a promise I made to them and some of my voters,"
· said Brinker. For your information, the police have protective
vests vest now but the union claims they are not of the best quality. I now wonder who really is in charge of the police department, the chief, the union or Derry, Tobin, Kelley and
McCammack.
Currently, the Governor and Mayor of Los Angeles,just yesterday, announced they are redeploying their efforts to emphasize -- you guessed it, INTERVENTION and PREVENTION to
reduce crime in the city and state. That means they will not only
look at wJtolesome activities but job training and job creation.
Instead we are spending our money with out of town equi1;1ment
companies. We as taxpayer s are losing the crime battle and the
economics on all sides including a city council that refuses to listen to the people who elected them. I wonder what a Chamber
of Colllmerce member would do or say if the Chamber was
always promoting or buying goods from other businesses outside
of the city while their members had the goods? The only thing
the voters can do at this time is tile a lawsuit against the city as
suggested by the NAACP and prepare for Election Day in
November.
I now think that since the council has shown the reserve funds
are not there for emer gency funds we should r epeal Measure Z
and give the police the $12 million dollars.

My Thoughts on Anna Nicole
My long time friend Pastor Jim E . James of St. Timothy and
former male chorus director of St. Paul AME, stopped by the
office Tuesday and asked me what was my take on Anna Nicole
Smith. I told him what I was planning to do with regard to the
situation. I had shared with my wife that since all of our DNA
was mixed and so many people were d arning to be the ''baby
daddy" and $500 Million was at stake I might as well join the
"I'm the father club". I'm sure with that kind of money my wife
could find it in her heart to forgive me. I'm sure our church
co1;1ld find a little room in a new church to forgive me. I'm sure
with a healthy inheritance my children and grand children could
forgive me. I'm sure I will still be invited to and welcome at the
family reunions. With some political contributions I am sure resolutions could be written about my contribution to society. With
contributions to the United Way Agencies, like Warner Hodgen
did when he got out of prison, they will give me a plaque.
Now I'm sure some of you are asking why Hardy would even
waste his time to write this piece. He never even met Anna Nicole
for your information we (Cheryl) have been to the Playboy
Mansion in Beverly Hills with a personal invitation by Hugh
Heffner.

Thursday, February 22, 2001:

Serving As Your Sheriff
This past month I took the
Oath of Office to serve a second
four year term as your Sheriff Coroner of Ri verside Co unty.
When I was a candidate for
office five years ago I met with
Hardy Brown and asked for the
endorsement of The Black Voice
News. D uring my interview I
promised we would focus on
making our department more
diverse·. I committed to reach
out to all the people of this county a nd to reach out to the
African-American community. I
told Hardy that we would work
hard to build relationships with
the community in churches and

schools . I
also promised to make
the .department look
like · the
"'
commun ity
Sheriff Bob Doyle we served. I
am pleased
to tell you that we have been
doing just that and the Black
Voice News has played a key
roll in our outreach and marketing strategy. We have visited
more churches and community
groups in the past four years
than at any time in the departments 114 year history. 1:,t.

. Shelley Kenned y-Smith and ·
Corporal Roosevelt Logan are
now familiar names to the coinmunity and have made tremendous strides while leading our
recruitment efforts for the
department. Assistant Sheriff
Michael Andrews and his entire
team of recruiters have combed
the schools, colleges, and
churches looking for people
willing to wear the badge of a
deputy sheriff or take on a challenging job in the ranks of our
support staff. The results of this
effort have been that we have a
better relationship with the community and we have a much

more diverse department than
when I took office four y~ars
ago: As successful as we have
been in our outreach and recruiting, I am not done yet and I am
reaffirming my commitment to
serve you and to continue ~o
actively recruit to diversify this
department. I want to thank the
Black Voice News and all tho~e
who read and advertise in th;is
paper and thank all of you wlio
stepped up to serve your community as a deputy sheriff or
member of our support team in
the past four years .
·
Bob Doyle
Riverside County Sheriff

.

Letters to the Editor
BETTER QUALITY FOR
ALL RESIDENTS
For those _of you who have not
heard I have accepted a new
position with the office of U .S .
Senator Barbara Boxer.
It has been an honor working

REMEMBERING AN
ABOLITIONIST
February 23rd is the 200th
anniversary of the B ritish
Parliament's vote to abolish the
transatlantic slave trade . It is
also the release date of a film
(Amr1zing Grace) a bout the man
who led the British Abolition
movement,
· William
Wilberforce. While the film
does not have much to do with
abolition in the United States,

for one of
our best representatives,
G loria
Negrete
McLeod. It
has
also
been a pleas-

.ure working with so many of you
over the·years.
However, for those of you who
think that I may be moving from
my residence in Rialto I must
say don't hold your breath. I will
still be active in fighting for a
greater quality of life for our

friends , family, and fellow residents .
Thank you all so very much
and spread the word .

Wilberforce certain ly did.
Abolitionism had .widely diffused origins and its advocates
lived on both sides of the
Atlantic. The movement's leaders wrote and visited , financed
and supported each other from
the late 1780s through the
l 850s.
In the United States , major
figures includ ing Abraham
Lincoln, Frederick Douglass ,
and William Wells Brown publicly praised Wilberforce and

were moved by his example. In
18 15, one Afri can American
minister called him "the immortal Wilberforce," and upon his
death in 1833, the principal of a
school for free Black children in
New York City wrote a sixteenpage eulogy as a tribute to the
British leader.
The abolition 'movement was
always far more than one man's
story. It begins and ends with the
millions of Black people who
endured, resisted, rebelled , and

ultimately
overcame .
But
Wilberforce's is a story that
inspires us with a sense of the
difference one person can make,
and then what can happen wh~n
thousands or millions make : a
similar commitment and rally to
a worthy idea whose "time is at
hand .

Corey Jackson

Corey A. Jacks~n

James G. Easker
President, Gilder Lehrman
Institute of American History

HAS THE BLACK LEADERSHIP BECOME THE
NEW WHITE MODERATE?

a lesbian:
the furdr that erupted from his Baptist Convention, that veheLike the White moderates of comments today would have mently opposed the ciyil, rights
King's era who belfoyed that been met with white moral justi- movement and wanted King io
Blacks would eventually receive fication to defend him and adly stay in his Negro place, we t~o
T hat's "the questio n on the equal rie:htsfo good time,we are today, Blacks haven't reached will not be swayed from partic;i•
~,, 1 r
h r,1 1,
.
'z::ir I
minds of Black same-gen er li\ting 'during times where Black the point ~ here it's acceptable to pating fully, openly, and hone~loving people all over the coun- leaders know that it is inev'itable defend gays from verbal attacks ly in our faith , family, and co11)try after the deafening silence that gays will obtain all of their · like Hardaway's.
murlty. It just means it's going
fr~ America's Black leaders on civil rights, including marriage,
If the silence from the Black to be that much harder on all us
the recent controversy surround- and that the mistreatment of leadership on Hardaway is any when we have to take time to
ing former NBA All-Star player gays based solely on their sexu- indication of what we can fight with each other over someTim Hardaway's admonition al orientation is wrong. But expect as we roll into a heated thing as small as ones sexual
that he hates gay people.
these same B lack leaders aren't Presidential campaign season on e ntation instead of working
B ut what if Tim Hardaway willing to rock the boat in the gay issues, then we very well together on the bigger picture
would have been a white NBA • fight for equ ality and would stand to see a repeat of 2004 which includes all of us. Thu~,
player? And what if as a White rather settle for being good where we had B lack pastors urg- bringing new meaning to King's
player he said the following:
Negroes assuring people like me ing B lat:ks to vote for a observation that injustice any"You know l hate Black peo- that it will come one day, not President that opposed gay mar- · where is a threat to justi<;e
ple, so I let it be known. I don't t oday, but one day.
riage and abortion while critical e verywhere.
like Black people and I don't
Tim H ardaway's comments issues of importance like healthlike to be around Black people. I were hateful , demeaning, and care, housing, and social securiJasrnyne A. Cannick is a comam racist. I don't like it. They hurt same-gender loving people ty were overlooked.
mentator/critic who addresses
shouldn't be in the world or in all over this country. But the
Ignoring gays isn't going to social, cultural, and race issues
the United States. So yeah , I silence from the Black leader- make us go away. We're here. and is based in Los Angeles .
don't like them."
ship hurts even more . Because There were gays before us and She can be reached via her webTn his poignant and prophetic from that silence, I was told very there will be gays after us . But site
at
"Letter from Birmingham Jail ," loudly that my· life as a lesbian like King in the face of rabid wwwJasmynecannick .com
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. told has no meaning to them and that opposition from the National
. is fellow clergyman that he was it is morally just to hate gays ,
disappointed with the "white eve n ifl am Black . J ust don't go
- moderate ." He went on to on a tirade in a comedy club
explain that he had reached the about hating B lacks because
Established in January of 1972
"regrettable conclusion that the then we're coming for you.
The
Black
Voice
News
is
a
weekly newspaper published on Thursday by Brown Publishing Company,
Negro's great stumbling block in
The double standard in today's
P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be reached in Riverside at (95 1) 682-6070 . 3585 Main
his stride toward freedom is not Black civil rights movement has
Street, Suite 201, Riverside, 92501 .
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the White Citizen's Counciler or got to stop.
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Adjudiciitcd, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974 Case N umber 108890 by the
the Ku Klux Klanner, but the
Hardaway's comments were
Superior Court of Riverside County.
'
The objective of The Black Voice News is to communicale information to all members of the Inland
white moderate, who is more just as bad as. :,vhat comedian
Empire.
devoted to "order" than to jus- Mic hael Richard's said about
Stories published in The Black Voice Ne ws do not necessarily renect the policies nor lhe opinions of the
publishers. The Black Voice News is audited by the Certification Verification Publications Service (CVPS).
tice ."
Blacks. It's just that today we
The Black Voice News ic. a member of the West Coast Block Publishers Association and the National
Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA) . We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all sto ries submitted for pub•
I often feel that, the biggest are living in 2007, some 40
1
lication.
hindrance to Blacks is not the years after the Jim Crow Era and
CREDO OF THE BLACK PR ESS
white conservative right but the integration where Blacks are
The Black Press believes that America can besr lead the world a way from racial and national antagonisms
people that look like us that are now considered equal. We just
when it accords lo every person, regardless of race, color or creed, full human and legal rights. Hating no per•
son, fearing no person, the Black Press strives to help every person in lhe firm belief that all are hurt as long as
too -afraid to disrupt the order of haven't reached that point with
anyone is held back.
·
things to do any real meaningful gays. But had Richards made
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work towards my civil rights as his comments forty years ago,
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CLARIFICATION
In our editing process, Californians for Obama was
omitted in the article of Debrah Freeman being appointed County Chair.

Girculation/ Distribution
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CORRECTION
In last wee.k's article of the Interfaith Festival , we inadvertently misidentified Rafael Rawls in one of the photos. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused .

Advertisers should contact Regina Brown at (95 I) 682-6070.

co·NTACT US
The Black Voice Newswelcomes letters to the editor. Your letters must include your name, ·
address and a daytime telephone number. All letters are subject to editing. Letters of more than
200 words will be edited. Writers should limit their submissions to one a month. Address letter
to: The Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside, CA92502 • Fax letters to (909) 888-5662
• e-mail to: leeragin@blackvoicenews.com.
To reach the editorial department, call (909) 888-5040
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OUR PREVIEW DAY IS FRIDAY - SHOP 10AM-10PM. OUR ONE DAY SALE IS SATURDAY - SHOP 9AM-9PM.*

ONE GREAT DAY, ONE AMAZING SALE - WITH HUGE SAVINGS ALL OVER THE STORE.

40%-50%OFF

EXTRA 40% OFF

SUITS,-SUIT SEPARATES
AND SPORTCOATS FOR Hlf\1

ENTIRE STOCK OF
CLEARANCE EARLY .
SPRING SPORTSWEAR
AND DRESSES FOR HER

J

. Entire stock from:
• Calvin Klein
• Lauren
• Kenneth Cole Reaction
• Ungaro Homme
• Donatd J. Trump
• Oscar de la Renta
; Perry Ellis
• Nautica
• Jones New York
• Alfani
• Club Room
• Material London
• Tasso Elba
In Tailored Clothing.

For a total savings of 70%.
Permanently -reduced by 50%.
For misses, petites, Macy Woman
and juniors. Excludes bridge
sportswear, Impulse and
l•N•C International Concepts• .

EXTRA 30% OFF
Permanently reduced spring
sportswear for her, for a-total
savings of 45%. Permanently ·
reduced by 25%. For misses, petites,
Macy Woman and juniors. Some
exclusions apply.

,.

\.,

';

'

EXTRA ,

50°/4 OFF

All clearance winter
sportswea·r and dresses
for her, for a total
savings of 80%.
Permanently reduced
by 65%. Excludes
bridge sportswear,
Impulse and l•N•C
International
Concepts".

BUY 2 PAIRS, SAVE 20%

40%OFF

Buy two, take 20% off both pairs of regular-priced
shoes for her. Choose from assorted designers.
Some .exclusions apply.

Sportswear for him
from Alfani, Club Room,
Cubavera and lzod.
Choose from knit and
woven sportshirts, pants
and jackets.

*SALE 199.99 queen
Only at Macy's. Asian Floral 24- piece bedding and

.

room decor set. With comforte;, sheet set, shams,
valances and more. Reg. $350, prev. 249.99.

\

40% .

OFF
Entire stock
of bras from
Maidenform•,
Bali" , Barely
There• and
Warner's•!

I
I
I'

I

-

EXTRA 15% OFF

SALE 89.99

Fine jewelry already reduced by 50%. Choose from
diamonds, gemstones, cultured pearls, plus 14k and
18k gold.

Jack La Lanne's Power Juicer. With extra-wide feed
tube for juicing large fruits or vegetables. #JLPJB.
Reg. $130, previously 99.99.

*EXTRA 10%OFF

Only at Macy's. Atlantic Eternity Lite luggage already
reduced by SO%. In 1800-denier micro polyester/
nylon. Choose from uprights, tote or garment bag.

Plus, save 15% more your first two days when you open a ·Macy's account.
That's 15% off our regular and sale prices! Our usual new-account discount is 10%. February 23-25. And there are even more rewards to come! SubjeGt to credit approval.
Excludes services, certain leased departments and Macy'~ Gift Cards: On furniture, mattresses and floor coverings, t he new account savings is limited to $100. Visit your local Macy's for details.

___________________________________________________________________________________...

,.__
I

: Also shop macvs.com • Use the online Store Locator to find the store nec1rest you

.

·

.

: STOREWIOE SAVINGS AND VALUES. Sale prices in effect February 23 and 24. Early spring clearance fashions for her prices through February 28; clearance winter fashions for her prices through March 11. *H.ours may vary by store. tExcludes Bali" Platinum• collection, strapless
, bras and Always/Everday Value items. - All fin~ jewelrl items are set in 14k gold, except as noted. Jewelry photo may have been enlarged or enhanced. Most colored gemstones have been treated or dyed. Some treatments may not be permanent and some require special care; see a Sales
1 Associate for information. Extra 15% and 50% savings excludes diamond solitaire rings and fine jewelry Super Buys. -Fine jewelry Super Buys are excluded from Savings Passes and all other discount offers.• Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selection may vary.
: Prices, promotions and selection may differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless otherwise described. Clearance, closeout, permanently reduced, new reductions, S!)ecial purchases and Orig./Now items will rell')ain at the advertised prices after
1 q,is event; these items are available only while supplies last. Some original prices may not have been in effect during the past 90 days. Only, value, Always/Everyday Value, Special Purchase and now prices also will remain in effect after the event. Always/Everyday Value prices may
' be lowered as part of a clearance. Always/Everyday Value items are excluded from sales and from credit ,ard extra savings, Saving Passes and coupons, except.as noted. Regular and original prices are offering prices and may not have resulted in actual sales. No mail or phone
: orders. Some items may be part of a sale in progress and some items may be offered in future sale events. Extra savings taken off current prices.
·
.
.
·
j
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INMATES
Continued from Front Page
Schwarzenegger issued an emergency executive order authorizing
voluntary and involuntary transfers.
Oliver said James W. viewed

APPOINT
Continued from Front Page
appointments secretary.
"Sharon's legal expertise makes
her a great asset and a fantastic
addition to my administration. I
look forward to working with her
to appoint qualified and diverse
individuals to the bench," said
Governor Schwarzenegger.
Majors-Lewis has worked for
the San Diego County District
Attorney's Office since 1987,
where she currently serves as a
chief deputy district attorney.
In that position, she oversees
the North County Branch in Vista,

MEASURE Z
Continued from Front Page
at-risk youth and if the City can't
spend the millions they have, "We
will get our GED's in Political
Science in November." Elliot's sentiment' was joined by former
Councilmember
Betty
Dean
Anderson who agreed the City
should stop reinventing the wheel.
His concern was also echoed by
Rev. Bronica Martindale who said,
"Reflect your vote on what we the
voters voted on!" In the end the
Council ignored her and the others.
Bishop Kenneth Wells, pastor at
Spirit of Love Christian Church
noted that they -- with no help from
the city -- closed down a liquor
store. Wells, who until recently
Lived in the heart of the city's high
crime area and knows very well the
problems they are facin& with few
activities, no jobs, no training and
nothing to look forward to if they
aren't involved in the church.
Rev. Raymond Turner, pastor of
Temple Missionary Baptist Church,
said that he has buried many of the
kids who •could have been helped
with prevention and · intervention
programs. "They (City Council)
don't see the issue. I am disturbed by
the amount of money that was being
argued about. Arguing over
$1 lr,000 is sad. The voters voted to
use it to make a difference in prevention and intervention-also. Most
kids I deal with tell you they will not
Live long enough to have a retirement. It is important to have programs to refocus that thinking," he '
told Black Voice News.
The youth speakers were also passionate about the issue and some
warned councilmembers that they
wo~ld be able to vote . next year. ·
They 'were dismayed about the
insensitive remarks made by Derry
who said they couldn't vote so they
don't count. "Eighteen year olds
don't know anything.- When I was
18, I didn't know much," Derry said
later that he wasn't worried about
the threats. l:31anca Ortega, an
Arroyo Valley High School student

CELEBRATION
Continued from Front Page
by the Palm Springs AfricanAmerican
Chamber
of
Commerce and the City of
Cathedral City.
Hoy es' · pro°fessional artist
career began at the early age of
nine in his hometown of
Kingston, Jamaica. He earned a
Bachelors Degree in Fine Arts
Painting and Graphic Design
from the California College of
Arts and C~afts and has gained
international attention as one of
the world's foremost contemporary figurative artists after
launching his revivalist series in
Kingston, Jamaica in 1982.
Garcia said , "It is an honor
and a privilege to represent the
beautiful diversity of the
Coachella Valley. Black History
Month provides us an opportunity to learn about and celebrate the
contributions made by African
Americans to the arts, sciences,
civil rights movement and politics. Please join us for an evening
of light appetizers, music and·
beautiful artwork."
As . an artist, Hoyes . · has
worked tirelessly to give back to
the local"community by donating
his work to local charities includ. ing the City of Home Cancer
Research Foundation , the Oesert
Aids Project, and the Palm
Springs Desert Museum. Hoyes
maintains studios in Desert Hot
Springs , Los Angeles, and
Kingston, Jamaica.

video tapes of the more favorable
living conditions in out-of-state prisons. "In one videotape, a former
California inmate boasts about having television selections that include
ESPN."
"Up to half of all male children of
prisoners will go on to commit

crimes themselves, perpetuating a
cycle that will feed the prison boom
for generations to come," says
Denise Johnson, head of the Center
for Children of Incarcerated Parents.
Oliver says Danen like many children of prisoners grew up in foster
care with grandparents and other rel-

the East County Branch in El
Cajon and the South Bay Branch
in Chula Vista, as well as the juvenile division and the District
Attorney's Office travel budget.
Majors-Lewis began her career
with the Department of Defense;
working there from 1968 to 1987.
She joined the California Bar in
1985 and is a member of the
Lawyers Club of San Diego, San
Diego Bar Association, Earl B .
Gilliam Bar Association and
National College of Prosecutors.
Additionally, she serves on the
Board of Directors for the Young
Women's Christian Association.
"I am honored Governor
Schwarzenegger has chosen me to

advise him on appointments to the
California judiciary. I look forward to working with a Governor
who has demonstrated he has the
conviction to think outside the box
to make positive changes," said
Majors-Lewis. Majors-Lewis, 58,
of Chula Vista, earned a Juris
Doctorate degree and a Bachelor
of Arts degree in business administration·from National University.
This position does nof require
Senate. conformation and the compensation is $133,728. MajorsLewis is a Republican.
See
other key African
American appointments on page
B-1.

said, "I will turn 18 soon and I can criminals to be returned back into
assure you that you will not have my the community that will keep the
vote." Derry said he was pleased recycling doors open. A great numwith the activism but stood by his ber of our youth can · be diverted
from this lifestyle with positive procomments.
McCammack seemed to side with grams geared toward employment,
the audience when she said she ·job training, parenting, counseling,
waJ}ted to fund the Westside mentoring, and supervised recreSteppers, a drill team located in the ational activities . He said the
high impact area. She said that she NAACP stands ready to assist the
wanted to give them $20,000 but the city with positive input or to file a
money wasn't there to do all that lawsuit if they think the council is
needed to be done. However she ignoring the wishes of the voters
continues to ask the question, who supported Measure Z.
Councilman Johnson said, "It is
"where
are
the
parents?"
Community workers, psychologists obvious we care about the police in
have answered that question. Some our city, but do we care about our
believe the problems that plague the children? Last night we threw them
city have come from a loss of a carrot saying go home and don't
parental control, high numbers of come back soon. Last night we
incarcerated parents, no jobs in the voted on every penny of Measure Z
city and surrm.mding areas, from liv- funds to go to the police."
ing on the freeway"s everyday, and a
.Turner continues to ask the quescity that is unfriendly to children tion, "When do we deal with the
and youth.
suppression and intervention of
Students Natalie Sellers of St. Measure Z?
Anthony's School, Tyquisha Golden · Brinker said in the next budget
of Arroyo Valley, and Gregory cycle, we can spend some on proWood of New Hope Missionary grams.
Derry's answer is, "After 40 new
Baptist all pleaded for more community based youth programs.
officers are hired, there won't be any
Walter Jarman, president of the money left over for anything other
San Bernardino Branch NAACP, than police."
cautioned the council to not sidestep
Unless it is repealed as Estrada
the issue of intervention and preven- .suggested, the measure will be in
tion . Suppression is a pipeline of place for 15 years.

Thursday, February 22, 2007,'t

atives, bouncing among an array of according to the Federal Bureau of
Researchers believe that over lO
million kids have experienced the·
temporary caretakers. Two years ago Justice Statistics.
Danen began visiting his father
The result is what Linda Carson incarceration of a parent at some
a former inmate and daughter of an -point in their lives. Many lite _
every other week said Oliver.
"He was like a kid going to see the inmate calls "the largest separation ·Danen, continue to feel the reperou_!;sions of that loss . .
Easter Bunny. He would get all of families since slavery."
cleaned up, take his h.omework and
"Minority children are hit particu- · "These children are made virtual
they'd work through math problems. larly hard: Nearly half the parents orphans by the drug war and other
His grades not only got better, he behind bars are Black and another "tough on crime" measures that have
25 percent are Hispanic," said sent the prison population skyrocklooked forward to going to class."
Oliver says Danen is· visibly Carson who runs the prison support eting to record levels," says Carson.
"For , children of nonviolent drug
depressed and angry. "Transferring , organization Kids of Prison Parents.
Carson says the social cost of jail- offenders in particular, the experiinmates who have adolescent children is physically and emotionally ing srnall-time criminals like James eoce of losing a parent can be moralhard on their families, who already . W., and of relegating their children ly and emotionally corrosive. They
have a difficult time visiting them in to the juvenile justice and social end up losing respect for 'authority',
local prisons," said Oliver. ·
welfare bureaucracies, goes well that in their eyes, has shown their
parents so little in the way of jusJohnson says overcrowded prison beyond the crisis of overcrowding.
"The children of prisoners are "at . tice."
conditions also place an unfair burCarson says family bonds are
den on inmates - many of whom are risk" for just about everything a
incarcerated in remote facilities child can be at risk for: truancy, gang being severed by design. "Moving
hours from their children's homes involvement, drug use and sexual inmates 'th01.1sands of miles from •
and have no one willing or able to abuse. Inmates end up punishing their children and families, who are
bring the children to visit.
· their children and other family mem- in most cases their only support, is ,
Across the country, an estimated bers for the sake of their own safe- pouring salt in an open wound."
1.5 million children have a parent ty."
behind bars, an increase of more
than half a million ~ince 1991 ,

Ruby Williams
951-567-1392
rubywilliains@tarbell.com
www.rubywill.com

You Now Have Choices.. •
FONTANA

RIVERSIDE

'Mc'Kay's Pami{y 'Mortuary
.. t J

No Family Will Be Turned Away
Full Funeral Services

Now Serving You With Two Locations

'. !

Aftercare Burial Cremation

Chapel of Palms

2001 3rd Streett. Unit A

169,18 Baseline Ave.

Riverside, CA 92007

'

Fontana, CA 92336

#FD 1917

#FD 1831

(9 51) 683-5178
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Leffel who is white.
."The resistance·was·tremendous
all over the country," said Marcus
Continued from Front Page
Santana, a history student at Cal
cash in on their connection to State Los Angeles . "There were
people even African-Americans
Black history.
While Woodson's brainchild to who were trying to e~se or hide
bring Black history to the fore- Black History from the general
front has gained widespread popu- public."
"Woodsort's goal has reaIJy been
larity it has also weathered its
accomplished,"
said economist
share of criticism to include some
historian
in the African-American commuStanley Engerman, a fellow at
nity who fear trivialization and
commercialization of the nation's Harvard 's DuBois Institute.
"Woodson first proposed Negro
most bitter history. .
History
Week because most histo" You're going to relegate my
ry
discussions
didn't say anything
history to a month? I don't want
about
Black
History.
He taught for
Black History Month. Black
decades
that
Blacks
must know
History is American history,"
their
past
before
they
could enviOscar winning actor Morgan
Freeman said on CBS' 60 sion a brighter future." According
Minutes. "Black History month is to Engerman, in most current his"ridiculous" and should be abol- . tory textbooks Black History is no
ished," Freeman told Mike longer divorced from American
history.
Wallace in 2005.
Another historian at the DuBois
But scholars, national leaders
Instirute,
James C. McCann, noted
and students alike insist that Black
that
schoolchildren
now know the
· History Month still plays an
names of Harriet Tubman and
important role.
Professor of Anthropology and Sojourner Truth. "That's real
African and African-American progress."
"African-Americans are free to
Studies
live
their lives, go to school, have
J. Lorand Matory said Black
careers,
have families. They are
History MQnth "teaches us a great .
our
teachers,
our doctors, our
deal ."
"Black History Month has stockbrokers, our Obama's and
reshaped · America's discourse on our Secretary of State, said 2001
race. Public agitation has created UC Riverside graduate Shareece
new insight and new interpreta- Davis, M .D.
"African Americans are no
tion of old myths . The observance
longer
bought and sold, we are
along with the Civil Rights movetreated
like people rather than
ment and the diversification of the
property
without reward, without
student body and faculty at universities around the . world has a voice , and virtually without any
brought more attention to Black rights at alJ - We've come a long
way," said Dr. Davis.
history."
With all its naysayers and even
Students gathered at UC
those
who somehow connect sellRiversid~ for a multicultural panel
ing
colas
and trucks to Black hisdiscussion on Black histpry, one .
tory,
"Black
History Month conof many such observances, agreed
that Black History Month - 81 · tinues to resonate across racial
years after its birth remains "rele- boundaries," Davis said.
Temple University professor
vant."
Molefi.
Kete Asante, a nationally
"A lot of people including
acclaimed
scholar and author of
African-Americans
are still
"Erasing
Racism:
The Survival of
uncomfortable talking about race
the
American
Nation"
agreed that
in America. Black History Month
"for
·
the
time
being,"
Black
gives us a lot of not-so-uncomHistory
Montp
is
"necessary."
_fortable forums to ponder the
"We still have a lot of evolving
journey of African-Americans
from the early days of slavery, to do, to paraphrase Dr. Martin
through Lincoln's Emancipation Luther King, Jr., until ' all people
Proclamation, and on through the are judged not by the color of their
present day," said senior Allison skin but the content of their character '."
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Get a smaller gas ·_bill.
Enroll in the money-saving CARE program today.
Save 20% on your gas .rate through the California
Alternate Ra~es for Energy (CARE) program. Look in
your bill this month for an application. If you meet
the qualifications, ~omplete and return the application,
and you'll start receiving the discount once it is
approved. If you don't qualify but know a friend or·
neighbor who might, let them know about our 20%
rate discount program.
As p art of our commitment to provide exceptional
service, we also· offer other assistan ce program s that
may h elp you save money.
For more information,
visit W\'VW.socalgas.com/
·residential/ assistance.
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© 2007 Southern California Gas Company.
All copyright an d trademark rights reserved. G 07 1000

Glad to be of service.z
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Kobe Steals the Show with his Las Vegas Act

Driving With
~Parkinson's
Disease
, Dear Dr. Levister: l was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease
last year and I have mild symptoms. I still drive. I've never had
·an accident in 39 years of driving,• however family members
worry that my disease puts me at
risk. Should I give up driving?
The fact that your family is
worried about your safety and
that of others in your path ·should
not be taken lightly. The effects
of:Parkinson's disease (PD) vary
with each patie nt. Sometimes
family members and friends can
recognize unsafe driving behavior before you do. Many common
PD symptoms can affect driving ,
especially as the disease progr~sses .
Mild symptO!llS . can include
movement
difficulties
and
tremors - as well as problems
with mental functions - such as
m~mory, attention, and the ability ; to react to changing conditio;ns . Visual perception, grip
strf:ngth , and reaction time may
be impaired, and medications
used to treat PD may cause side
effects such as sleepiness, confusion, blurred vision and dizzi-

nr!s.

~l'here are a host of "peer
r~ iewed" studies that suggest
t.nltt compared to healthy people
of similar age, people with even
mild PD may have greater diffi culty identifying landmarks and
traffic signs while driving , and
may be more likely to exhibit
unsafe driving habits such as
slowing or stopping inappropriately or straying into another
lane.
- To be safe, you should consult
with your doctor, preferably a
n urologist about your driving
an~ ask for periodic medical
examinations to assess whether
you're ii\ condition to get behind
the wheel. These office visits
should include tests of your reactip n time, cognitive ability,
v'ision and mobility. A referral to
a-l)river Rehabilitation Specialist
ivay reveal whether your driving
skills have been impaired by PD ,
and whether modification to your
vehicle might be helpful . Driver
safety classes for PD patients are
available throug h the D epartment
of Motor Vehicles (OMV), the
AARP and the American
Automobile Association (AAA).
Don' t fall into a pattern of isolation or depression if you have
t<, give up your keys.
Ask your partner or a friend to
drive you or c heck out alternative
t~ansportation options such as
buses , taxis, car pools ot private
a;ansportation for seniors.

By Joshua Thomas .
have this type of reaction here in this . Diddy, Prince, Kelly Rowland, Eva
The West All-Stars, led by Los
All-Star game is very humbling. I just Longoria, Dave Chappelle, Adam
Angeles Lakers guard Kobe Bryant, feel very blessed to be able to come out Sandler, Ludacris, Mary J . Blige,
toppled LeBron James and the Eastern and put on a really good show."
Ciara, Chris Tucker, Cameron Diaz,
Conference squad 153-132, Sunday .
Amare Stoudemire and Carmelo Barry Bonds and Governor Arnold
night in front of a frenzied crowd of Anthony scored 29 points and 20 Schwarzenegger.
I 5,694 in Las Vegas. ln the first ever points respectively, while each conThe introduction before tip-off had
NBA All-Star game outside of an NBA tributed nine rebounds to also lead the the famed Las Vegas spin that is the
city, Bryant dazzled the fans with 3 I West. James led the East with 28 signature in the city of gambling and
points, six assists, six rebounds and six points and six assists, and Dwight entertainment. The crowd was greeted
steals at the Thomas & Mac Center at Howard had 20 points and 12 by magicians Siegfried and Roy, which
·
UNLV. Bryant received his second rebounds.
turned- into a sentimental moment.
Most Valuable Player trophy from the
The West set All-Star game records when Roy Horn shouted " Wayne
NBA All-Star game in a cheering fash- with 52 assists and 39 field goal Newton," before his electrical
ion from the fans.
attempts in a quarter. "I think we had entrance. Roy was bitten by one of his
"As players, we always want to feel a little flair, a little Vegas in there," white tigers in October 2003 . Wayne
like we' re appreciated for what we West forward Shawn Ma'rion said. Newton yelled out "Viva Las Vegas"
do," Bryant said, referring to how he "Hopefully the fans enjoyed it a lot."
during flashing of lights, neon and
was booed for winning the MVP in his
The game attracted a star-studded showgirls. · Singers Toni Braxton and
hometown Philadelphia in 2002. "To audience, including Jay-Z, Beyonce, Christina Aguilera performed at half-

SAN BERNARDINO

The Superior Court of San
Bernardino County will .be
h~lding an informational
seminar on Friday, April 27,
2007 for attorneys who are
i9terested in applying for a
judgeship. The seminar is
scheduled for 4pm-6pm· at
'
the
County Government
Center, Board Chambers, 385
North Arrowhead Avenue,
~irst Floor, San Bernardino.
: Along with the Superior
Court of San Bernardino
County, the event is sponspred by the Superior Court
of Riverside County, the
California Women's Lawyers
Association
, the Inland
I
I;mpire Latino Lawyers
Association, the California
Latino
Judges' Association
I
apd the African American

going after the MVP."
The East had more dunks than the ·
West in the fust half, but trailed 79-59
at halftime. Bryant had 17 points and
Stoudemire had 11 points and five
rebounds at the half.
Last year the East came back from
being down by 21 points and won the
game by two points. This year, the
West did not allow any sign of a comeback. Stoudemire ignited a l0-0 run·
that made the score 95-65 with 8:20
remaining in the third quarter.
"We got here at 2 o'clo<.k,"
Shaquille O'Neal said. "There's a lot
of stretching and standing around. We
were all kind of stiff, so the game was
a little lopsided. But that's OK, they
came here to see a show and.they got a
show."

Life Lessons T_
hrough Reality Court TV
There are numerous daily-televised small claims court shows ..The
courtroom shows that immediately
comes to mind are Judge Judy; Judge
Joe Brown; Judge Mathis ; Judge
Alex; Cristina's Court; People's
Court; Divorce Court; Judge
Hatchett; Judge Maria Lopez, Eye
for an Eye , and several Spanish
speaking televised courtroom small
claims battles. That is a wide variety
to choose from when you feel the
urge to check the mental pulse of
America. However, millions of TV
viewers fail to receive the true benefit by watching these reality shows
as entertainment instead of a free lesson in civil law and moral conduct.
These lessons can save viewers
from future grief, fines, loss of
friendships, and possible imprisonment. If more people had a working
knowledge of civil law and moral

Richard 0.

JONES
conduct there would be a great
decrease in the social problems we
face daily. People seem to forget
that these are real cases, real litigants, real judges, and with real law
applied. These shows can actually
help viewers make wise decisions in
their personal relationships, which
could help avoid or legally resolve
disputes.
It has been said that a wise person
learns from his or her mistakes but a

wiser person ]earn from the mistakes
of others. Many schools administrators and teachers recognize that the
courtroom is not only a good place
for students to get a civic lesson but
also a lesson in the life experience.
Courtroom field trips enhance students ' altitude for critical and objective thinking. Often parents are not
objective and cannot draw logical
conclusions therefore even parents
can learn for viewing such t\:levised
civil matters.
When courtroom TV is viewed as
a tool for learning, much can be
accomplished. Among the life lessons to be learned are (1) your legal
responsibility to others (2) how to
resolve disputes without violence (3)
the necessity of written agreements
(4) not to become a victim of a user,
and (5) the different between fact
and opinion, and/or hearsay. These

are "the type of lessons that help
develop mature adults and decrease
prison population .
Preteens can see for themselves
that many people are extremely
unreasonable and selfish even to
their own friends and relatives.
Perhaps they wilI recognize and correct their own unreasonable logic.
Perhaps they will learn early in
life not to be so gullible because the
world is full of users. Some defendants are exposed as users, especially ex-lovers . All too often a female
with credit meets a man without
credit and gets him a cell phone, and
ends up stuck with a massive bill,
which threatens to ruin her credit.
Credit is an essential commodity for
success and wealth and therefore
must not be jeopardized because of
questionable friendships and/or
dubious affairs.

Sometimes relatives are very
unfair with one another. An important lesson is develop is not to make
anyone regret doing you a favor.
What is even more classless is to come to court and defame the character of the person that extended a .
helping hand to you. When a person
stoops to that level, without realizing
it, they ate actually saying more
about their own character than the
target of their defamation.
T h e
courtroom TV shows should be
viewed together as a family and discussed during intermission and/or
after the show. This will help chil- '
dren begin to understand their
responsibility and accountability in
the eyes of the law and being cute,
throwing a tantrum, bullying, or
whining does not influence the legal
system nor determine liability.

Divine Archetypes Of African Tradition
The story of African Archetypes of
the Cosmic Mind starts with the
Sublime ("just below the linte)"-i.e.
the horizontal cross-bar of a doorway). Heavenly "ether"--in its most
concentrated forfu--fills the Sublime.
Ancient Africans deemed the presumed dome sky to be the lintel
between the heavens and the material
world through which Divine archetypes pass. According to King
(African Origin plS), "archetype and
seed are synonymous-- both referring
to the origin , the basic model of
humanity upon which the race is patterned. Archetype means seed and is
one onhe Ancient African nainesfor
seed." African Mythology ays the
Amenta, present in the lower part of
the sky, is partly in ide the Cosmic
Mind. It encompasses the primordial
ocean of Nun and the Cosmic
Unconsciousness.
"Primordial"

Juanita

BARNES
Until next time Let us keep the
VALENTINE: One look, One smile,
One touch, One embrace, One kiss
-and One love. Two people, Two
minds, Two souls, Two destinies,
One road, One journey ·and One
ending together. LOVE!!!!! through
God's unconditional love in my
heart, we give and receive love
openly. It doesn't take much to show
someone we care. A candy heart or
an act of kindness can bring a hint of
sweetness to someone's day. lt's a
blessing to both give and receive
when it is done with love all of us

means unconditional - not caused by
any circumstance-not created - not
formed (Gimian, Trungpa p22). Since
the Cosmic Mind is undifferentiated,
free, calm, expansive, peaceful, and
uncolored (therefore "black") , it is
called the Black Dot, The "Void" (i.e.
a plane wi_thout mental concepts), or
the state of "Nothingness" (a state
lacking mental movement caused by
thoughts in the Cosmic Mind). Thus,
"blackness" has become a metaphor
of the Absolute (beyond all mental
concepts).
The Nun- believed to be the body
of God (Ashby, African Origin ,
p543. 519, 535, 115)-cari-Tes in its
womb the unformed embryonic possibilities for all that is to later exist in
the light of Cosmic Conscious reality-possibilities that are in chaos and
in the dark. The nature of each
embryo's Cosmic Mind is formed out

of the Intangible contents of all that is
within the Sublime- things like love,
hannony, unity, and the creative elements required for growth, budding,
blossoming,
and
"fruiting"
(Ramacharaka, Gnani Yoga p263).
When called into "being-hood", the
formless embryo enters a cocoon-like
passageway and transforms into an
archetyp_e or seed containing the. perfect concept of what it is to give rise
to once it buds in Conscious reality.
However, the Amenta's Divine archetype nor their offspring are part of
conscious thought. Rather, tlaey are
,Primordial images which cau.s~ •ll. predisposition to certain behaviors or
1in~tinct-lnce patterned performances.
Follo~ing "seeding" in the Cosmic
Mind, Divine archetypes also "seed"
in the Humanity Soul and in the
Personal
Unconscious.
Its
"Involution/Evolution" procrss is

likened to a primordial mirror
because, similar to a mirror, it willing•
ly reflects anything contained in its
nature-anything from the most gross
·level up to the most refined level.
Furthermore, a Divine African
Archetype is a "seed" of creation
that fashions things out of itself by
itself becoming the thing it makes.
In this way the Cosfl}ic Mind
becomes, and communicates with,
each human mind. Humans can reach
the Cosmic Mind through transcen•
dental meditation (i.e. to carry oneself from the realm of mental concepts tn,t9)\W n;aln;i of the absffnce qf,,
mental concepts). The off pring of the
6rigimrl -S-eed become spiritual models or patterns that can be copied or
imitated . By contrast, the Western
"archetype" is more material world
oriented. It is composed of two main
words-arch and type. Its "Type" i

desire to love and be loved on a
deeper level too.

"Columbia" in speaking of our
country.

ed by the More no Valley Black
Chamber of Commerce Community
Foundation on April 5th 2007 at the
Moreno Valley Conference &
Recreation Center, 14075 Frederick
Street. This is an eduecation and
scholarship fund raiser. Moreno
Valley come out and support this

PHILLIS WHEATLY (1 753-1784)
One of the better know poets of the
colonial period in American history
was Ms . Wheatly. Kidnapped from
Africa at the age ofnine and brought
to American as a slave, the family
gave her their name. When Phillis
became ill the master took her to
England for her health. While in
England she begin to write poetry,
She wrote a poem to George
Washington -- "His Excellency,
George Washington." \o/'.ashington
invited her to visit him at his
Cambridge headquarters . She was
the first American to use the word

HELLO MORENO VALLEY
This past weekend the Moreno
Valley National Council of Negro
Women had a great turn out for the
14th annual Mardi Gras. They even
had the red hatter's in the house.
Everyone was very festive, Mrs.
M attie McHenry was this year's
Queen. Next year's Queen will be
Mrs. Jannie Parks. Stay close for up
coming new events.
Let us not forget the up coming
event of the year, the 7th "Annual
E bony Fashion Fair Show" present-

Faihii&

Court Holds Informational
Seminar for Attorneys
The Black Voice News

time.
The East team started the game
sloppy missing seven of its first nine
shots, including an uncontested dunk
by Shaquille O 'Neal. Things got
worse .when Indiana Pacers forward
Jermaine O'Neal accidentally tipped in
a basket for the West team. The West
led 39-31 after the first quarter and
immediately went on a surge to burst
the game wide open in the second
quarter. Bryant scored 11 points in the
quarter as the West outscored the East
40-28.
"He played within the flow of- the
game," West guard Tracy McGrady
said regarding Bryant. "It wasn 'L like
he was try ing to take every shot, come
down and get his game off. He had a
few assists.You couldn't tell he was

Attorneys Association of the
Inland Empire .
. Scheduled speakers include
Presiding Judge Larry Allen
of San Bernardino , Presiding
Judge Richard Fields of
Riverside, the Governor's
Judicial
Appointments
Secretary, the Speaker of the
Assembly and a representative from the Judicial
Nominees Evaluation (JNE)
Commission.
Attorneys are encouraged
to attend to learn more about
the role of a judge. Cost is
$25 and pre-registration ·and
payment is required and
should be mailed to the Court
Executive Office, 172 .West
Third Street, 2nd Floor, San
Bernardino , Ca
92415.
Questions may be e-mailed to
j udgeseminar@courts .sbcou
nty.gov.

defined as a person, thing, or event •
that symbolizes or represents another- ,
-especially another destined to be
born . Also, "type" is the general form,
tructure, plan , or style characterizing
or distinguishing a member of a class 1
or, grpup . Western "Afch" is defined 1
as man, chief, principle or as a curved
structure - a lintel - used as support •
over an open space (King).

website: jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D.
wonderful affair. See you there. For •
information: _(951) 697-7772 or
(95 1) 924-9429.
STAY FOCUS & KEEP YOUR
FAITH
BE BLESSED

J.B.

Is Your Business
In Need of More Customers?
•

•

All A board the Inland Talk Express .. .
KCAA 1050 AM Powerhouse Talk Radio
Loca] News & Entertainment for the Inland Empire is
the answer!!!
Buy all the rech and frequency you need to reach thousands of Inland
Empire consumer daily in th is rapidly expanding market.

Our theme this year is Black Voices in the Media. We are
encouraging decorative and colorful entries in the
Parade, and a $1000.00 fund for the three top floats
illustrating our theme the best has been set aside. First
Prize is $500.00, Second Pride is $300.00 with the third
prize as $200.00.

City of Palm Springs
Black History Month Parade

,,
Why Radio?
Radio deltve r Reach • Radio is Everywhere • Radio Excites the
lmaginatino • Radio Builds Image • Radio is Immediate • Radio is
Economical

,
Here are the details
KCAA is part of the Riverside/San Bernardino Califonia market but
KCAA's Signal covers about 4 mi llion people in the Riverside/San
Bernardino, Orange County, Palm Springs and Los Angeles Markets.

KCAA's largest average quarter hour audience (AQH) is during
· ''Imus In The M.orning"
6 a.m. - 9 a.m. weekdays
KCAA has all the advertising you need 10 sell your products and services al a price you can
afford. DON'T BE LEFf BEHIND and begin 10 grow your bus iness through this exci!ing and
ex11anding media "TALK RADIO.'"

s~~

Saturday, Febru~ry 24, 2007@ 11 :00AM
(760) 416-8711 or fax (760) 323-8704

Contact Your Local KCAA Sales Executive

Trevor Garner 951-515-0334

t.

1

Building Better Communities
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Black Voice News Wins Big

.

Palm Springs 1 CA. Town Fair
starts at 12:pop: Palm Springs
Stadium. For more info, please
call (760) 416-5715
Iluminada 2007 - A Night of
Shining Stars 2/24/2007 5 :30
p.m. This is a Black Tie Event.
Locatlon: Beautifully Resotred
US Grant, Downtown San
Diego, 326 Broadway, San
Diego, CA. Tel: (619) 702-0790
or visit their website at
www.sdchcc.com

Restoration. Cordially Invites
You for Your Time of Purpose
Destiny is @ Hand. Location:
1700 West Highland Av, San
Bernardino, Ca 92411. Tel:
(951) 662-3383 for ~irections ·&
more information
Live Jazz Sundays 2/25/2007
7:30 · p.m. Featuring the Del
Atkins Band. Location: Cheers,
12220 Pigeon Pass- Road ln
Moreno . Valley. Informatio_n:
(951) 247-3233.

Gospel Vision Live 2/24/2007
Blues Jam Under the Stars
7:3.0 p.m .. A time of praise, wor- 2/25/2007 8:00 p.m. Location':
ship, & Word .. .featuring guest China Beach Patio, 12125 Day
gospel artists in sont', dance, St., Moreno Valley. Enjoy the
mimes, clean comedy, poetry, . fresh air' on the patio whil~
short dramas, and so much smokin' the blues. No cover
more .... Location_: Calvary Faith charge. Tel: Randa, (951) 533Center, 8301 Elm Avenue, 1355
Rancho Cucamonga, CA. Tel:
(951) .538-4555
Upscale 3 Entertainment
Presents Sevilla Jazz House
Turn That Mic Up, the Inland Live Jazz Bands 2/25/2007 8:30
Empire's
Only
Spoken p.m. For the Grown and Sexy.
Word/Open Mic 2/24/2007 9:00 No Hats - No Sports Attire Attire
Preferred.
p.m. Location: G~llery by Upscale
Dzine, 119 West Transl Street Location: Sevilla Jazz Club,
#3, Ontario,' CA 91762. There is 3252 Mission Inn Road,
· a minimum $3 donation required Riverside, CA. Tel:· Tymrn ,at the door. Contact info: Jesi, 951/538-8122,
Cha-Cha
Black Voice won big at the West Coast Black Publishers Awards.There were 9 awards presented to the paper out of 11 categories,
909/428-4288,
Pat
- 95 l /538T
909-559-4955 or email turnthatmaking it the most award winning paper in the Inland Empire. In the area of outstanding community service the judges said the
micup@yahoo.com. More Info: 8124
Booker T. Washington event held every April around his birthday and the annual tribute and bust to commemorate his 1914 visit
http://mys pace .com/turnthatto the Mission Inn, Riverside, CA was the best community service activity they had ever seen a newspaper do. It garnered a first
.
'
The Leaders Club Meeting
rmcup
place award.The other first place award was Best Special Edition, for the California Underground Railroad special issue. Other
2/27/2007 7:30 a.m. Location':
winners were: Chuck Washington, Portland Observer; John Warren, San Diego Voice & Viewpoints; Pauline and Les Kimber,
. Where is the AFRICAN in Coco's (El Sobrante Road,. off
California Advocate; Roland and Clovis Campbell, Arizona Informant; and seated Cheryl & Hardy Brown, Black Voice News.
African American? 2/25/2007 Magnolia, off of the 15 south}.
World Ventures meeting and Wrote,"" and had many other 3:00 p.m. A performance and There is.a one-time membership
Black Artists on Tour: The Tim - 951/538-8122, Cha Cha training 2/24/2007 9:30 a.m. guest starring roles on television talk exploring the African ele- fee of $25. Dues are $10 per
African American Aesthetic: 951/453-4228
Location:
Wealth Building shows and appeared. in movies ments of African American month. Breakfast is whatever
Metropolitan Museum presents
and music-making including its his- you'd like to order, and pay for.,
Institute,
9233
Charles Smith incl~ding · ""Casino""
Gerald Spikes and Friends at
" Black Artists on Tour: The
· African American Aesthetic" on the Jazz Cafe 2/24/2007 11:59 Dr, Rancho Cucamonga, CA ""Junior."" Her film ""The toric links to movement in labor, from the menu, but, Your fir t
display from January 16 to p.m. LOCATED AT: 11 33 W 6th 91730. Tel: 1 877 4 WEALTH. Strange Case of Senior religion, and recreation. Karen visit and breakfast are on us!
March 4. "Black Artists ori · Street (one block south of 10 ""Make a Living ....LIVING!"" Computer"" won awards at Wjlson will be accompanied on Call Sandi Staudinger at (951)
Tour" is an art exhibition featur- Fwy ~ Mountain Exit) Ontario, More Info: www.thewealth- Sundance Slam Dane;e and gar- piano by Garfield ""Cookie'"' 733-7178 to make a reservation
nered Best Picture at the San Coleman. Location: Riverside to
ing over 60 contemporary mas- CA 91762. Cost: $15.00. TEL: buildingi'nstitute.ws
391-9119.
EMAIL:
terpieces of both local and (909)
Franci co
Film
Festival. Public Library, 3581 Mission
national African American fun@thejazzcafe .org
Gotta Have Heart' Awards Location: Pomona Mining Inn Ave ~iverside, CA 92501.
Inland
Empire
African
artists. Riverside Metropolitan
2/24/2007 10:30 a.m. Awards Company, 1777 Gillette Road, Cost:
Free.
·
Website:
American
Chamber
bt
Museum, 3580 Mission ,, Inn
Deliverance Productions Co. Presenter for 2007 is Constance Pomona CA. For 1a<lditional http://www.riversideca.gov/libra Commerce monthly meeting
Avenue Riverside, CA 92501. Presents
The-Marriage- Tillison, Aclor, Director and information and location please ry
2/27/2007 5d0 p .m. Location:
The cost is free . For more infor- Connection 2/24/2007 2:00 p.m. committee member of SAG check the website or .'contact
Arrowhead Credit Union , 550 B.
mation visit http://www.river- Location: El Rancho Verde Golf Conservatory and Director of Gisella Thomas at foryouconJubilee
Here! 2/25/2007 Hospitality Ln., 2nd Floor, S~
sideca.gov
Club, 355 East Country Club · the Young Performer's Division. nection@aol.com
6:30 p.m. R - U - Tired, Weary, Bernardino, CA 92408. Cost:
Drive, Rialto , ·CA 92377. Cost: Constanace is one of the top talAnxious,
Frustrated, Free. Tel: (909) 888-5223.
Palm Sprin'g 20th· Annual Discouraged, · Depressed or
Spring into Toastmasters (a $22.00 (Includes full breakfast ent agents in Hollywood and a
',
public speaking organization) buffet and seminar materials). favorite of Ford Models, Parade and Town Fair 2007 Lonely? Struggle No Longer!
2/23/2007 7:00 am. To enhance Tel: (951) 785-8018. or email Abrams Artists, AKA', Osbrink, 2/24/2007 I 1:00 a.m. Location: Jubilee House of Praise for ALL
your public speaking skills, ma wilridge@sbc .global .net
11 :00a: Nations an Apostolic &
Buckwald, CESD an~ ABA. She Parade starts at
enjoy opportunities for networkhas played on ""Murder, She Downtown Palm Canyon Drive, Prophetic
Ministry
of
ing , feel free to join us.
Location:
Grand Terrace
Library. For more information,
contact
Melinda
Sewer
Muganzo,
ATM-B ,
CL, The Black Voice'News
cast of unknowns whose brand ministers , wannabe back in the multiracial audience."
triple duty," said Gordon, the
President at (909) 370-3660!
"Static" is the brainchild of writer-director. "We acted; we
of humor takes no prisoners. hood Black preppies and many
In the Spring 1990 a new show "Static" doesn't floss a double- more. The word is out on this three multitalented men who did location scouting; we djd
. Comedian Mike Epps with called "In Living Color" pre- edged satirical sword like "In Internet-based· show.· Tt:ie web- have formed Professional Hood craft services; we did everything
Special Guest 2/23/2007 8:30 miered on Fox with a novel Living Color" or later spinoffs site, www.staticyabastard.com, Entertainment. Lockhart is the just like Robert Townsend in
p .m. Location:
Grove of approach to sketch comedy: like MADtv and "Chapelle's logs in hundreds of hits a day company's C.E.O. and writer. 'Hollywood Shuffle."'
:
Anaheim
Show."
"Static"
mines
the
world
·
His
baby
bro
Bryan
Bostic
is
the
Bostic
is
the
quiet
storm
in
the
without
any
marketing.
having a predominantly Black
"We're not dangerous, but we editor and musical engineer and group who 's responsible for crecast performing controversial of pop culture for subjects to
Upscale Fridays at Twins Jazz comic bits about Whites, Blacks, parody like its predecessors, but are defiant because we want to Jeff Gordon is a co-writer and ating the original hip hop beats
Club ·2123/2007 9:00 p.m. For Asians, gays, and straights.
it does with a slow burn .
exert the force of comedy on director. The triple threat are as that give "Static" a fresh new
the Grown and Sexy. Location:
"Static"
also
mixes
up
the
everyday life; that's what Static talented and as they are urban vib_e. ''Right now .we' re
Nearly 20 years later, there's a
Twins, 10134 Foothill Blvd ., new show ready to cross the madness with some funny ani- • comedy is," said Maurice resourceful. They pooled their showcasing on the Internet , but
Rancho Cucamonga, CA. Tel : comedy color line. "Static" is a mated characters and on-loca- Lockhart, writer and co-creator . finances and came up with about we're being approached by stuHenry Andrade - 951/662-1382, new sketch comedy show that tion comedy sketches that make of Static. "We're like an "In $20,000 to become independent dios to take it to the next level,"
features a predominantly Black you laugh out loud. "Static" - . Living Color" crossed with producers, turning intense cre- said Bostic. "We're really gratewhich means producing station- "Jackass" except we don't do ativity into immense opportunity ful that the website is a hit and
ary charges of electricity - anything to hurt ourselves. But to become a new comedy show. that people like our work"
charges you up with laughter by we're crazy, and we're the only.
"Each of us had our own
satmzmg
weight-conscious predominantly Black comedy stren~ths and interests, but
white girls, money-hungry Black show out there appealing to a everyone had to jump in and do

is

Comedy's New Color-line breaking show "Static" Picks Up Where "In Living Color" Dropped Off

Booker T.
Washington -Brunch

1,

Speaker: Great Granddaughter Gloria
"Bonnie" Jackson
Mission Inn M.usic Room
Co Sponsors: Black Voice News and
Foundation/ Riverside African American
Historical Association and the Elite's
, Social Club
April 13, 2007
11 :30-2:00
Cost: $45 per person
Historic Program Journal available
Full page $100
1/2 $75
1/4 $60
Business Card $35
Patron (names only) $15
For more Information Call (909)

888-5040
I,,

I/

You c ·a n Teach!
Do you hold a college degree?
Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9
months, or be a paid intern teacher while you complete
the program.
The College of Education at California State University
San Bernardino has programs in Elementary, Secondary,
Bilingual and Special Education.

Take a positive step toward
your future!
Call us today at: (909) 537-5603
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN Bl!RNARDINO
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came out for the historic
event. There were children
and youth who were proud to
be identified with the natne
change and one group calling
itself the Rosa Parks Street
Group, (staying away from
the gang stigma) . They wore
black shirts with Parks name
and likeness on them. Posters
of Pru;ks were presented by ·
artist Jameel Rasheed and one
from Artis Lane was given to
the committee by Willis
Edwards of the NAACP.
After a benediction by Rev.
Rodney Croom, Pastor of
First Baptist Church a special
solemn moment came. Just
before the ribbon was cut
Elder Joe Benitez, of the
Cabazon Band of Mission
Indians gave a touching spiritual blessing. He said that the
Indians in that area have
. always welcomed Bla-ck people because of the oppression
they had in common. He
wanted to be there to bless the
land and the street cementing
that relationship. He request~
ed no photos be taken anq
said that if photos were taken
of the blessing it would create
an unhealthy response.
And then it was time·, the
· ribbon was cut, and many
marched symbolically to the
community center to have the
lunch that was promised earli-

The Black Voice News
PALM SPRINGS

By Meagan Carter

Stars, community and
elected officials attended the
celebration in honor of the
naming of Las Vegas Rd. after
the mother of the ciyil rights
movement Rosa Parks in
North Palm Springs.
, Organizers of the event said
they were pleasantly surprised when about 200 people
attended the event. The major
sponsor, TV One representative, Antoinette Brown-Leon
said that she was pleased to
~ee such a great crowd on
such a beautiful day.
♦
. The renaming of the street
was the brainchild of Kris
Benz,
who
introduced
Mistress of Ceremonies,
Tanya Wright from the Fox
Television show "24" ..
After and invocation from
Rev. C.W. Parker, pasta~ of
Ajalon Missionary Baptist
Church,
the
dynamic
C.ommunity Choir led by
Linda Crawford had people
(~ling good.
, Palm Springs Mayor Ron
Oden, welcomed visitors and gram ended and dinner could
read a proclamation dedicat- be served there was much
ihg the day to the memory of more to be heard. Rev.
Mrs. Parks.
Dennis Brown caused the
Pearl Taylor Devers , a emotions to rise when he
Palm Springs native, repre- recited a compilation of
sented the Rosa and Raymond works by Rev. Martin Luther
Parks Institute, and gave ,the King, Jr. But Ne~s Anchor
r,eport that they were pleased Larry Carroll gave a keynote
tbat Mrs• Parks was being message that left attendees
~ecognized in such a wonder- thinking, feeling and ponderful manner. Jarvis Crawford, ing the words he said in the
Manager' of •the ' James 0. following excerpts:
Jesse Community Center
"It was December 1st in
ve a welcome to the com- 1955 . There were automomunity he represents and then biles, busses , and . people
said the magic words , "you walking on the sidewalk. One
are all invited for dinner at the' · of those people was tired that
center following the ribbon afternoon. She decided to sit
cutting." But before the pro-

down and in that moment
stood up for the pain and
fatigue of generations unable
to speak their volumes of
frustrations, despair and disenfranchise,ment at a system
that professed freedom, yet
delivered slavery, disenfranchisement, brutality, fear,
· hopelessness and abuse.
Ordered to rise for an able
bodied man, )she ~at d~wn and
stood up for freedom, for justice and for equality. On day
on a street in America brought
America face to face with
itself and changed hatred into
hope. Turned rage into righteousness and defined heroism

for common men women and
children of every color in
every nation of the world . She
never had a struggle to survive in the Coachella Valley,
but like he,r, thousands struggle daily in dignity to reach
for America's unique promises in this very special place.
Rosa Parks, may you re,st in
perfect peace. May your snir,

(

it live forever on this street in
America and on every street
around the world."
Joseph Beaver, Rosa Parks
Committee Chairman, a
respected member of · the
community and Executive er.
Director of the Black
Other sponsors
were
Historical
and Cultural .African
Chamber
of
Society said he was pleased Commerce of Palm Springs ,
and , suwrisyd that SO many
See PARKS, Page A-BJ ,-.,
1

~

I

Larry Carroll gave a stirring speech.

\ ,

I

..
El Chicano

Available!

............ VICTORVILLE
Q;J)! Jrtmutl.Qlort!t

WEDNESDAY.. MARCH

nm AMBAsWxJR flamL -
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Mayor Ron Oden and event's major sponsor, Antoinette Brown Leon from TV One.

14; 2007
.

SAN BERNARDINO
WEDNESDAY - APRIL 4, 2007
SAN BERNARDINO AIRPORT GALAXY CF.NtPJ.
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Community
Action
Association, Elephant Bar
and Restaurant, Palm Desert,
Continued from Page A-7
Enzo's _Ristorante, First
Aqua Caliente Band of
B'aptist Church, Lily of the
Cahoilla Indians, Ajalon
Valley Church of God in
Missionary Baptist Church,
Christ, New Bethel Church of
Black Historical and Cultural
God in Christ, Merchan't
Society, Black History Month
Investment and ,Management'
Committee, Bll1ck Voice
Company, Jim Bartlett,
News , Cabazon Band of
Negro Academic Scholarship
Mission Indians, Canyon
Fund, Palm Springs Resort
National Bank, City of Palm
and Spa, Palm Springs
Springs, Mayo.r Ron Oden,
Chamber of Commerce, Palm
City Council Members,
Springs . Motors, Rosa &
Engineering Director David
Raymond Parks Institute for
Barakian, Police Department,
Self Development, Union
Chief Gary Jeandron, Desert
Bank of California, 4th
Highland
Gateway ·
District County Supervisor,

PARKS

Thursday, February 22, 200~

Roy Wilson , 37th Senate
District,
Jim
Battin,
Assemblywoman
Bonnie
Garcia,
80th
Assembly
District.
The committee members
who were responsible for the
dedication were, Jarvis
Crawford, Co-Chair, Angie
·Patrick, Secretary, Cynthia
Session, Treasurer <J.nd members _S andra Beaver, · Kris
Benz, Joe Ann Crawford, _Joe
Grant, Janice Harrell · and
Selma Moloi .

Pearl Devers, Rosa and Raymond Parks Institute and Jarvis Crawford, Manager, James 0. Jessie Desert
Highland Unity Center.
'

------------

per mooth plus tax and license for 36
ths shor1 lerm lease on approval of

,t lrom lending inslitulion SJ.842 Iota

tome< cash down Tax, first jear regis

extra. Les.ee is responsible at lease
mleage ~ -taper year at 15 cents per
. Tier 1 credit is defined b).' 700,.Fair

credil depth.

.

~

!!!!!111=:;i__.......

$3,350 Dealer D
750 Factory Re a e

00

OFF
MSRPJ .

'
,.
. '
'
.
D RANGER XTRA CAB - BLACK, LIFTED, GREAT TRUCK, AUTO, #A3827L .... .
AN ALTIMA - PEARL WHITE, AUTO, PWR PKG, CRAZY CHEAP! #191091 .........., ..
YSLER PT CRUISER - BLACK TOURING, PWR, SUPER CLEAN, MUST SEE! #271641
N SENTRA - SILVER, POWER EVERYTHING, AUTO, 14K. LIKE NEW! #534755..... .
SAN MAXIMA SE -AUTO, MOON ROOF, POWER EVERYTHING, LOADED, A STEAL #447069
E GRAND CARAVAN - WHITE, LOADl;:D, REAR A/C,GREAT PRICE #448637.......
SAN MURANO - ONLY $18,995 FOR A MURANO!!! CRAZY BUT TRUE #202189...........
AN ALTIMA - 3.5 V6, LOADED. PERFECT! LOW MILES FOR ONLY 19,995! #177138....
SLER 300 - SILVER, AUTO, 12K Ml. WON'T FIND A NICER OR CHEAPER! #476948.,..

1644~ S.. Highland Ave ..
FONTANA
Sierra/CJ.trus. & 21 OHwy.◄

866-320-6585
Artist Bernard Hoyes, actor Hal Williams, and artist Jameel Rasheed
Ir
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Gov;. Schwarzenegger l.Vlakes Key Appointments
Eugene Hale

Darlene Ayers-Johnson

Darlene Ayers-Johnson, 63, of Oakland, has
been appointed to the Commission on the
Status of Women. She has been principal
and owne~ of the public relations firm AyersJohnson & Associates since 2000. AyersJohnson is also the vice president of the
w:l!-__..,___ ____:i• Board of Oakland's. Port Commissioners and
executive director of Friends of Faith, a non-profit ·which brings
5reast cancer awareness to underserved communities. Previously,
she was executive pirector of the California State Board of Control
from 1997 to 1999 and deputy dir~ctor of the _Calfornia State
partment of General Services from 1991 ·10 1997. This position
requires Senate confirmation and the compensation is $100 per
diem. Ayers-Johnson is a Republican.

_..J

Eugene Hale, 60, of Gardena, has been
appointed to the Small Business Board. In
1981, he founded the construction equipment
and supplier company, G & C Equiprrent,
where he currently serves as president. Hale
previously was an analyst for CIT Corp from
1975 to 1980. In 2003, he was appointed to
serve on the President's Board of Advisors on Historically Black
. Colleges and Universities. Hale also serves as chair of the Greater
Los Angeles African American Chamber of Commerce and is a member of the National Black Chamber of Commerce and the
Department of General Services Small Business Advisory Board.
This position does not require Senate confirmation and there is no
salary. Hale is an Independent.

Bruce Johnson

·Henry Needham to First District Court of
Appeal

Needham, 63, of Oakland, has served as a
judge in the Alameda County Superior Court
since 1996, where he currently serves as the
assistant presiding judge and the supervising
judge of the Hayward branch. He previously
was an attorney·and later partner in the law
firm Anderson, Galloway & Lucchese from 1988 to 1996, litigating
medical malpractice cases. Needham earned a Juris Doctorate
degree from San Francisco School of Law and a Bachelor of Arts
degree from Fisk University. He fills the vacancy created by the
retirement of Justice Lawrence Stevens. Needham is a Repuplican.

!

Bruce Johnson, 52, of Fair Oaks, has been
appointed to the Earthquake, Authority
Advisory Panel. He has worked for State Farm
Insurance for more than 30 years, where he
,
currently holds the position of vice president of
agency in the California zone. Previous positions Johnson has held at State Farm
Insurance include; vice president of agency in the south coast region,
executive assistant to the president's corporate office, agency field
executive, agency manager and agency training coordinator. This '
position does n9t require Senate confirmation and there is no salary:
Johnson is a Republican.

Pamela Bertani
Ken Williams

Mary Ann Greene

Ken Williams, 51, of Los Angeles, has been
appointed to the Board of Barbering and
Cosmetology. He currently serves as the
school director for the Universal College of
Beauty, where he has worked since 1989.
, Williams previously held the positions of vice
;z,i1--_ __.1--..1 president and chief operations officer at the
Universal College of Beauty. This position requires Senate confirmation and the compensation is $100 per diem. Williams isa Democrat.
Askia Abdulmajeed

Askia Abdulmajeed, 63, of Elk Grove, has
been appointed to the Board of Parole
Hearings. He has served as a correctional
chaplain for the Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation at the California Medical
Facility since 2004. Previously, Abdulmajeed
was a program consultant for the Gates
' Recovery Foundation from 2002 to 2004 and facility direclor of the
. Bay Area community corrections program for Volunteers of America
from 2001 to 2002. Prior to that, he was a special projects manager
• of the community corrections program for Center Point Incorporated
, from 1999 to 2002. This position requires Senate confirmation and
I/le compensation is $108,167. Abdulmajeed is a Democrat.

Peter Reinke to State Teachers'
Retirement Board
Peter Reinke, 34, of Oakland, has been appointed to the State Teachers' Retirement Board. He
has served on the Board since 2006 and has
held the position of director of civic purpose at
the Head Royce School since 2003. From 1997
to 2003, Reinke was the director of finance and
teacher training for the Heads Up Program at
Head Royce School, an academic program for at-risk youth. He worked
as a legislative correspondent, deputy floor coordinator and deputy field
manager for U.S. Senator John Chafee from 1993 to 1996. Reinke is a
member of the State Board of California Common Cause and he served
as vice chair of the Oakland Public Ethics Commission from 2002 to
2005. This position requires Senate confirmation and the compensation
is $100 per diem. Reinke is a Democrat.

Timothy Alan
imon lo the Public
Utilities
Commission

Mary Ann Greene, 72, of Culver City; has
been appointed to the Baldwin Hills
Conservancy Governing Board. She retired
as a senior director for the Los Angeles
County Probation Department where she
worked for 26 years. Greene also served as
a community development analyst for the Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors from 1978 to 1981. She is
past'.president of the Baldwin Hills Conservancy Governing Board
and the Los Angeles Chapter of the California Probation, Parole and
Correctional Association. This position does not require Senate confirmation and the compensation is $100 per diem. Greene is a
Democrat.

Travis Townsy

Travis Townsy, 46, of Sacramento, has been
appointed to the Corrections Standards
Authority. He has served as a correctional
officer at Folsom State Prison since 1987.
Townsy also served as a correctional counselor at Folsom State Prison in 2005. He is a
member of the Association of Black
Correctional Workers (ABCW). This position requires Senate confirmation and there is no salary. Townsy is Democrat.

I

Pamela Bertani, 43, of Fairfield, has been
appointed to the Commission on Uniform
State Laws. She currently serves as an attor·ney contracting with the Law Offices of John
P. Costello, specializing in trademark and
copyright law. From 2000 to 2006, Bertani
was an associate attorney with Weintraub,
Genshlea & Chediak Law Corporation. Prior to that, she was an
associate attorney with the law firm Dillingham & Murphay. This
position does not require Senate confirmation and the compensation
is $100 per diem. Bertani is a Democrat.

Sophia McBeth-Childs

Sophia McBeth-Childs, 43, of Sacramento,
has been appointed to the Sex Offender
Management Board. She has worked for the
Sacramento County Sheriffs Department
since 1989, where she currently serves as a
detective in the cold hit unit. Previously,
McBeth-Childs served as a detective in the
sexual and elder abuse bureau and homicide unit. She also served
as a deputy sheriff in patrol services and corrections. McBeth-Childs
is a member of the California Sexual Assault Investigators
Association. Tliis position does not require Senate confirmation and
there is no salary. McBeth-Childs is registered decline-to-state.

Michael Kelley has been appointed commissioner of finan- ,
cial institutioos.
Kelley has over 33 yeaJS of service wi1h the State of
Calffornia. Since June 2006, he has served as acting commissionerof financial institutions. From 2004 to 2006, Kelley
served as the chief financial and administrative officer for
the Secretary of the Business, Transportation and Housng
Agency. He was the chief of pertonnance review for the
Department of Finance from 2002 to 2004, wherehis duties
included preparing, presenti1g and supporting the.annual financial ~an for theStale.Prior
to that Kelley was ~ncipal program budget c11alyst for the Departme,nt of Finance from
2000 to 2002. He wor1(ed for the Department of Insurance as achief deputy commissioner from 1999 to 2000 and adeputy commissioner from 1995 to 1999. Prevjous~, hewas
divisionchief of the Department of Motor Vehicles from 1991to 1995 and director of the
Department of Consumer AW
airs from 1987 to 1991.
'

Kevin Gaines
Dale E. Bonner as Secretary of Business,
Transportation and Housing Agency
Bonner, 41, of Los Angeles, earned a Jurts
Doctorate degree from Georgetown University
Law Center and a Bachelor of Arts degree
from the University of Southern California.
This position requires Senate confirmation
and the compensation is $157,000. Bonner is
a, Republican. The state Business,
Tiansportation and Housing Agency (BTH) oversees the activities of
13 departments consisting of more than 42,000 employees, a budget greater than $11 billion, plus several economic development programs and commissions. Its operations address financial services,
transportation, affordable housing, real estate, managed health care
plans and public safety.

Eddie Lang, Jr.

Kevin Gaines, 41 , of Sacramento, has been
appointed deputy director of local government
and community relations for the Department
of Social Services. He has served as the governmental affairs manager for Yolo County
since April 2006. From 2005 to 2006, Gaines
was deputy director for local government and
community relations for the Department of Social Services.
Previously, he was the operations manager for the Energy Coalition
in 2004, a management analyst for the City of Moreno Valley from
2002 to 2004 and was assistant to the director for the Riverside
County Department of Public Social Services from 1997 to 2002.
This position does not require Senate confirmation and the compensation is $96,816. Gaines is registered decline-to-state.

Since January 2006, Simon has served as the first African American appointments secretary in the Office of the Governor. Prior to joining the administration, he served as general counsel and chief compliance officer for Global Crown Capital, LLC where he was responsible for development and implementation of legal and compliance polices for the firm.
From 2002 to 2005, Simon was vice president and chief compliance officer for PreferredTrade, Inc, an online financial securities and futures broker. Prior to that, he was a consultant to Barclays Global Investors after serving for three years first as principal and associate general counsel in the legal department and later as principal and director of new
business development in the financial services division at Robertson Stephens Investment Bankers. From 1995 to 1999, Simon was senior counsel in the Office of the General
Counsel for Bank of America and from 1993 to 1995 he served as vice president and managing compliance director for the Wells Fargo Bank Savings and Investment Group.

ave nergy an
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Paul Jacks, 53, of Sacramento, has been
appointed to the Caljfornia Service Corps.
Since 1985, he has worked for the Office of
Emergency Services in several capacities,
where he currently holds the position of '
deputy director of the disaster assistance division. Prior to 'that, Jacks worked for the
California Conservation Corps from 1977 to 1985 as an associate r
government analyst and conservationist. ·This position <1011s ;not
require Senate confirmation and there is no salary. Jacks is a
Democrat.
·
·, .f

Eddie lang, Jr., 65, of Rancho Cordova, has
been appointed to the Contractors' State
License Board. He retired as supervisoc'of
the. corporation collections unit for the
California Franchise Tax Board, where .he
worked in various positions from 1980 to
2003. He serves on the Board of Directors for
the lnnerCity Housing Corporation and HELPS Family Foster Agency
and is a member of the AmericanAssociation of Retired People.
Lillian Perry
Lillian Perry, 56, of Fontana, has been appointed to the Commission onTeacher
Credentialing. She is a tenured teacher in multiple subjects and since 1999 has
taught grades 6, 7 and 8 for Fontana Middle School. Previously, Perry taught
grades K-6 for Miles Avenue School in the Los Angeles Unified School District
from 1980 to 1986, was a substitute teacher for grades 7 & 8 with Mccosh
Elementary School inChicago, IL from 1977 to1979 and taught grades 4&5 for
CollegeHill School in Evanston, ILfrom 1973 to 1976. Additional~, she founded
the Philill Foundation in 2003, a nonprofit devoted to enrichirg the greater community through the arts and education through entertainment. This position
requiresSenate confirmation and !here isno salary. Perry is a Republican.
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The California Alternate Rates for Energy program
(CARE) offers qualified r~sldentlal customers
savings of 20%
or more on their monthly
electric bills.
'
.
The Family Electric Rate
Assistance (FERA) program offers
qualifying households of three or
more a discount when they exceed
their baseline electricity usage by
30% or more.
Call 1-800-798-5723 or visit,
see.com to learn more about
lowering your electric bill and
increasing your savings .
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Introducing Callfornla Lotteryf• newfft o•,,,.,

Mllllon Dollar Raffle.

Buy your ticket today befor• they'r, all sold out. Buy ,any and qualify
for au the draw date1. Your ticket could win more than once.
Mllllon Doller Drew Date• March 17, 2007.
Up to 1o wlnn~rs wlll win $1 mllllon.

SOUTHERN CALIFOMNl4

EDISON

Pr•llmlnary Draw Datn • F•b. 11th,,...,. 24th, Mar. 3rd, ~r. 10th.
On each date 10 winner• wlll win $10,000.
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MEET THE NEW STYLE OF CLASS.
The all-new 2007 LlNCOLN MKX. Comp1ete1y reflned inside and out.
Impressive grille. Sleek,. confident lines. And a design that says sophistication.

AMSALE ABERRA
CREATlVE DIRECTOR
AMSALE DESIGN GROUP
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L I N COL 'N
Reach Higher
lin colnlounge.com
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Grandparents Take Center Stage At College
· Bound's First-Ever Heritage Luncheon

©~~00®
~~~ff~
Minority owned and operated

The Black Voice News

CERRITOS ·

"As I mature with every passing
year, I become a better person because I
increasingly appreciate what you have
done for me in your lifetime. I know it
has antl will have an everlasting effect
on my future , and I thank you with eternal love and gratitude."
Those were the heartfelt words of
College Bound senior student Albert
Edwards IV, as he read aloud a letter to
his grandparents at College Bound's
first-ever Heritage Luncheon, Saturday,
Feb. 10 at Tom Bradley International
Hall on the campus of UCLA. The
University co-sponsored the event. .
"We strongly believe that it's important for young people to understand and
have respect for their heritage," says
College Bound Founder/CEO Johnnie
Savoy. "We established this event for
our senior students to honor and celebrate their elders for their guidance,
support and love."
· Keith Parker, Assi&tant Vice
Chancellor of UCLA Government &
Community Relations says the
University is pleased to co-sponsor
such an event. "Our grandparents provide us with such an important legacy,"
he notes. "We don't get here by ourelves ...we stand on the shoulders of
thers."
The afternoon's keynote address was
::tiven by College Hound's Development
fficer Leslie Poston, who told the stuents that they would learn their own
rsonal history by listening to their
ders. 'If you understand your person-

Coffie in and see
our great deals
Photo by Cornell
College Bound student Reshona Ross,. (r) a Riverside resident, is
joined by her grandmother Yvonne Allen at College Sound's Heritage
Luncheon. Co-sponsored byUCLA, the event was held at the
University's Tom Bradley International Hall. Based upon College
Sound's belief of the importance for young people to understand and
have respect for their heritage, the luncheon was created as a way
for College Sound's senior students to honor and celebrate their
grandparents and other significant elders.

al history, it elevates the possibilities of
your present--and thus your future--to a
much greater level," explained Poston,
who holds both BA and•MA Degrees
from Stanford University. ".. that the
depth of who you ·can be as a person
will be much deeper and more meaningful with the wisdom from those who

proceeded you."
UCLA Student Dasha Chadwick
provided musical selections. College
Bound senior student Garnette Wood
led the opening prayer and fellow
College Bound student Mark Robinson
read a letter he wrote to his grandparents.

ta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. Staying
True To Their Motto ,
Maintaining tbis sorority's long time
«~dition of putting the needs of others
first, before their self is just one viable
nd nm,ortant com~nent that has con)-ibu @to t~ar lo~81Wity and success.
· Eta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc's history
an be traced as far back as 1942 when
!even business women having the
ame vision bonded, and out of that
ond they developed a relationship of
·sterhood and loyalty toward one
Their vision was that the growth and
uccess of the community would be
nhanced by promoting higher scholastic standards and career awareness
· ~ through education and mentoring pro' grams for the community. Eta Phi Beta
" orority Inc provided volunteer servicsupported charities' worked with
1'iievelopmentally disabled citizens and
assisted agencies, as well as sponsored

:les;

..

career development programs for young
people.
Eta Phi Beta Sorority Inc, endeavors
to improve the community did not go
without rewards. They now have many
chapters which are located in variou .
regions of the world, and their membership is steadily growing.
The Gamma Omega Chapter located
in the Western Region-of the lnland
Empire area is c1mently participating in
charitable foundations, as well as providing financial assistance to organizations such as: the Options House Inc.
and scholarship programs. The Option
House Inc is a program for victims of
domestic violence. Gamma Omega
Chapter also provides services to vari-.
ous outreach programs such a~: convalescent homes and programs for babies
with AIDS.
There is no end to . the Gamma
Omega Chapter's accomplishments.
They are currently in the process of

planning an induction service for
Shads. These are the husbands of the
sorority sisters. · The Shads will function independently of the Gamma
_Omega Chapter. They will recruit their
o~n memberships, elect officers and
plan their ~n program&. The· goals
will remail1 the same that is to continue
to provide opportunities to promote
growth and improve community services.
The induction service for. these
debonair potential Shads is scheduled
for March 3, 2007 at the New Hope
Family Life Center in San Bernardino,
California'. What a grand month this
will be for the Gamma Omega Chapter.
In addition to the induction of the
Shads, their will be a big Soiree for
potential sorority sister scheduled for
March 17, 2007 . Keep an eye on the
Gamma Omega Chapter. Good things
are coming from this chapter.

.
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We sell ALL makes
and models
an·d can deliver_any
vehicle for

$0
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TECH TALK

Helping
Small Businesses and Organizations Bridge the Digital Divide.
'
'

MOBILE COMPUTING SOLO· ·
TIONS

In today's mobile society, it
becomes necess·ary ·to manage your
business from almost everywhere. This
is possible with today's technology.
There are many ways to achieve this
type of connectivity; here, I will give a right product for your needs.
brief survey of current solutions. In
If you want similar functionality as a
subsequent articles I will discuss each laptop, but in a smaller form , a Pocket
solution in depth.
· PC may be what you need. This pocket
A laptop is typically used as a desk- sized device allows you to do many of
top replacement when you are travel- things you would do on your Laptop;
ing. ff you do not have a desktop, you albeit on a much smaller screen. I sugcan use your laptop as. a suitable gest that you go to a local vendor and
replacement. As with any other comput- try several models ·out for yourself.
ing purchase, a good question to ask is: Some people find it very difficult to
How will I need to use this computer? • work with such a small device.
Once you answer that question,, most
Smart Phones are similar to Pocket
competent computer sales professionals. PC's; however, they also double as a
should be able to help you choose the cell phone. One advantage is that you

don't have to carry a Pocket PC and a
cell phone separately. One of the
biggest complaints about these phone's
is the reduced battery life compared to a
regular cell phone.
There are many choices within these
three options. In the following articles I
will discuss these choices further, along
with some usage suggestions.
Please send all feedback, topic suggestions
and/or
questions
to
TechTalk @AboveTheLim_i t .com.
Digital archives can be found at
www.BlackVoiceNews.com
and
www.IngleWoodToday.com·.

Elmer Thomas Jr. is Founder of
Above the Limit, Inc., an award winning
web and software development company dedicated to bridging the digitaldivide . You can find out more about Mr.
Thomas at wwwAboveTheLimit.com.

5 a Day Keeps the Doctor Away
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By C. F. Hawthorne
On February 16, 2007 community
and' faith based leaders kicked off The
5 a Day Caippaign created to encourage African Americans to eat more
fruit and vegetables, to get more exercise and to get involved in the community. More than half of the community
does not eat five fruits and vegetables
a day. The 5 a Day Campaign is a public health initiative designed to
. improve the· health of low-income
· African Americans.
The campaign works with communities throughout California to create
environments where healthy eating
and physical activity are socially sup-

.,

ported. Strategies for educating adults
and youth through advocacy, research,
faith-based education programs, community festivals, media, ret!lil and
public and private partnerships are .
· being' implemented: The 5 a day program encourages the - African
American community to live, think
and grow healthier, get involved in
your community, be active, apd offers
solutions to find ways to be a healthier
you.
The 5 a Day campaign has formed
a council of concerned California residents, community leaders, educator,
ministers , registered dietitians, nurses,
doctors and advocates. African
American consume only 30 servings
· of fruits and vegetables a day. More
than 34% of African -Americans are

·'

obese in California, Heart diseases
ranks as the number l killer of African
Americans, claiming the lives of 36
percent of us who die each year. High
blood pressure in African Americans
in the United States is among the highest in the world. A recent survey -of
African American adults in Riverside,
Fresno , Los Angeles, Oakland,
Sacramento, San Bernardino, and San
Diego indicated they are ready to take
specific actions to improve the health
in their communities. Some of these
actions included writing, calijng, or
emailing government officials, participating in a community action group,
and even paying more in tax.es to support nutrition education and physical
activity programs .

Call
·Sherman Jackson or Andrew Harris
for price quotes on any make or model.
lncl_uding Honda, Toyota,_BMW, MBZ

1 ~800-551-93-3 1
I

or come by at

4480 Chino Hills Parkway Chino, CA 91710
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First 5 CA L·aunches Statewide ''Leading Ladies for School Readiness" C·ampaign
ready-to-use education mate- ipating in the Leading Ladie~·
rials and useful tips for reach- for School Readiness cam-~
ing parents and caregivers . paign are encouraged to conf
First 5 San Bernardino understands _throughout their churches and tact the.California Associatiort'
the value in partnering with the' f~ith surrounding communities.
of Ministers ' Wives and':
community to reach parents and care- . "We want parents to know Ministers ' Widows • at:
givers with critical information about that preparing their child for info@leadingladiesforsch<;ioli;
the early years ·of a child's life," . school starts the day he or she readiness.com or call (866)
The Black Voice News
is born ," said Henryetta 305-4813 . An interdenomina~
SACRAMENTO
Benton, president of the tional organization,'the asso,
First
5
California
California
As.sociation of ciation has more than 200
health care, early literacy and cates for school readiness.
announced recently it is partMinisters'
Wives
and members
throughout
the benefits of preschool.
"First 5 San Bernardino
J?.ering with leading ladies
Some of the outreach activ- understands the value in part- Ministers' Widows. "We are California and has recently ·
from African American
ities organized by the leading nering with the faith commu- looking forward. to working added school readiness among
, Richard Jarvis
churches to launch a statewide
ladies will include hosting nity to reach parents and care- closely with First 5 California African Americans to it~
effort designed to educate par- and reliable sources for infor- church
and
community givers with critical informa- to help ensure children get the many advocacy goals.
ents and caregivers on the mation and our ability to forums focused on African tion about the early years of a best possible start in life and
i,mportance of preparing chil- reach parents witp important Americans and school readi- child's life," said Richard enter
school
dren for success in school.
messages about school readi- ness, establishing a speakers' Jarvis, Executive Director of healthy and happy."
ATTE~TION HOMEOWNERS
To launch the campaign ness will be significantly bureau to educate parents and First 5 San Bernardino.
. According
to
called "Leading Ladies for strengthened through this his- generate support for school
Stella Smith, deputy direc- First 5 California,
School Readiness ," First 5 toric partnership."
readiness efforts , and serving tor of First 5 Riverside said, 90 percent of a Are You Behind In Your Payments
California established a partAccording to First 5 as local media spokespersons "The Leading Ladies for child's brain <level- Or Received A Notice Of Default??
•nership with the California California, two-thirds of chil- for the school readiness edu- School Readiness will enable ops most dramatiAssociation of Ministers' dren in the state's high-priori- cation effort.
You Have Options ....
First 5 Riverside to tap into cally during the .
Wives
and
Ministers' ty elementary schools do not
first
5
years
of
life.
First 5 San Bernardino and the credibility and influence
Widows. To date, more than have the necessary develop- First 5 Riverside will also of leading ladies of the Black The.refore, what a
EXPIRED LISTING * BUY/SELL* REFI- ,'. I
50 leading ladies - women in mental skills to enter kinder- support the Leading Ladies church to help remind parents parent does during
NANCE
leadership roles at their garten such as sharing, taking for School Readiness cam- that they are their children's these early years to
~hurches - are participating in turns or sitting still in a class- paign. The Commissions and first and most important support
their
Call Your Realty
the statewide program.
child's growth and
room.
their faith-based partnerships teachers."
Specialist
, "Leading ladies play an
As local advocates for will help identify leading
To support the leading encourage learning
important role within their school readiness, leading ladies and encourage them to ladies school readiness out- will have a meanSandra Ubom
churches and communities," ladies will work closely with join the program. In addition, reach efforts, First 5 ingful
impact
(909) 573-3721
said First 5 Executive church leadership and other both Commissions will host California created a compre- throughout their
Director Kris Perry. "The community leaders to educate workshops for leading ladies , hensive outreach tool kit, child's life.
COLDWeLL
l~ading ladies of the African · parents and caregivers on top- interested in becoming advo- which includes a variety of
Leading ladies
BANl(eR r;l
American church are trusted ics including good nutrition,
interested in partic-

Collaboration with
Leading Ladies of
African American•Churches in Inland
Empire Aims to Prepare
. Children for Success in
School

''
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This is not intended as a solicitation of your property if currently · ',
listed for sale
• ;•

BUSINESS GUIDE
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A Limo For U

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

THIS

COULD

Looking to refinance your home? Would you
like to purchase your own home? Let us lift
· you into a loan designed just for you.

Call Ms. Million at (909) 954-8162

f
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Be a Sweetheart!
.
Valentme Special

_ _ __

WE -BUY HOUSES

FILE BANKRPPTCY
Under New Law

AD

CASH IN 24 HRS
CALL TODAY
SELL TONIORROWI

www.soodlawoifices.com

Avoid The Commission Hassle
We Pay All Closing Costsl
Avoid Lengthy Delays
We Solve Problemsl
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ANY CONDITIONI

CAI.I. NOWI

(IIS'U&B..-BB40 I
www.glvest-cor.P.--=•m ~

bftl>://www.cash4yourhome,o24hrs.com J

The Black Volte New,
Posl Office Box 1581
R1ver~de, CA 92502
(951 ) 682-6070
Mastercard and VISA Accepted

. This Could Be Your Ad

Call Regina Brown Wilson
951.682.6070
""""""""'""' La.w Offices of - - •

Olufemi

Aaron L. Turner

SfsterlOcks "'IBrothetlocks"'
Braids (Micro. Cornrow Ek.)
Locs/ Twists/Maintenance

TO FIND OUT HOW

Children Welcome

951.682.6070 x.1

(951) 567-6259
e-mail: olufeml@adelphia.net

Open: Mon.-Fri. .
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM

Free Initial Consultation
(951) 686-~193
3995 Brockton Ave., Riverside

LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms

Working Together
We will refer you to an
attorney that special. izes in whatever your
_
legal needs might be.
Our goal is to get you the best seNice possible.

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer
you to a mortgage banker that will get
you a loan. Refinancing or •
Consolidation. Home loans for everyone. Our job is to get you the best loan
possible. 1-800-500-7047

,,

Find Out How

Specializing

Law ORices of
RICHARD F. NEVINS

1

Naturally Yours Boutique By

Brown-Wilson

WILLS
PROBATE
LIVING TRUSTS

___._ _ Dp _ __

1 Year• $,40.00
Student Rate • $25.00

12 Passenger Tuxedo• 6 Passerr~er Black

· Lancl &

_

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amooot _ _
2 Yean $72.00
3Yean -SN.GO
Senior Citizen • $25.00

Book Early!......

YOUR

Contact Regina

Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Free Box o( Candy

909-522-4515

lSOOI
,c,a,_.,_-Ha-u::ia
,...,._

(please print)

4 Hours for the ·Price of 3/

Contact Paris @ Higher Ground Lending

.• $100distount

a or ma1 in your su scrip on an receive The Black Voice News or
weeks in either your home or office.
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Home Workers
Urgently Needed
Discover how to make money giving away FREE bottles of BODY
BALANCE valued at $39.95 each.
BODY BALANCE is a nutritional
beverage with over 120 nutrients. It
is a product of Life Force
International, a 22 year old company from Chula Vista, CA.

• Aggressive Personal Representation
• Criminal Law
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
357 West 2nd Street, Suite 10 •San Bernardino, CA 9240 1

Treehouse Dental Group ·

Start Planning for the
Summer

Could you use some extra income?

(909) 383-8480

I, ,

Providing comprehensive dentistry for the entire family.
Experience the Difference at .
Treehouse Dental Group

SPECTACULAR SUMMER
SPECIALS AVAILABLE!!!
Call Regina Brown Wilson for summer rates on Business Card and ·
Double Business Card Display Ads

This home based business is rated
as the hottest #1 business opportunity of 2006. Call Joe at 951-6961269 today. FIT or Pir.
Inland Empire
African A:merican
Chamber of Commerce

951.682.6070
GRANITE COUNTERTOPS
: Quality Installation of Granite :
'Countertops at Affordable Prices:

RESIDENTIAL• COMMERCIAL

:

"You Choose A Color, We Do The Rest"'

SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray
Dr. Barbara Gray

Cosmetic Dentistry
Tooth colored fillings
<:;rowns
Emergency care
Tooth Whitening
Veneers
Bridges
Preventive care

-1 9 Years Experience -

Join The Chamber
Call us at (909) 888-5223 for more information

• Granite Countertops
• Custom Edging
• Variety of Colors

• Granite Sealing
• Custom Shapes
• Free Estimates

Black Owned & Operated - License #796218

1725 N. Riverside Avenue • Rialto • California

(888) 745-3628

(in the Rialto Professional Arts Build ing)

• riversidegranite.com •
·---------------..

909.874.0400

treehousedental.com

.,

,

'

)

1'
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in this statement is true and cor-

~~}rl1~fo=tf.;~~"°/;,';~

LEGALS

JOB CONNECTION / EMPLOYMENT

she knows to be false is gu,I1y of
a crime.)
s/. Geneva M. Woods / Thomas
Woods

Robert Gamel! Ross
g~a~~A'M~3Ct.

OPPORTUNITIES
ADOPTIONS
PREGNANT? CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Talk with
caring people specializing in matching birthmothers with
families nationwide. Expenses Paid . Toll free 24f7 Abby's
One True G ift Adoptions 1-866-910-5610. (Cal-SCAN
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
A CASH COW!! 30 Vending Machines/You /\pprove Each
Location. Entire Business - $ 10,970. 1-800-VENDING
·800-836-3464). www.1800Vending.com (Cal-SCAN)

(1

ALL CASH CANDY Route. Do you earn $800 a day? 30
machines and candy for $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 880
Grand Blvd., Deer- ParK, NY. 1·8B8-625-2405. (Cal~CAN)

•

t.eARN TO BUY Foreclosures, tax liens, and rehabs for
Jl'flnnies on the dollar. Mentor walks you through each
qeal A-Z to insure SUCCESS. 1-800-433-4556. (CalSCAN)
START YOUR OWN landscape Curbing Business- High
Qemand. Low Overheads. High Profit. Training Available.
P,rii:ed
from
$12,000. .
1 ·800-667-5372.
www.EdgeMaster.net (Cal-SCAN)
~ELPWANTED
NASCAR walking beverage vendors needed at
G:alifornia speedway. Watch race while you worK. Pays
dash nightly + tips. $$$ www.WorkNASCAR.com or 1&77-367-0123 ext. 109. (Cal-SCAN)
~ELP WANTED/DRIVERS

'
ATTENTION CDL TRUCK• Drivers

• A re You Getting
Enough ... MIies, Money,_ Hometlme? Call McKelvey Now!
l -800-410-6255. (Cal-SCAN)

~RIVER- $SK SIGN-ON Bonus for Experienced Teams:
Ory Van & Temp Control available. O/Os & COL-A G rad s
w elcome. Call Covenant 1-866-684-2519 EOE. (Cal~CAN)

Well don't feel trapped any more! A FREE Special Report Entitled
··How to Stop Paying Rent and Own Your Own Home" has
already helped dozens of local renters get out from under their
landlord's finger, and move into? wonderful horn: they can truly
call the1rlown.

new F1c11t1ous Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of th s statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common
14
1 r;~~~.
~~.!~::.Sec:.~~
Code).
LARRY W. WARO, County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-00438

www.Riversidec{Jronas10prenting.com

person(s) is (ere)
~~~~
a~~IQUE
18661 Lemonwood Ln.

Cod~.
~ JoWR1~~?oo~~nty Clerk

Riverside, CA 92508
Theresa Ann Swinney
18661 Lemonwood Ln.
Riverside, CA 92508

I he following person(s) IS (are)
doM
lnueslsTlaNsG
: & ASSOCI8 ingC0buNsS
Estrella Ave.

This business Is conducted by
Individual.
.

Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

tfa~::~:I ~fittat::fo~ation

in this statement is true and carrect (A registrant who declares
as tiue, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Theresa A. Swinney

Zr
;/'~it.~~;~~'ih":~~~~
this stale of a fictitious business .
~~,~~ ~~:~~~d°~~~e ;~r~s g:

common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
~tre:i~) filed with the County
of Riverside on 1122107.
I hereby certify that th~ copy is a
"'fifl i~f~
stateNOTICE: This fi~itious business
name statement expires five

:;.ran

g~~naf

~~~,~~s~~~~~'il;~ WJfiJ,;

Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Maria Guadalupe Kishi
66554 Estrella Ave.
Oesert Hot Springs, CA 92240
This business Is conducted by
Joint Venture.

:~~~n~~:;i~x~~~URJ~

above.

J!~:

1he lollow1ng person(s) IS (are)
. ~~'ii~'/lig1fi'E'lli'AINMENT
1529 Evergreen Ave.
Beaumont, CA 92223
M~hae! Dewayne Artiaga

!~~~~~[~~M~li

m~v

This business Is conducted by
Individual.
,

i•

business name(s) listed above
2
f~e°Ji,0 ~a1°.ill'ihe information
in this statement is true and car~rut~e;g::i,~1/cinw~~~';~

- ·

-

~~g:~~~l~~~~ \\'Jw:~

w. WAR~ County Clerk

Ih
doi
~c
Riv

WiAiam Chaska Lapham
~tJ:~i~;,'c"A' }£503
,

l!/1,ND FOR SALE

r'·

~

.

~~:,~tili

2~g C10-J
3593 Pros~ect Ave.
Riverside, CA92501
Silver Link Realtv, Inc.
C10.J'
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by

~:~g:~ilh~~

n
s

and

Professions

AMENDED

The following person(s) is (are)
~1W1\'8c;ssJhL TRAVEL ,
13268 Lasselle St. #1014
~g_
e~g,v~RH CA 92553

This business is co(lducted by
~~~iflias not yet begun to
transact business under the flcti,
tious name(s/ isled above.
I declare tha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~tiut1
;,";g=tf.;n~i~'/!';~
she knows to be false is gully of
t~~-)Ju Lee, President

~:3ttmo~~~~~~;a~1~r i~
new Fictitious Busi
Statement must be
that time. me
ment does n
the use In this state of a
F1clltJous Business Name in violation of the nghts of another
under federal, slate or common
14
~~s!~,Se~~ ~r1r;(~~s
Cod~
~ JlR1to~~,~~nty Clerk

Molz Roshan Ali
28869 Hills;de Dr.
Menifee, CA 92584

This business is conducted by
Individual.

I he lollowmg person(s) Is (are)

Si~~ira:~on(s) IS (are)

ORS

ills1de Or.
CA 92584

i=f'J

p.218, 2115, 2122, 311

~~~l'X~ff,Jt'.

FATBURGER RIVERSIDE

1223
Riverside, C
3600 Santa
Corona, CA

~~~1~n~~~~ii~~~r~URclr

. #120

.Ag'~\'.,

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Regis~ant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information

· :,1'.l~rfu)Mares, CEO
,
~~r:fli:12errt~~i~;~~:fh;."S~~~
this state of a fictitious business

g~

in this statement is true and cor-

~~clruti~";g~1':1~t~iig~°/;,';~
she knows to be false is guilty of

a cm,e.)

s/.Rizwan Ali Malik, President

~~rtfliRle~f~his sta~fh;.n~i°'i~
us business
the rights of

~~~n~~we(sec. {~os:i~eSeg~
~:f.=ll flled ~ijh the County
of Riverside on 1/25/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a

correct cofiy of the o!:_iginaf state~5o/,8~:fi-fh~ rcttf:0';8business
name statement expires five
r:3Jrg:a\1~~~~W't1~r i~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
lhat time. T
· state. ment does
horize

Sam Finley Jr. (NMNl
Moreno VaOey, CA 92'555

the use in
·of a
Fictitious Business ame in violaUon of the rights of another
under federal, state or common

~~ed,!~fl'/fl°ster
Riverside. CA 92508

~;.!;:;sSec~~g 144Ptr1f;;;;~s
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.

D~

c~.
i:f'LE JoWR-"ito~~11';tty Cieri<

p.218, 2115, 2122, 311

r.:~:~!~~~~~~Xalr~uRd~
tious name(•/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information

a crime.)
·
s/.Sam ~inlel't,

~~::n~~~e(s~de{:4os~t~'.

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to

r,;

name statement expires five

r~~~moWf,~~~~~;a~I~!~ iR
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common
14
~~s!~:ssec~~~ Vr~f;(;;~,

c~

Vit.i JoWR1~~~1~inty Clerk
p.218, 2115, 2122, 311
I he lollow1ng person(s) ts (are)

it'l)l/~~ie8sa~E NERATOR
SERVICE
5166 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

NEW .MEXICO - F IRST nme Offer. Adjacent to Lake
Sumne r. 10 acres - $ 15,900. Rare riverfront property in
NM. Incredible setting, including frequently running
~ecos River, view s and dive rse topography. 5 minutes to
Recreational l a ke. Limited number of small ranches.
Excellent financing. Call NML&R, Inc .. 1-888-204-9760.
(~al-SCAN)

·Regina Ann Gately
5166 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
John William Ga1ely
5166 Brockton Ave.
R~erside, CA 92506

LEGAL SERVICES

This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
I
~:~~~~fi~~i~~;~xj~b~iuRJR
tious narrie(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~OU CAN 'T AFFORD A Good Lawy~r..... Yes you canl
~uality atto rneys, affordable legal representation . United
q tates and Canada! We can he lp! CALL NOWI 1-800844-9639 x2208 . (Cal-SCAN)

~"i'lrut iri"?o~r~nw~~ig~~r9a~
she knows to be false is gully of

~ ISC. FOR SALE/COMPUTER/INTERNET

a crime.)
s/ John William Gately
~~f I !l~it:'1ti~n~~~~
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of

:fi~li

HIGH-SP EED INTERNET! Zero Upfront Equipment
Oest! nred of dial-up? Is your Inte rnet connection too
slow ? High-Speed Inte rnet ava ilable a ll areasl Call Today
1r 800-883-2895. (Cal-SCAN)

~:!"o'n~~~e(,~e{i\os~tes~r

The Riverside
Shel".iff's Departm~nt
has numerous

gtre:i~\led with the County
of Riverside on 1/24/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a

correct cofiy of the originar state~51118~fifhj~ ~it~':business

name statement expires five

positions to offer
. women seeking ·
careers in

r~:~:i.mo\h1i~t~~~at1!~ i~

new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal\ slate or common

Law Enforcement.

~;.!;::,Sec~~~ 144~r~r;!;;~.
Cod~
JoWR1~~l~~nty Clerk

'
PROPERT Y!

Vit_~

.

p.218, 2115, 2122, 311
I he lollow1ng person(s) IS (are)
I
lm~~R1sEs
29138 Willows Landing Dr.
Romoland, CA 92585

Wt88t~

·transact business under the fictitious namEl(s/ Isled above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~cl
rut i~~~:t~i~~~~·
she knows to be false Is guilty of

a crime.)
s/. Thomasina Stancil
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business

name in violation of the rights of

~~~n~~e/.!,~•11\o•~t~~'.
~tr.=\led with the County
of Riverside on 1/30/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct~ of the original state~5o/1~:fifh[~ ~tt~;\usi.ness
name statemenl expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed befora
that time. T
f this statement does
lhe use in
Fictitious Business Name In violaUon of the rights of another
under federal, state or common •
law (See Section 14411. Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-v1458

·

p.218, 2115, 2122, 311

I he follow1ng person(s) is (are)

~~~t~j~b:1
ENTERPRISES
131 5 Garretson Ave.
Corona, CA 9287-9

:~=~~:~~Xa!.r~uRluous name(s/ listed above.
•
I declare Iha all the informatiOjl
In this statement Is true and car,

statement does'

~

0

1i~~i~u~i~~i~'
name in violation of the rights of
another under federa state, or
go,rm~!jw (sec. 14 0 et. seq.

4

Stafement filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/05/07.
I hereby certify

~:r,f~;°flfli~f
NOTICE: This

name statem
1
J~e aunty lerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed befors•
that time. The hling of this statement does not itse~ authorize,
the use in this state of
Fictitious Business Name in ~
lation of the rights of another
under federal1 slate or common
taw
Sect,oo 14411, Et Seq.L
Bus ness and Professions
Code).
~RJoWR16o~~ 1~nty Clerk

~;3n;~t

a

1see

p.218, 2115, 2/22, 311

I he lollow1ng person(s) is (are)
~t1/l!,t'f \ness as:
10552 El Monte Or.
Cherry Valley, CA 92223

Door Consultants Software LLC
100552 El Monte Dr.

gr&w~r·CA 92223

This business is conducted by
Limited
Liabil~y '
Company/Partnership

~1~J~:s~~~:~1~ WctY::;

business name(s) listed abov\
f'cl.;~~~?i~t all the information'
in this statement ls true and cor~~4rut iri1l::s6,,w~,g~i~r9a~
she knows to be false is guilty of

tc.{i:~i.
The filing of

ber
t does
use in
business
rights of
1
~~~8a'n ~~!e,.~~•;M: ~~'.

'
'

not of Itself
this
na

1

I
,

~t~f.~n1) filed with the County '
of Riverside on 2102107.
I hereby certily that this cor,y is a
~e'i,fJ,f"&'i~f!egM~na stateNOTICE: This n61',11ous
name statement expi

r~:3tfg,m
Jh1tg~~~~t
.
new Fictitious Business Na.me

Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state-

~:ntu1~~nn~hi~se!kf~~riz: ,
Fictitious Business Name in vio-

lation of the rights of another

under federal, slate or common
14
~ts\~~sse~g~ V riir~!~s
Cod~
,
JoWR1to ~~1~nty Clerk

~~~~J~'n~ ai POTATO

sd't #150•

~~J.3rs~~t'l:~%f

Chun Ja Park
13615 Van Hom C~cle West
Chino, CA 91 710
Th~ business is conducted by 1
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to 1
transact business under ttie fictitious name(s/ listed above.
,. '
I dedare Iha all the Information
in this statement is true and cor~~rut irie;g[;;,r:t76nW~iii~i~~~ I
she knows to be false is guilty o
a crime.)
•
s/.Chun Ja Park
'
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business

name in vidation of the rights of

~~~n ~~ms~~e;M~11~~r

g1ife:in1l filed with the County
of Riverside on 2102/07.
I hereby certify that this cop,y is a

~:n~~J

:egM~~

i~f

ne: ;f~~~~~\e ft

'I

fhe Office of the Gou
. A•
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filirig of this state- .
men! does not itself authorize .
the use in this state of a ,

Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common • f
law (See Section 14411, Et~eq., 'I
Business and Professions
Code}.
LARRY W. WAR~ County Clerk , 1
FILE NO.Rli%, l15,12122, 311 : I

I

,I
I he lo/lowing person(s) is (are) . ,
~~ntrir[sss~~OOL SUP- '

This business is conducted by
Individual.

Kevin Lamont Wilson
11221 Lorenzo Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505

business naine(s) listed above
on 12/28/06.
I declare that all the information

JaQuetha Deshay Wilson
11221 Lorenzo Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505

~1~~~:~~~?~ Wcff/o~;

in this statement is true and cor-

~~c~t i:fo~:N~nw~i~f~!~~

she knows to be false is guilty of

a crime.)
s/,Kar1 E. Henderson
11
1
J :12e?r
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of

~r

~~\~i~~rt!"~~,~

~~~8a'n~~~e[sk~~'i\os~te~r
~t~fe~:~) filed >vith the County
of RiverskJe on'l/26/07.
I hereby certify that this cop,y is a

::~~;ir;

i~f ~eg~~~a sta!eNOTICE: This rs:ttious business
name statement ~xplres fi'~e

~:

new
that time. The filirig of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a

Fictitious Business Name in vio-

lation of the rights of another

under federal, state or common

Geneva Mae Woods
29138 Willows Landing Dr.
Romoland, CA 92585

I he follow1ng person(s) is (are)

Vit.i

p.2/B, 211~ 2122, 311

~~~~g~~U1h

.iri:~~~~~A\'fso~5
WIUlam Chaska Lapham
~t~:~i~;_'c",{

M'so3

state~ t

NOTICE: This ficitious _busl s ' l

PUES/ASSORIES

1315 Garretson Ave.
Corona, CA 92879

~~s!~.;';sSec~g~ 14~riif;;~~s
Cod~.
JoWR-"ito~~d 1~nty Clerk

transact business under the fictitious name{s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information

~~~l~i,~~9~·

This business is conducted b~
Individual.
•

Karl Ezra Henderson

Thomas Woods (NMN)
29138 Willows Landing Or.
Romoland, CA 92585

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to

Tia Maria Magee

p.218, 2115, 2122, 311
Thomasina Stancil (NMN)
29175 Wranger Dr.
Murrieta, CA 92563

~t~f.:in1) filed with the County
of Riverside on 1/29/07.
I hereby certify
·
is a
~~~rli~f
a stateNOTICE: This
usiness

-

I he lollowmg person(s) is (are)

~~fi/'R~~~fau\~t:i~n~~~~

this state of a fictitious business
name in vi~ation of the rights of

,

;>

Corona, CA 92879

Vit.i

in this statement is true and cor-

~fr,l
i~t;;,r:~6~i~C~f;~
she knows to be false is guilty of

T

1e~tt~Wi"5
978 Eagles Nest Dr.

if

~6~0
'Bl'arar Circle
Corona, CA 92882

~~\rui\~'?o~//cinw~li~i~;~
she knows to be false Is guilty of

p.2fl!, 2115, 2122, 3/1

T

e .A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The fling of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the r!Qhts of another
under federal, slate or common
14 1
~~s!~::.5"~~ i riif~~;;~s
Cod'//
JoWR-!~~00~nty Cieri<

p.211, 218, 2115, 2122

Vit.i

=~~~e1~•,~os~1es~'.

r~:8~at1i2~~~~

cou NTY

~=·

~~ g,f
~~s\~~ss~g~ 144~r1f;(~gs

~~;, ?~!!1,

~°;~rut~~1:~1?~t~ig~9at
she knows to be false is guilly of
tcrime.)

=~1~tt~~~n!1:.
ment o
m office.
NOTICEJ:~i~~<:iit'!l
.
name statement e

Corporation

~f ~~~~~~ i~J!~

new Fictitious Business Name

Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a'
Fictitious Business Name in via-

this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of

~tr.:in~)filed with the County
of Riverside on 1/18/07.

4'1ND/ACREAGE

d wN PREMIER TEXAS Hill Country La nd. 2-5 Acre
tiomesi1es with Riverfront. Available in Bandera, TX.
Visit: BridleGateRanch.com Or call : 866.522.5263 X282.
W arning: The California Department of Real Es1ate has
net inspected, examined or qualified this offering. (CalS,:::AN)

t°A°i'.Wt~NYA'

~fJb:/2e~f~~lf,;~:fh;.nL~~

j

il{ORTH PHOENIX FSBO - $639,000. Realtor friendly,
c ~stom 3BR, 2BA, 3cg, upgrades, travertine , granite.
IMtn _
v iews, horses ok. For pies & info: mpreston6@ hotnjail.com or call 1-602-615-0 545. (Cal-SCAN)
.

:.ivto:lA-

Moreno valley, CA 92552

WYO MING RANCH D ISPERSAL 35 acres - $59,900; 75
acres - $ 108,900. Snow -capped mouniain views.
Surrounded by gov't la nd. Abundant wildlife .
Fjecreational paradise. Low taxes. EZ Terms. Call Utah
~anches, LLC. 1-88B-703-5263. (Cal-SCAN)

C ITY INVESTM EN T
New
qonstructio n Duplexes, Rehab Multi-Family, Property
t.4anagement Available, Grea1 Rental Market & Cashflow,
1'1O year f ull warranty. 1-913-563-2930. (Cal-SCAN)

Ja~,r

~1-7e

Tame!le LaTrease Welch
13268 Lasselle #1014
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

~ND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE

i '
K'ANSAS

p. 218, 2115, 2122, 311

I he followmg person(s) Is (are)

~8't\8~ fifi,j~ rJt?~~blisiness
name statement expires five

~ISH LAKE VALLEY, NV. A bargain} 10ac Trout Stream
$9,900 (Abuts BLM). Eastern slope of White Mins,
Within looming presence of Nevad a's highest peak a nd
ra nge. Snow covered year ro und. Providing cool, cle_
~n
water that feeds the Rainbow Tro ut Creek which borders
t6e entire back boundary. One of a kindl Inspiring, must
see! Call 1-877-349-0822. (Cal-SCAN)

ARIZONA's - BEST BARGAIN - 36AC - $59,900. Perfect
fo r -private retreat.
Endless view s, beautiful setting
,..J,,tresh m ountain air. Abunda nt wildlije, Secluded with
gpod access. Financing av aila ble . Call AZLR 1-877-301 5263. (Cal-SCAN)

Coded
Vit_~ JoWR-1to~~1~nty ,Clerk .

~:3Jrg,mo\h~g~~~W3t1~~d i~

I he followv,g person(s) is (are)

p.211, 218, 2115, 2122

1ST TIME OFFERED - 40 acres - $39,900 ; 80 acres •
$69,900. Near Moses Lake, WA. 300 days of sunshine.
~ix of rolling hills and rock o utcroppings. Excellent
views, private gravel roads, ground w ater a nd easy
access! Financing available. Call WALA 1-866-585. ¥ 87. (Cal-SCAN)

f'1EAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE

under federal1 slate or common
law!See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Bus ness and Professions

~tf.~n~) filed with the County
of Riverskle on 1/29/07.
1hereby ce~ify that this copy Is a
correct cor,y of the original state-

N

f1EAL ESTATE
t
.
· ~ND AL!CTION' 200 Properties must be sold! Low
down/E-Z Fina ncing. Free catalog. 1-800-920-9448.
www.La ndA uction .com (Cal-SCAN)

Fictitious Business Name in vio-

lation of the rights of another

i~a

~e~f~r.t!e
stateNOTICE: This nclit1ous business,
name statement expires five

Ju & Ju US Corp
41915 Motor Car Pkwy #D&E
92591

Vit.i

0 0r~t:r~e :~r~s
a~ 1
in I 1!.1'/"1 w gu•1;
0
I
:
a se
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
s/ Richard ward
b &p code)
The fihng of this statement does
Statement filed with the County
not of itself authonze the use in
of Riverside on 1/25/07.
this state of a fictitious business
I hereby certify that this co y Is a
name in vio.it,on of the nghts of
correct copy oft
stateanother under federal state, or
ment on file In
.
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
NOTICE: This
·
b &p code)
-name slatem
Stalement filed with the County
years from the
of Riverside on 1/26/Q7.
the Offi,~ of th
lhereby certifythatth,s,eopy;sa
new Fictitious
sIness ame
correct
· ·,af state-stalement.mus!:,be fi!<,d before
ment on fie in
that ll(ne. The fihng of·this sta.teNOTICE: This
u~ness
ment does not itsell authonze
name statement expires five
the use in this state of a
years from the date It was filed in
Fictitious Business Name in viethe Office of the County Clerk. A
lation of the rights of another
new Fictitious Business Name
under fed•!~, slate or common
law (See Secuon 144t1, Et Seq.,
~~~~ss and Professions
the use in this sta e of a
LAR~Y W. WARD County Clerk
Fict,tious Business Name iQ viaFILE NO.R-2007-01229
lation of the rights of another
p.211, 2/B, 2115, 2122
under federal, slate or common
law(SeeSection14411, EISeq,
l he following persor'(s) is (are)

in~)

new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itse~ authorize
the use in this state of a

~~~n~~e,~e{folos~t.~ r

~~fe~\led with the County
of Riverside on 1/10/07.
I hereby certify that this ~y is a

~tt~
n 14411, Et Seq.,

Business

:~~8a'n~~~e(s~~",'i\os~~t~~'.

r~3t.,mof the County Clerk. A

in this statement is true and co •
~~rut iri"?o~t76nw~~~'"j
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
\
s/.William C. Lapham
,
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authonze the use i~
this state of a nctitious business.
name in violation of the rights of

Cod~
JoWR1to~~&'~nty c1er11.

Cod'//
JoWR1fu~~~~nty Clerk

ent ,toes
not
the use in
this
us business
name 1n violation of the rights of

gM~a

name

business name(s) listed above

?~r~~at all the inforimatioi!

itiarf~'
lf8tr"i. TERIYAKI
1
2

Uous name(•/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

;rr:;Jr~it::ness Is conducted by

'°-••·

gp

I

Richard Lee Ward
24250 Oracaea Ave. #112
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

(s) Is (are)

~hir1~gr to be false is guilty of
s/
·
Artiaga
The
f 'this sratement does
not
authorize the use in
this sta e of a fictitious business
name 1n v1olal1on of the nghls of
apather under federal state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Stat~meit filed with the County
of Riverside on 1117/07.
.
that this co Y15 •
I he

·

SELL REV ERSE MORTGAGES • No license Required .
Will train. Wo rk from Hom e. A Great Opportunity. For
details send e-mail to ray@oaktreefunding.com subject
"~averse Mortgage". Fax request 1-909-982-9614. (Cal&CAN)

p.2l1, 218' 2115' 2122
lhe follow1ng person(s) is (are)
t~~t~~sUftLLITE COMMUNICATIONS
~~~~ii~~tXt2~i~te #l 12

'l\,

nd
/n~1v13~:ress is co ucled by
Reg,strant commenced to transact business under the fict1ious
Benefits, Generous Homenme & Outstanding Pay
business name(s) hsted above
PacKage.
COL-A
Required .
1-888 -707-7729
on 11/10/06
·
I de<;Jare that all the mformat1on
v{ww.Natio nalCarriers.com (Cal-SCAN)
In thlS statement IS true and corI
reel. (A.registrant who.declares
D
.
as true, mforimat1on w~1ch ~e or
$
2
2006
TOP DRIVER MA E 61,4 4 in
running our
she.knows to be false Is guilty of
estern region. 401 k! Home weekly! Blue Cross/Blue
a cnm~.)
·,eld! 1 year OTA required . Heartland Express 1-800·_, _
s/.Wilhap, C. Lapham
d
_
OOfl'
---lh&fil1!19of thIs. sta)emen.t o~s
f -4953.' www.ReartlanaExpress.com (Cal-SC AN)
men
• _JJQ_t_Qf.il§elf aumon,ze lhe use
·--..--;qm
"7liisslale of arfictrt,ous business
.
name statement e
name In vlotafion of the nghts of
f/ELP WANTED/SALES
years tram the date it
another under federal state, or
,
the Office of the County lerk. A
et. seq.
new Fictitious Business Name
.
d/
U t
ADVERTISING SALES Reps an or Managers. P O '
Statement must be filed before
w,th the Co~nty
&0% comm., gas, cell, renewals. Telemarketing support.
that time. The filing of this state1110107•
.
th 2
Northwest Publishing. Contact Tony at 1·800-936-4286.
~:nt u~~~nn.rhi~se:iaf~
:
~~~~~ce~i~ ~:\~ti:fJ~~e~
(C
, al-SCAN)
Fictitious Business Name in viamen! on nfe In my_ office. .
lation of the rights of another
NOTICE: This fict1t1ous _bus,ness
,:WESOME F. IRST JOBII Kay's Naturals, 12 new h'1res,
under federal slate or common
name statement ~xpires fi~e
,,
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
years from the date has filed in
Over 18, Trave l USA! $500 sign-onl Cash Dailyl No
Business and Professions
theOfficeoftheCountyClerk. A
Experience Necessary. Call Kay, today. 1-800-988-0650,
~-877-KAY-CREW, 1-602-421-3015. (Cal-SCAN)

tr

~;Iess

~!~:

In~ 1iiov,ng persor'(s) Is (are)
~~~A1inessas:

, EtSeq.,

4411
and Professions
LARRY w. WARD, County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-<10239

1~

FILE NOR-~ogr, ~t1;, 2122

DRIVERS! ACT NOW! 21 COL-A Drivers Needed . ' 3612
'
•0
N
T
k
C DL A 3
4i3cpm/$ , 0Pm • ~ Lease
ew rue s.
- +
,..onths OTA. 1-800-635-8669. (Cal-SCAN)

ATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drivers for its
~ eg·1onal Operat·1ons in Southeast California. Excellent

law!SeeSectioni

t

~~n~~e,~e{~os:tes~r

~~u~;!.~~~ \?c/J~;

new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not Itself authorize
this state of a
ess Name in vlo-

g,t ~::ii:

a crime.

FILE NO R}~tt~i15, 2122

~~~r ~~~I, ~~I~ g,t ~::?:~,:

. ~f:ie~;::/io~~l~1i
~~~:
that Ume. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
BiDsi~~~~
1i~i;
la~n ~the ~/• of~~:,:
I
~w
€~tlo~ 1t Et 50<!.,
Busmess and Professions

ik

~:s!~i,5ec:.~ 144P1r1r!!~s
Code).
LARRY W WARD County Clerk

FiclJlious Business Name in vio-

~

~~ii~~;

~,!!\';, ~~!i, "t~ if ~::?~ri

Bu~~~~s

gM~na

~::r:

g~tnar

NOTICE: This ficlitk>us business
name statement expires five
f
he d t ·t
filed ·I
r~:3ffirg:o\ the '/:~n~"&!rk. ~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
~:~li~~r,e
the use in
Fictitious Business ame in vio-

ad )

te")1\~~~
lt~m!
Statement must be filed before
thaltime. The filing of this state~:n\~~nn~1,i~"'!\af~1hgrz;

~~4~;

?h~;~g~~~~

~t~f.~en1 filed with the County
of Riverside on 1/05/07.
1hereby certify that this COfY IS a
correct COr,f,Y of the origlna SlateI
~~o/18~: fhJ~ ~~1?!~· ·
name statement ex i

~~Ii~~;

:mi.t

11!1N~;'copy is a
come':if~n~rl l~f~he
state-

en! does
e use in

name statement expires five

~i:~f i~~~~;i~Xa!.r1ftituRclt
tious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and'cor-

o/-

o/i;~iWii

~~r.~:n~) nled 1"1th the County
of Riverside on 112/07.
I hereby certify that this cop,y is a
sta
~~~'f.:~rl 1t: :
teNOTICE: This flclitious ,bu
frg~w:~~\.
theOfficeoftheCou
.

~t~fe:in~) hied with the County
of Riverside on 1/22/07.
I hereby certify that this cor,y is a
sta
~'f6n"'fifli~!egMta
teNOTICE: This fic¥itious business

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.

t~~:i~ Hickman
i~~;~~:ri,~n~~.\"l~
th,s state of a fictitk>us business
name in violation of the rights of
th
d fede I state or
g:m"o'n~~we(sec. 1~40 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County

oth
d f d I t t8
~mm8a'n~~w•(rse~.•1~4osJ se~'.

~r

=):nu~e(s~de{:~os:te5~

Moreno Valley, CA 92555

~~lrut 1~fo[;;,~1~~nw~1~°/;,'~~
she knows to be false Is guilty of

~~r

~J~7:~

lnd1i~a~4:a~~e~: i'~~to;~agg~

rect (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Harold Budd Wright
·
o1i~let!iti~:'ll,~~~~~
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of

name in violation of the nghts of

~~~~&.tar~evfi1:arson

~flnt
i~?o~:'1~twhich h:r9a~
she knows to be false is guilty of

~sj7f18g,og~me(s) listed above
I declare that all the information
in this state=nl is true and cor(
.,,.
wh d I
~~4;,.,~ i~~!t~ wiiJch:~
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.

=~8a'n~~~e(s~~~':,10s~te5~r

p.211, 218, 2115, 2122

to $40k+ next year. No experience required. $0
wn. CDL Training Available. Central Refrigerated 1•
4
0-727-5865 • 779. (Cal-SCAN)

g~

This business is conducted by
Corporation.

~":8:~o\~~~~~~ati!~~ i~

~FloL~E~NYOW
.R._w ARD, County Clerk
2007-v0998

f
QRIVERS • EXPERIENCED & ,:rainees Needed. Earn

tious name(sl I sled above.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is I~
car-

~~1e~:/~l~inn
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself aulhorize

1~ ~~:

~~~~~~~~~~~~x~~~URd~

Gutteriez Realty, Inc
' CALIFORNIA

~tsi ~~~1:f~t..1

Zr
this state of a fictitious business

ii7Jllt~lnesc5,s, PURPOSE
HANDYMAN SERVICES
27854 De La Valle St.
·
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

r~;3ilr~ani~~~~~iai1~r

This business is .,,;ducted by
Other Church.

IJ:~iJ;~'l:'A~~dr"8

~tr.:ine/ filed with the County
of Riverside on 1/29/07.
I hereby certify that this cop,y is a
~r;,'i~~~i~f~he
stateNOTICE: This

~~,\"~ Garnell Ross
1
I/i:12.rr i~\~t:fh;.n~~"'l~

rri~J:t~e:.ri:rson
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

A31n2ne48b~~reearb~man
2382
Running Springs, CA 9

tious name(•/ listed above.
I d&C¥1re tha all the information
in this statement is true and cor:c\rut j~~:~nw~~"'i\!';~
she knows to be false is guilty of

i~l~~i:y'.'tl92555

I he lollow1ng person(s) is (are)
:J'J!l-~,~s~~LTY, INC.

p.211, 218, 2115, 2122

tious name(sl listed

p.211, 218, 2115, 2122

I he lollowmg person(s) is (are)
itl~Jirw~so"f~OPE

p, 211, 218, 2115, 2122

tJfti

~,:~~~~~~i~x~~r~URc~~

Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD. County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-01342

V,

This report is coune.sy of Kevin Peete, Tarbell Realtors Not intended 10 solicir propenies currently listed for sale.

21 .
Have
CDL?
Tuition
"tgreen@crst.com 1·800-781-2778.

(Cal-SCAN)

f

To order your FREE copy ofthis rtport, visit

BiDsi~t~
ii~;
lation of the ritts of another
undes fed€ral, s
cgnmon
~~s!n.;";, e~~g Professl~s

DRIVER: TAKE CARE of y our Family. Join o urs.
Consistent miles, regional and dedicated runs. Company
~aid
Commercial
Drivers
License
train ing.
~ww.SwiftTruckingJobs.com 1-866-476-68 28. EOE.

.

Church is seeking a retired individual to do lite custodial work and to ~
open and close the church for group meetings, etc. Monetary compensation is negotiable. Please E-Mail your name and Telephone
.
number to allenamec@aol.com.
·

ORIVER: Dent Just Start Your Career, Start It Right!
aompany Sponsored CDL training in 3 weeks. Must be
Reimbursement!
(Cal-SCAN)

HELP WANTED

name in violation of the nghts of

~:~:~~~i:!.~~~~'~uRd~

Don't Pay Another Cent in Rent to your Landlord
Before You R ead This FREE Special Report!
ln]anr.J Empire - lf you 're like mlhl renter;s, you fed trnpptd within the waJls of a house or apartment that doesn't feel like yours.
How could it when you' re not even perm.itted to bang in a nail or
two wilhout a hru;slc. You feel like you're stuck in the renter•~ rut
wit!\ no way of rising up out of it and owning your own home .

Zr
~ Iii/let ~~:fh;.n~
this stale of a fictitious bu~ness

This business is conducted by
Individual.

This business is conducted by
Individual.

11221 Lorenzo Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505

►

This business is conducted by
lndo,idual - Husband & Wife.

~;~~~~~~~~~~~~r~u~J.

tious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information

in this statement is true and cor~~cttrui~ iri"?o~;f;.;,w ~ii~i~~
she knows to be false is guilty of
1
Wilson
.•
The filing of this statement dae,tl

~t~~

not of itself authorize the use in~

j

this state of a fictitious business i
name in violation of the rights of f
another under federa~ state, or
1
g<'£'m~!jw (sec. 14 0 et. seq. 1
staf.ment hied with the County I
of Riverside on 1/24/07.
I
I hereby certify lhal this copy is a I
co~ect copy_of the original state-'-'
ment on file 1n my office.

I

I
I

NOTICE: This ficlilious bu~ness I

name statement expire's five
0

61~~~

r~:~~mor,i~~~t
i~ .
new Fictitious Business Name...
Statement must be filed before
.
that lime. The filing of this statement does not Itself authorize
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in.violation of the rights of arother I
under federal\ slate or oommon
~~s!;::sSe~~~ 14i\~f;(;;~,
Godel.
LARRY W. WAR~ County Clerk
FILE NO.R•t°i%,
2122, 3I/

I

iJ1~~

I he tollow1ng person(s) is (are)

ii'IYtttesMs: PURPOSE

The Black Voice News

Page B-6

able for examination In tlie file

p.2115, 2122, 311, 3/8

VICES
St.
92555

":N,rtt1tei~'I~~~~
court as follows: 3113107. 9:00
AM DEPT.: 10, Su1!9rlor Court

I he following person(s) Is (are)

~~ ~r~e~:a~arron
Moreno Valley, CA \2555

; l ve~tA~~·~~ ~:i~ntre:i'.
Riverside, CA 92501, Central.
If you oblect to the granting of
the pefltlon, you should
appear al the hearing and
state your oblectlons or file
written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be In person
or by your attorney. Wyou ara
a cre~ltor or a conllngent
creditor of the decedent you
must file your claim with the
court and mall a copy to the
personal
representative
appointed by the court within
four nnontha from the date of

Continued from 8-4
HANDYM
27854 De
Moreno

rr'Wi!rJ:t'!8:.;:rson

Moreno Valley, CA 92555

~~/v1t:1~e~~s~a~f~f~d by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s/ llsted above.
I declare Iha all the information
In this statement Is true and cor-

1~fo~~Jn~i~~~~

~e,cttrut~
she knows to be false is guilty of
acnme.)
s/.Lonnle Pearson
The filing of this statement does
-not of itself authorize the use ln
,this state of a fictitious business
,name in violation of the rights of

~~~n~~~•,~e1Xlos:le~'.
1

:~:f.:1~ fued with the County
of Rlverslde on 1129/07.
:1hereby certi that this copy Is a
the Oliginal' statelli:\'i1';,"J:i>usiness
i.name statement expires five
')'.8ars from the dale it was filed in

if~~P~1m!

~~ l ~ e
,Statement must be filed before
~het time. The filing of this state-

ft:"t u~~~n"~hi~e:iar~ttigfriz:

fa~°'b} 'li\':i';fs~tsN~~~
"under federal, s!/i.1e or common
law (See Section 14411, El Seq.,
'Business and Professions

~:~r,:~~

:!\\~

erJ!~•rnu~~~~~,~=
9100. The time for filing claims
will not expire before four
months from the hearing date
noticed above. You may examine the file kept bY. the court. If
you ara a person lnterH ted In
!ht e1tate, you may file with
the coun a Request for
Special Nollet (form DE-154)
of the flllr,g of an Inventory
and appra sal of estate assets
or of anY. P!ltltion or account

h!'::!,r~

: : cc~~v,~;~:n
1
: ~ 1~o~tif:, f~J• t1~~t
Attornrm for Jletltlontr:
~lfo~KTON NEVI 5AvEJOt~
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501, 951686-5193.

i ~m~•~ijt'l:~~R SUPPLIES
2826 Lake View Dr.
Perris, CA 92571
~titar~:~FM~N)
Perris, CA 92571
~~~::ness is conducted by

uX~~uRJi~

~egistrant
ti

above.
e hfonnation
in this statement is true and cor-

l

~"fo~t~n~i~~~

~tiut
she.knows to be lalse is guilty of

~w~ Hernandez

~lll~fa~~~~ui,n~~~
this state or a fictitious business
name In violation or the righls or
another under fed~ state, or
(sec. 1 0 et. seq.

~~'j

~~~~fi~ 11lto~~ County
I hereby certifY. that this oo/'li is a
~'roncofifj the origina state--

t

NOTICE: This fi
name stateme

·

NOIICE OF PEIi ! iON TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF
BETTY JANE OLSZANSKI
CASE NUMBER RJP 091759
To all heirs, beneficiaries,

~;~g,mot:e ounty Cler,., A
new fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
I1
~:~r".l"cieJ~o1 ~eYI
the use in this state or a
Flctilious Business Name in violation' of the rights of another
under federal 1 slate or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and · Professions
Cod~
~Li JoWR16o~~1~fsnly Clerl<

otherwise be Interested In the

I he lollow1ng person(s) Is (are)

p.218, 2115, 2122, 3/1

~~~~~

~
¥i-~ Jd\J~~t~Wsnty
Clerl<

f;~~il~~~ ~o~ ~~:e;l,;'!~~

;1h~ toli""!"ng person(s) is (are)

l~\-N 1t:J•beM~~1h0~ ~~~ business as:
f,~~n ,toJo~~~leJb~'/n~ W;J;~8!, tpf~igtvd.

,

p.218, 2115, 2122, 3/1

~~ ~J~t&
·J8'.

the

Yu2'i Chan Shin
tJJerstc\::~?~2504
~ii~i;/ness is conducted by

~~n~~~~~x~~r~u~Je

tlous name(sl listed above.
I declare that all the information
In this statement Is true and cor-

~~\rut 1ri°fo~1t~~~eclt!~
she.knows to be false Is guilty of

ecnme.b

s/.Yu~ han Shin
The filing of this statement does
not or ltsef authorize the use in
Jhls state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the ,ights or

~~~n~~~e(~e{~o"~t~
filed with the County

r~;~g;:rtfy
correct

Court

of

~~,~~'r'~} ~~~~ f~~ p~~~~~

~~!~~~?~2504

~:~~\I

luperlor

trf2i1~~·co stateIs a

~w~·be ~~a~nt~~~~ ~~:
sonal representative to administer the estate of the decedent. The petition requests the
decdent's wilt and codicils, If

::, :~~I=
~::'r~

p.2115,

me. 311, 318

12275 Mountain Ash CL
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
Inc.

!. ~i~WJvd.
RNIA

This business Is conducted by
Corporation.

~~~
~~ic'1~t~e
available for examination In
WJ~~
the flte kept by the court A
~~~f~ioo"lme(s) listed above
th
g,1s c~~t~:1o1i~~
I declare that al'I the infomnalion
3113/07, 9:00 AM DEPT.: 10,
in this statement Is true and cor. rec:t. (A registrant who declares
~~~,;;lor 0~,v~~i~!lifo.Jlk~
as true, information which he or
Main \1,111, Riverside, CA
she.knows to be false is guilty of
I
a cnme.)
:~:O';;. :rn~
obJ~1o~
s/.LI Kang Zhang, President
you 1hould appear at
hearToo filing of this stalemenl does
Ing and state ·your objections
not of Itself authorize the use in
or file written objections with · this state of a ficttious business
~':urc~P~~~~~ t~;e~np,; name In violation or the rights of
~ : n ~~e,.:,~~'1\os:iies~'.
c~Ui't°oo/o~a~~i n~
)
with the County
gent credttor of the decedent,
you must file your claim with
2106/07.
Iha court and mall a copy to
re
that this oo y is a
the personal represenfalive
1P/l~f
.
appointed by tho court within
four months from the date of
NOTICE: This
'
name statement e
11

:1tJ~~s~i\lJ:~~

01

o7l~

J:

re:~:'. o;

:;,f.;,

~i118~
n

~~

new Flctiti
Statement
that time. The
ment does
the use in
a
Fictitious Business ame in vlo-

e:.i ri~i;.~.~,~~~~:!\\~

9100. Tht time for filing claims
will not expire before four
months from the heartng date
noticed abovs. You may examine the file kept by the court. W
riou are a person Interested In

f~;~,t_mJh~~~~~~i°61~t ~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The
I this statement does
rlze
the use in
a
Fictitious Business ame In vio-

=~

~~'!'r f~!;:I
~~~
Jaw (See Secilon 14411, Et Seq.,
~us,ness and Professions
iC°iJ
JJVJ\.1~~~1~nly Clerk
'.
p.218, 2/15, 2122, 311

~nf::
fl~~~c~l~~ ne;~l~
and appraisal of estate assets

I he following person(s) IS (are)

=~cl,:o~otlf~e f~rg:,J• t 1'1~t

~tw; usinfjf~RMINATING
.SERVICE

~!ho~ ~ f~~V1tfsetlt103
BROCKTON
AVENUE,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501, 951686-5193.

i a.1 ~~mfJ'J'seRVJCES

lhe lollowmg person(s) Is (are)

~f'~°8:J~°W'.i.".J:n~MN)
Moreno VaWey, CA 92555

'i~ t/

f1&

f;ctit'.t~°&q~r Dr.
~2371 PrisclHa Court
/ndio, CA 92201

1

or of any P!'tltlon or account
0

i~~

or

fn~~~i~ftfr Or.
'This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(•/ listed above.
I declare tha all the information
fn this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
ps true, information Yt'.h'ch he or
~he.knows t6be-fdlte i , QORty 6f
e cnme.)
!;I.Edward G. l</lflh<mdel:1 ,
!t°he fiM
s

.in

slness
the rights of

~~"o'n~~~e/s~~e{Xlos~tesei'.
~~re~~'riled with the County
of Riverside on 1126/07.
l hereby certit;, thet this ';1,Y is a
~n~F/ l~f~he o~~a stafeNOTICE: Thr., fi~llous business
name statement expires five

r~~~o~~~~~~a~I~ i~

new Fictitious Business Name

Statement must be filed before
that time. The fili
·
(118nt does n ·
the use In
fiC! · Business ame in >sol
·the ritts or another

;~o~ 1~4~~.cw:ns~~
Bu&1nes$ and Professions

~-

Vi1.i Jd'.l:2~~.8ofiunty Clerl<

p,218, 2115, 2122, 3/1
NTO
TER ESTATE OF
UE E. SHARPE
BER RIP 091749
heirs, beneficiaries,

mr~~i~: :: ~~?n~:1::~1,e;

estate of the decedenL The

~ ~l~~t~q11,9:~sfa'l~h~d~~
the
Independent
Administration of Estates Act.
(This authority will allow the

ra·k: ~~n;·t~!i~~n:a!ifho~~
0

i~}~~npakl~ou~ert~~~,~~~

important ac8ons, however
the personal rapresntatlve will

be required to give notice to
Interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action.) The Independent
0

n1.::~~ r~tr~l~
ad person files an objactlon to
the petition and shows good
cause wti the court stiould
not grant t
hear~gt~i~ ~~rt as
2007, 9:00 AM

0

i~oc~;Fer~~v~?g5

Michael Elth McFadden, Jr.
2071 Teco Dr.
San Jacinto, CA 92583

~~~rut1~:~tr6nw~,5,ec1~r~~
she.knows to be false Is guilty or
a cnme.)

This business is conducted by
Co-partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fic:tj..

a c tlous business
name in violation of the rights of
1
l~~~;..~:11r~a·tiol," lr· • -~~~~n~~e(s~d~'1\o":i e.~r
In this statement is true and oorb &p code)
rect. (A registrant who declares
Statement filed with the County
as true, information which he or
of River.;ide on 2107107.
to be false r., guilty of
~~~~ce~~ ~:10~~i:ff~~_;
s/.Charles H. Washington ·
menl on ife In my office.
The filing of this slalemenl does
NOTICE: This ficlitious business
not of Itself authorize the use In
name statement expires five

:'~~'f

:~:lf~ev~l:ti~~ti~pu;_bi~'/:~)
I
~~rin~~er.~~1M~ es~'.

f~:~~moTtt~t~~ml~~ I~

~t~e:1~) filed with the County
of Riverside on 1/31/07.
I hereby certit;, that this copy is a
oorrect copy of the originar statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficlilious business
name statement ,expires five
years from the dale ii was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name ·
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing or this statement does not itself authonze
the use in this state or a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal1 slate or rommon
law (See Sect,on 14411, El Seq.,
Business · and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WAR[!, County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-u1522

~:~li".\"cieJ
the use in thls state o a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal1 slate or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-u1972
p.2115, 2122, 311, 3/8

2~~~

.: 10,

0
11
'1lti:s~!a foro~ad
Main "Street, Rlversl e, CA
92501, Central. If you object to
the 11,ranting .of-l he r.uuon,

~~~ ; / ; " ~

~gu
~~j~~f~
or file written objections with

:n3~~arf~~r
0

~:u~ ~p~t;ic;,r:e t':a~e~np,;
person or by your attorney. If
you are a creditor or a contingent creditor of the decedent,
ou must Ille your claim with
e court and mall a copy IP
~he fiersonal represenfalive

Is (are)

~/k1aJf!'fr

I
e~tm
Riverside,
92503

ci

This business is oonducted by
Individual.
Registrant oommenced to transact business under the fictitious
business nameJs) listed above
~;~~~e1thi~11the information
In this statement is true and cor-

f

;~fa~:,~~

:c\rut
~i1~i~ri~
she _knows to be false is guilty or

~J'ri':J K. Heim
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
~~~"Jnu~!e(~e1~s:te~r

~:re~~)

filed WRh the County
of Riverside on 2101/07.
I hereby certify that this co/'li is a
~.':,~~r, in
R,~~a stateNOTICE: This

r~:~r:"of
the County Clerk. A
new FlctiUous Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-

Codw,
Viti JoWR-1 ~~~1~~nty Clerl<
p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 3/8

will nol expire before four
months from the hearing date
noticed above. You may examine the file kept by the court If

Moreno Valley, CA 92557
2mi~~ljRents, Inc.

riou are a person Interested In

h~:.?'?o~

1~ot;,,"uf:e

p.218, 2115,_2122, 3/1

NOIICE OF PEI IIION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF
CLARENCE J. KELLEY
CASE NUMBER RIP 091758
To all heirs, beneficiaries,
fc:~~lt~~~ .,c.o~~~e~ht~~~
otherwise be lhterested In the
will or estata, or both, of:
CLARENCE J. KELLEY. A ~tig~~ $~;t~ h~fNrs"'/n :~~
Su~rior Court of California,
County of: RIVERSIDE. The
I0
1
:•:~ BEl~ltt1 evr~ir•i::

6f

:tri~r,~-: :i

~~fn1:\.~~~;
estate of the decedent. The
~etltlon requests the 'dee•

~m

g:n~~~me~n~oco:~:1~f
will and any codicils ara avail-

Palm Springs, CA 92262

This bu~ness Is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(•/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~~ruf,
~~:t?inw~i~~!r~~
she knows lo be false is guilty of

a crime.)
s/.RooheU P. Saunders, Corp,
Corp Secretary
The filing of ttiis statement does
· not or itself
use in
this state or a
s business
the rights or
~'%~"o'n~~e/sk~d~'1\os:ites~'.
~:Pe:1;i\1ed with the County
of Riverside on 2/02107.
I hereby certit;, that this cor,y is a
sta
1f/i~f
leNOTICE: This fic~tious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office or the County Clerk. A ·
new Fictitious Business Name

!"g~t~

~:O'ron

ment
the
a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-

~~:r

~:i1 ~~~t~ o~f r:,~:~
1

~~s!~;;,se~~ 144Jr~r;;;;~~.
Cod~.
•
Viti Jo1:~~~~iunty Clerk 1
p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 3/8
IS

INC.
~fJ!~·ri~~~~.~i ti::i~::cft:n i~rf,~~i\~l:ii-s,
9960Sofia Ct.
9100. The time for flli!lll claims

fi~~~c~l::ine:~l ~
and appraisal of estate assets
or of anY. petition or account
I
I
::cri~~v ~so n
1
!riec
foc'g:,Js ~~t
Attornfm for Jletltloner:
~lfttKTON NEVI SAvEJOt~
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501, 951686-5193.

~'1W&~"~f~~ stoNsTRucT10N
t65 La Compana Way, Suite

5

1

~nt~

I Ii¢ follol-,-1ng person(s) Is (are)

I he loli0>'!1ng person(s) (aie)
~~;, r~l\1:1, ~~ o1 ~~~ ~~'s\b~
~nCt!~ ~ 0RTGAGE
~~s!~::'?c:3 144iJ~f~~~~s
COMPANY

I he 101iow1ng person(s) Is (are)

I

.

p.2115, 2122, 311, 318

fg.r,~~e,:\h1 fl~~ c3,~rtd:i!h~1

t~: e~~~~ y~u11':{u:~~ wJ~~

~'ra'le:,

is conducted by
not yet begun to
under the f,ctj.
alx>\le.
the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~i~~~~

~~rut 1:l'fo~":1~
! htri~:,VS to be false is guilty or
sf.Don Greene, President

~/,'1'cff ~~e?rf~~~:t'll:'~~g<J~
11

this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the nghts of
~~~rin~~~e(s~~e1~0s:;i_te~r
~t~Pe:1n~) filed wRh the County
of Riverside on 2106/07.
I hereby certifY. that this oor,y is a
i~
NOTICE: This ficlilious business
name statement expires five

::,r~~r,

:eg~g,~a state-.

r~;~~oi~ti~~~~ial ,~~ i~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
~~li";l~~0~1i~J{ I~(,~~~ •
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights rl another
under federal, slate or common
~~s!~:i'ss4~g 144iJ~r;~~~.

Codw.

~& JoWR-1&~~1i%¥nty Clerk

name statement expires five

~;~itmot~t~~W'l1~r ~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

Sharon DianeAnderron
1550 Camelot Drive
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by
Individual.
~i~'l!.~!~~~~~u&l;~
tlous name(•/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the lnfomnation
·
and correct. (A
eclares
as true, i
he or
she knows to be alse is guUly of
~~;.:~ D. Anderson
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious busness
name in violation ot the rights ol
;,~n~~e(s~~'1\o•:ites~
~ re:1~) filed with the County
or Riverside on 2/09107.
I hereby certify that this co y is a
= ~nCOJ/i~
·
stateNOTICE: This
'
name
fu";~ce of Iha County lerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name

the use in this state of a
. Fictitious Business Name In vto-

~~~;, r: d~~:1,

~~s!~;;sS~~ 144P1r1f~t ~~s

Codw

Viti Jcf.F\.1~~~~fty Clerk

p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 318
I f1!i followmg

~'1l\~f

0

person(s►
85

Is (are)

i~"tl'1N ~0TION
7520 Orchard Street, Suite 30
2504

~

~i~'::sfi\l

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant hes not yet begun lo
transact business Linder tt-e fictitious name{•/ listed above.
I declare tha all the infonnalion
in this statement is true and cor•
~;cttrur, ~"fo~~t?~w~;~f:~~
she_knows lo be false is guilty or
a cnme.)
sf.Clarance
E.
Vincent,
President

~~t/i~~efif:~i~~:~n~~"'l~

this state of a fictitious business
name n violation of the rights of

This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name{•/ Isled above.
I declare Iha all the inlormatlon
In this statemenl is true and cor-

~~

~e,ctuut~ 1ri"?o=t~
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.Renuka Gupta
The filing of this statement does
not or itself authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
~~~n~~e(~e1'1los:ite~r

~:~~) filed with the County
or Riverside on 2105/07.
I hereby certify that this "';f,Y is a
staleNOTICE: This fi~itious b
name stateme

~~;°&trg~na

~;3mce of the ounty
. i~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filir,g of this stalement does not itse~ authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name In violation or the riQhts or another
under federal, slate or
~~.)~Sec:.] 144~r~f~~s

convnon

Coded

Viti Jo~~~i~~nlY Cler'<

~~:r

~~~I~ t/ ~~~~

I he follow1ng person(s) is (are)
~T~ tx~~e•s as
400 South Vicenlia Ave.
Corona, CA 92882

l=fe JlR.'@i~~1~nty Cler,.
p.2122, 3/1, 3/8, 3115
I he I
,~~

(s) IS (are)

26586
More

This business is conducted by
Individual.

r~~~~~~~~;i~~~~u~c~

Uous name(•/ listed above.
I declare Iha aD the informallon
In this statement Is true and cor:cttiu~~i~'jg~;7inw~~~f:
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
sf.Rosendo Calapatia Almanzor,
Jr.
Jli~~r
~n~~~
this state ol
business
name In vi
rights or

8

t~S:~ta~i~:n

S:~fJl86~! ~i~~i:~:T:i~:

ordenar gue pague manuten~~lei

~o~r~~~e ypa;~t~:

:~~!t~~opr~~n~~~iafl~a d~
exencion de cuotas. Si desea
obtener asesoramienlo l~al,
pongase e contact de inmed1ato
con un abogado. Puede obtener
informacion para encontrar a un
aboQado en el Centro de Ayuda
de las Cortes de California
w,vw.sucorte.ca.gov)Len el sRio

c:i~g~/f

(~1~:h:/l,~ff&;
nia.org) o poniendose en contacto con el colegio de abogados de
SU c:ondedo.
.
The name and address of the
• court are: Superior Court of
California, County of Riverside,
4175 Main Street, Riverside, CA
92501. The name, address, and
telephone number of the petitioner's attorney, or the petitioner
without an attorney are: Joseph
Ramirez, 6749 Scully Way,
Rlverside, California 92509.
Date: Oct. 16, 2006
Clerk, by
Notice lo the person seNed: Yo
uare served as an individual.

p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 318

I he lollowng person(s)

IS

(are)

i ~'1\~ 1a~:~GLAZE
0

t~~~t~'."cfts~~fuile H
Strongann Complete, Inc.
41120 Elm Strees\i Suite H
92 2
~x~~MfA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.

~~~~!s~~=~~ Wct\1~~

business name(s) listed above
on 1-1-07..
I declare that all the inlomnation
in this statement is true and cor~~cttiut1ri"fo~&;nw~;g~:~~
she knows to be false is guilty ol
a crime.)
Secretary
ent does
he use in
s business
name in a ion the rights of

~~~n~~~e(s~~~o•~l•. ~r

~:re:1:l filed with the County
of Riverside on 1/18107.
I hereby certifY. thal this co y is a
~~~~t
stateNOTICE: This
name statem

·

~~~~r ~!~11 ~~: o~f ~~o~~ .

lfus!~ssectfng 144~r~f~~;;:;';l,

Codw

Viti JoWR-1to~~o~~'f'ty Cler,.
p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 3/8
I he lollowmg person(s) Is (are)

=ll_

bi\',~ ;81B5iNSURANCE
24895 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Vall~y, CA 92553

This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & wire.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the infonnatlon
in this statement is true and cor~;cttiur, i~?o~iinw~i~~i:~~
! h;ri~f" to be false is guilty of
sl.Sholeh Yousefian
1
I
o, fl2et
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation or the ,ights or

~~r

~~l~~t~~"~~"'l~

~:niin~~•(s~~~o•~tes~'
1
~:re:in~ filed with the County
of Rlverside on 2102107.
I hereby certit;, that this
is a
:;,"ronoo&'1~f g~~ stateNOTICE: This fi~itious business

!9

cor,y

i ~~ob~s,ne~ as: MAR ISCOS
GUADALAJARA
5310 Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509
J!Aio Martin del Campo
~:!s93:.'1c1"ef'2509

~~~:~ess

is conducted by

~::~!~~~.'/~ fJiro~~

ment o ~in my office.
NOTICE:'This ficlitlous business
name statement expires five

sf.Julio Martin del Campo
The filing or this statement does
not of itsell authorize the use in
this state or a fictitious business
name In violation or the ,ights or

on

~~Y ce~~ t\!~~~flt~~;

ment does not itself authorize
the use in' this stale of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-lation or the
of another

this

~~1~:~:ia~
it~1.~r~~
8usmess and Professions
Codw.

Viti Jcf.R-1&~~1~nty Clerk

p.2122, 311, 318, 3115

a cnme.l

~C:n~Z;,8f~"mos~~~~'.
~~r.=)filed with the County
or Riverside on 2113107.
I hereby certit;, that this copy is a
correct cor,r of !he originar stale~6118~:fi"fui~ rJ1?~':'i>u
he
ce or
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

~~1";l~:11iol ~eYI t~~~~~e
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name In vio-

~~;r

i~~~oc~f1e~~~X~2555

(;/

p.2122, 3/1, 318, 3/15

Manuelila Calapatia Almanzor
i~5:noc~f1et~112555
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.

:~~~'/!.~~;fuX.'l~
~uRJ.
lious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~81,::

~~tiut i~~g;.,
she.knows to be false is guilty of
~'.i\'~o Almanzor
The filing of this statement does
not or itself autrorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation or the rights or

cor,y

~:~:mks~~li?JJ! ~~J~i

the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common
~:,f~::sSeel~~ 144~r~f;~~~s
Cod~.

BARBER SU PPLY AND
SALON
HEAVENLY
MORTGAGE

~t~r~n~) filed with the County
of Riverside on 2/07/07.
.
I hereby certify that this cory is a
:;,ronoofll'l I~! egR,g::,a stateNOTICE: This fic¥itious business
name statement expires fi\le
3

~1:t l

· ~;~~moft1~~~~fy
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that Ume. The-filing or this statement does not itself authonze
the use in this state or a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-

~~~;, f~~~I, ,~: g,r

J~:~

~~sf~;;sSeel~~ 144~r~f~~~s

Codw

Viti JJt1:r~1~~ntyClerk
p.2122, 3/1, 3/8, 31/5

I he lollowing person(s) is (are)
5
E:tERPRISES
25350 Santalgo Dnve #24
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

efb~d'~1i'1l'~

John Raymond Peters
25350 Santiago Drive #24
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Rosa Eloise Peters
25350 Santiago Drive #24
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
~~i:i~e~~s~e;gid~1r~ by
Registrant has not yet begun lo
~ansact business.under the fictitious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement Is true and cor~tiut i~"fo[:;,7Jnw~ii~~!~~
! h~~~\"" lo be false is guilty of
s/.John R Peters

~r

~~\~:t'/1,f~ig'l~

J'i~e?rf
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of

~~~nu~ters~de114os~tese~'.

~~~~) filed with the County
or Riverside on 2113/07.
I hereby certify that this cop,v is a
~.':,~~~fl i~ g~na stateNOTICE: This fi~itious business
name statement expires five
r~:3ifi~otiti~~~~ial,~t i~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
~:,/";\~~~li~e?l t~~~~~;
the use in this state of a

Fictitious Business Name in vio:lation of the rights or another
under federal1 slate or oommon

~ts!;::'ssec:3 144~~r;~~~~s
Codw,
Viti JlR-1 to't~R~inly Cler'<

I he following person(s)

IS

a cnme.l

s/.Eric Burton President
... 1
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use la
this state or a fictitious business
name in violation of the rlghts of

(are)

~in,~ si'4W~sTIGATIVE
SERVICES
35598 Kolo Court
Vl,ldomar, CA 92595
~6068 Hidden Springs Rd., Ste.

I he lollow1ng person(s) is (are)
~ti&\u~ir~srNal~,REO PHOTOGRAPHY
i%;;~~1~;~CA 92553

~~~n ~~~ef~"1Xlos:t~

~:f.:1n1) filed with the Cou~~-

PMB 158
Witdomar, C.A 92595

Fatima Ann Call
65980 Avenlda l.adera
Desert Hot Spnngs, CA 92240

r/!);gf~'itify J~1~~-c;;, ,; a
g,o,:;,~COJi;~f ' '

~~~~g ~~tAdam

This business Is conducted by
Individual. •
Registrant hes not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(•/ listed above.
I declara tha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

Wildomar, CA 92595

NOTICE: This
name statemen eKp res ~e
1
ri:~~olh~~~tatl~rk,
new Fictitious Business Name
I
ffi~1 !1~:ntT~~II~ o'~•~~~~~
menl does not itself aulhoriz~
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio•
lation of the rights ol another
under federal, slate or common
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq ..
Business and Professions
Codw,
'
Viti JoWR-1~~~dt~~nty Cl~rl<
p.2122, 3/1, 318, 3(15

This business is conducted by
Individual.

1

~~~~~s~~:,~ ~if;:~

name(s) listed above on 911106.
I declare that all the nformalion
in this statement is true and cor~~\rut i~°?o~~t~n~~c~~~
she knows to be raise Is guilty or

·

t ..)

statement does
se In

.

T
n

n
rights of
another under fede
stale, or
(sec. 1 0 et. seq.
Stafemenl filed with the County
of Riverside on 2116107.
I hereby certit;, that this cor,y is a
i~f~e ~~a stateNOTICE: This fi~tlous busness
name statem

ent does
use in

busihess
name in violation of the rights or

~~!j

s JAi EMENI OF ABANDON- I
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
,
The following fictitious busness
name(sl: Has been abandoned
by the following person(s)
REAL DIAMOND INSUAANC.E
24895 Sunnymead Blvd.
•
Moreno 1/alley, CA 92553

::.~"o'n~:efs~~~M~te,~r
~1~fe=) filed with the ~ounty
ofRlverslde on 1124107.
I hereby certify that this co y is a
:;fe~n1f.Y ~r the or
staleI
NOTICE: This fi
name statem
years from the
the Office of th
new Fictitious usu1ess Name
Statement roost be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not Itself authorize
the use in this state or a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common
law (See Seaion 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY w. WARD, County Clerk
FILE NO.R-2007-u1173
p 2122, 3/1, 3/8, 3/15

~~;°~J

ti,8;3fig\"oihtt
new Fictitious
Stalement mu
that time. The
ment does
the use in t is state or a
Fictitious Business Name in vio• latlon of ·the rights of another
under federal 1 slate or common
~~f~!;,sec~~g 14Vr~r~!;;:;';l,

Codw.

Viti JoWR1to~~2~~nty Clerl<

p.2122, 311, 318, 3/15
I he tollowmg perron(s) Is (are)
i~'llll~~1Es as:ASSISTANT
CONCIERGE
EXPERTS
(PACE) V.I.P. SERVICE
3038 Mira V,sla Way
Corona, CA 92881

Kanwal Parl<ash Randhawa
27622 Pala Loma Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This ousiness is conducted by:
Individual
The ficttious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside Countv 2/2312005
I declare that alf the information
in this statement is true and cor-

on

~~ru(:, r~~~:gi~~ecl~r~~
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
·
sl ...Kanwal P. Randhawa,
Owner.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 2/2J07.
LARRY W. WARD~ County Clert<
FILE NO.R l ~. 1~ 3/8, 1;

I he lcilow,ng person(s) ,s (are)
1~~~~1~s~1iouP FOUNDATION, INC.
12230 Perris Blvd., #C
Morano Valley, CA 92557

Carla Andree Riles
3038 Mira Vista Way

r

The Lumen Group Foundation,

;i

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
NOTICE INVITING BIDS
FOR PERRIS VALLEY INDUSTRIAL CORRIDOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT
Prospective bidders are hereby notified that ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AGENCY. FOR THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,
herein called OWner, will receive sealed bid proposals for PERRIS VALLEY INDUSTRIAL CORRIDOR INFRASTRUCTURE
PROJECT consisting of street Improvements; storm drain improvements; and traffic signal Improvements. Such propossts:
will be received until March 7, 2007 at 2:0.0 PM at the office of the Clerk of the Board, 4080 Lemon Street, 1st Floor, Riverside,
California, 92501 , at which time said bids will be publicly opened and reac:l.

~=g;nw~1::':~~
she knows to be false rs guilty of

Prospective bidders shall be licensed Contractors in the State of California having at least 5 years experience and being qualified to perlorm the Work specified in the Contract Doruments. Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section 3300, bidders
(Contractors) shall possess active and current Contractor's License, Class A, which shall be maintained through the rourse
of the Work.

~1rut

a

sf.

)

•statement does
orize the use in
th
'tious business
name in >solalion of the rights of
::,~~nu~e(:cde1~4os:ite,ei'.
~:re:'n1\1ed with the County
of Riverside on 2113107.
I hereby certify that this
Is a ·
1
:;,';"1on1fl1~ :e
•tsteNOTICE: This
.
name

cor,y

gMt~

rif:~ffice
e
nty lerl<. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state or a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-lation of the rights of another
under fede~!1 slate or common
law (See Secuon 14411, El Seq.,
Busmess and Professions
Code).
·
LARRY W. WARQ.. County Clerk
FILE NO.i-2007-w544
p.2/22, 3/1, 3/8, 3/15

~~!~f~~~~ri~~~r~urJi~

a9t~~~r:~~7"J!.

~f\rui~ ;~e~:irJn~ I~~~~
she.knows to be false is guffty of

p.2122, 311, 318, 3115

p.2122, 3/1, 318, 3115

La Quinta, CA 92253

This business is conducled by
Individual.

~afiTi~;
not of itself authorize the use in
this state or a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
st 1
~~~'i:n~~~e[s~14o :C ese~'.

l/:;~.p~[:"ss is conducted by
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitiqus
~~7a"3~~me(s) listed above
I declare that all the ioformation
In this statement is true and cor-

~:S!~::s~~ 144~r1it~;;;~.
Cod~
~ Jo~:2%Af~~n1y c1er1<

,ii~i.~r~~
Professions

Viti JJV1i.'fto~~d2~~nty Cieri<

~1aT·Jcau

Inc.
12230 Perris Bvd., #C
Moreno Valley. CA 92557

· This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant hes not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(•/ listed above.
I declare tha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~aJ:~ui;h~~as
Riverside, CA 92508

n

Codw.

t= ~~g8AJ~~~)

I~ fcil°'\'1ng ,pa61-),js,(are)
31487 River Rock Cl
dooEoo bT
uscIness as:
I
Mu
m
e
~
~
EP Mar
P.O. B
~
20555
•
Temecu a, CA 92589-0574
Riverside, CA 92508

res
he or
she .knows lo be false is guilty of
a cnme.l

~~rs::d~\10~
Business and

I he follow1ng person(s) Is (ara)
~'l'/oi~u~~ess as
53860 Ave. Herrera
La Quinta, CA 92253

SERVICES!

~\A-~·i!1"t'ti~~I, LLC
M~~~LAND

the Office of the County Cieri<. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
Iha use in this stale of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation or the rights of another
under federal, slate or common

t

11

~d!!1 ~Y~t~ ~~~
law fSee Section 14411, El Seq.,
Bus ness and Professions
Cod~.
~Li Jcf.RJto%~f4nty Cierl<

Rosendo Medina Almanzor

name statement expires five

ri:=o}h1~~~W'l1~
new Fictitious Business Name
tatement must be filed before
of this staleIf authlllize
the use In t is slate or a
Fictitious Business Name In violation r:l the ~ts of another

~\rut i~~ti'.!n~~1!'~
she knows lo be false is gully of

~tiur, 1ri"f~1~n~~ecli,!~~
she.knows lo be false is guilty of

!e

lhaltime.
ment does
the use I
Fictitious Business ame in vio-

I h~ toll0Vf'1Q person(s) is (are)

~:r~~) filed with the County
of Riverside 1/31/07.

fonica no baslll,para protegerlo.
Si no presenta su Respuesta a
tiempo, la corte puede dar
ordenes que arecten su matn-

~::S
~1
f~~?od1: d~";~~h;f;'s'.
La corte tambien le puede

144Jr~r;;;;~.
Cod~.
Viti Jo~F\Jto~~2~~~nty Clerk

~~~n~~e(~~14os~fe~r

Clerl<
i~"f~~-~~"t'!,~~ ~& JoWR-1fu~~1~r
I';
p.2122, 311, 318, 3115
i~~i~i:•y:'~~ ;e/~~'. doll
I he lolffijmg person(s) is (are)
buS<ness as:
~~~11?o~~ J~~d~:t~! ~iAv r:rtGllI~r}L~ND
Help
Center

de haber recibldo I~ en~
legr:I
fle~e~~s~
!formulario FL-120 o Fe.123)
ante la oorte y efectuar la entre-

ame
fore
tateorize
the use in ' this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common

~sltitame(s) listed above
I declare that all the infonnation
in this statement is true and cor-

ne~ rl't,8.5
a fee waiver form. If you want

~e~~")a~ ~~o des

.A

p.2122, 311,318, 3115 ·

t

~f'il:t~/;~l~fo.ca.gov/sel~lp),
Web site
.nia.o

~:r.=) filed with the County
of Riverside on 2114107.
I hereby certit;, that this ~y is a
~~;\\l'l;~f~gM~~ sta~NOTICE This ll::lit1ous business
n:a~ statement expires fi~~

i~i:oc~~~e~~~112555

!9

Response on time, the court may
make orders aWecting your marriage or domestic partnership/
your p~rty, and custody o
your children. You may be
orderad to pay supp<>rt end eltor-

name in violation of the rights of

::,~"J,,~~e(~i'fi!os~I•.:.

~:,!~;,s~~

2555

Rosendo Calapatia Almanzar, Jr.

~~~s1m~r

Wendell Earl Morris
8741 Holly St.
Alta Loma, CA 917Q1

~~'i:1
law (See Secilon 14411, Et Seq.,
Business and Professions
Codw
~ JoWR-1 ~~~~~nly Clerl<
p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 3/8

Codw

Professions

=r:nu~a(s~~~te~'.
b &o code)
Statement filed with the County
Law)
• of Riverside on 1/31/07.
I hereby certifY. thal this
is a
Notice to Respondent: GLORIA
~, , ,,~f g~~~ stateRAMIREZ You ~re bein~ sued.
NOTICE: This filitious business
~~J~enz~r•~~~;e ~ caJ~sr:fa~
name statement expires five
i!t'~n:/e ~~~u~monstoa~
~:~:g.mor~~~;a~I~
a Response (form FL-?ro'or FLnew Fictitious Business Name
123) at the coon and have a
Statement must be filed before

~t~fe:'n~)filed with the County
or Riverside on 2109107.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct coflfiy _of the original state-

t.

and

p.2115, 2122, 3/1, 318

Sholeh Yousefian (NMN)
8741 Holly SI.
Alta Loma, CA 91701

~:3:g.mo~~g~~Jnta~1:r
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not Itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vier

~~~~o~ ii\'.iri,ft"~

Business

t/~r~~%;~ tr~s~~~

~~~~~a~u~&

Riverside, CA 92¼i

~~~n~~e(:cde{~os~tes~'.

~6i11~ "fui~ rc~~o~~\usiness
name statement expires five

Fiditious Business Name n >sOlation of the ~ts of another

~;~mot~t~~W'l1~r i~
new Fictitious Business Name

Riverside, CA 92517

27846 Gladstone Dnve
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

g~~~bI~~1A

~~"J"oes~111:ii,~ ~~~%
the use in this state or a

~t: g/J~~~ ~r

~fl,
:~Ti°onC: :~ :ir~\'"'p;t
tect you. If you do not file your

Charles Henry Washington
335573 Cvdamen Ln.
Murrieta, CA 92563

~f:

~N~uriat~H~Ptt •
tion for probate has been ried
by: DORIS MOORE In the
Superior Court of Califomla,
County of: RIVERSIDE. The
r~:liionD~Rl~rob~~o~r·~:

~~~~t'~t~

I~ loll0Yf1ng perron(s) Is (are)

This business Is conducted by
lndi>sdual.
.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious nam~s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the infomnatlon
in this statement is true and cor•

~~it~~~ ~~~~e:1,ocr:~~
otherwise be Interested In the

0

~~~;, r:.i!i:,. ~~:

~~sf~:;.s~~ 144J,~fi!~,
Codw,
JoWR-1 ~~1~f4nty Clerk
p.2115, 2122, 311, 3/8

h~~~r t l=fe

:!cfi~~vl~;~oln

tta,r~"ifl~'sHOP
i~:_5f meta Hot Springs Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92563

'Christian Walker

To al

w/~i

p.218, 2115, 2122, 311

'Edward Garcia Hernandez
82371 PrislcHla Court
\ndio, CA 92201

'

t~: e~::r1 y~u f:Ju~~~

1550 Camelot Drive
Corona, CA 92882

Thursday, February 22, 2007:

Uous name(s/ listed ai>ove.
I declare tha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

:clrut ~'lll~t7Jnw~i~ec~i~
she.knows lo be false is guilty of
a cnme.)
st.Joshua Levi Thomas
The filing or this statement does
not of itsell autho<ize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
~~'i:n~:e(s~e1'llos~~tes~'.
~:re:1;i\led with the County
or Riverside on 2/14107.
I hereby certify that t~is. oo y is a
~~1~~Pl,t
NOTICE: This•
name statement e

Bidder shall submit Bid Proposal In the Bidding Documents contained in the original, numbered set or bound contract docu
ments issued by Owner directly to Bidder. Owner Will not accept proposals submitted in form other than the original, numbered set of bound rontract documents.
Owner reserves the right to reject any and all proposals and to waive any irregularity. If Owner elects to award a contract
ror the Work, the award will be made within 60 days from the date or the bid opening. Bids shall be valid for said 60 day pep•

od.

.

Each bid proposal must be accompanied by cash , a certified or ~shiers check, or bid bond issued by a surety admitted in
and regulated by the State or California and further, If the work or project is financed in whole or In part with federal grant o(
loan funds, listed in the Treasu,y Department's most current Circular 570 (bid bond shall be submitted on the form induded
in the Contract Documents or Of1 an equivalent form approved by Owner) for an amount not less than ten percent (10%) of
tha maximum amount bid. Said check or bond shall be made payable lo the COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE and. when delivered
with a proposal, shall constitute a guarantee that bidder will, if an award is made to him in accordance with the terms of said
bidder's proposal: execute a Contract in the Owner's standard form, together with Labor Code Certification thereon; furnish
Contract Performance and Payment Bonds with a corporate surety or sureties satisfactory to the Owner, or equivalent sub-;
st1tutlon In lieu or bonds, each for not less than 100 percent of the bid price; fUrnlsh Certificates of Insurance evidencing that
all insurance coverage required by the Contract has bee" secured.
T-bis project is federally financed by the U.S. Economic Development Administration and the U.S. Department of Housing and
. Urban Developme~t ,(24 CRF Part 57) and subject to certai" requirements as described in the "U.S. EDA Supplemental
Ge~eral Provisions' and 'Special Federal Provisioos" sections of the proiect specifications. Additional information pertai~• ·
o the fcd.....,~dl.\!111fl11!s1s <11>flfl!tw1th the E.mic Developmenl Agency for the Couhty of Riverside. bwner has
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor (Davis-Bacon Wage Determinations) general prevailing wage rafes for ll!deral•
ly funded projects. owner has also obtained from the Director of the State of California Department of Industrial Relations
the general prevailing rate or per diem wages and the general prevailing rate for holiday and overtime work. Said rates are
on file at the Owner's office and they will be made available to any interested party upon request. Said rates can also be
obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor website (www.gpo.gov/davlsbacon) and from the State of California Department
of Industrial Relations website (www.dir.ca.gov/dlsr/pwd). Each Contractor (and their respective subcontractors) to whom a ,
Contract is awarded must pay either Federal or State prevailing wages, whichever are greater.
Bidding Documents will be available beginning Februa,y 6, 2007 and may be obtained from Krieger & Stewart, lncorporalel:l,
3602 University Avenue, Riverside, California, 92501, upon payment of a one hundred dollar ($100.00) non-refundable fejl .
Contract Documents will be mailed upon payment of an additional ten dollar ($10.00) non-refundable fee. MAKE A~
CHECKS PAYABLE TO "KRIEGER & STEWART". .
.
For further information, rontact Andy Frost at the Economic Development Agency for the County of Riverside located at 11 ~1
Spruce Street, Riverside, California, whose telephone number is (951) 955-6619.
•
COUNTY OF RIVERSIOE
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
Dated:
Janua,y _ , 2007

By:
Nancy Romero
Clerk to the Board of Supervisors

p. 2115, 2122

.

t

~;g,t_mol~:t~~ta~1:t
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this 'state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-

1/~t~ ~!g~

la~;, ~:Ji
~f
faw(SeeSecilon 14411, Et Seq..
Business and Professions
Codw
Jcf.R.1to~~2~fanty Clerl<

i,·fti

D E P A R

p.2122, 3/1, 3/8, 3/15

26604 Rhone Cl.
Moreno VaHey, CA 92555

. .

~~~e~t~~a8t_son
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.

~.1tJ~f~~i\lJ~1~ Wclft~~
g::5J\'i"887_name(s) listed

above
0

I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~rut 1ri"?o~!C6nw~ii~~!rei
she _knows to be false is guilty of
a cnme.)
·
sf.Dan J. Jackson
T
·
ent does
n
he use in
th
business
the rights of
common law (sec. 1~0s~te,~r

M E N

T

BOB DOYLE, SHERlff.CORONER

I he following person(s) is (are)

~~l~f~~~lf~~ENT

T

2NJI ANJNOO
w~,,-- ~ Ftpassing , C•tl

Need help
the p~ical agilityl
CQme participate in our Women's Fitness Challenge.
Practice and learn techniques to help you pass the physical agility.

March 24~ 2907
7:30AM • 3:00PM

~:r.=) filed with the County
of Riverside on 2115/07.
I hereby certify that this cor,y'is a
~~~~rl i~r
stateNoTIcE, This fi~tious busin ss
name statement e

:eiMil~a

~m7:30AM •t30AM

r~;3iritrg,mo~~t~t
new Fictitious Business ame
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this slate ·ot a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal1 slate or common

Ben Clark Training Center ,
3430~ Ave.. Ste, IOt Riverside. CA 92518' .
for ~ info: (95 f)486,-32«)

~:.!~;;,
l=fe

Sec~~ 144iJr~r;;~,
Cod~
JoWRJto't~2~~tty Clerl< '
p.2122, 3/1, 3/8, 3/15

"

p.2122, 3/1, 3/8, 3/15
I he lollowmg person(s) is (are)

it~~tk"tJt

;~RATEGIES
FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
NATIONAL FINANCIAL PUBLISHERS
GRANT MONEY LOCATOR
GOVERNMENT
GRANT
MONEY
GRANT SEARCH DATA
·ve
8
Ave., Ste. 358
~Msin~;r.::~nB~~~• Sr.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
0

~~~~tu~~;. U.'.llr~URJ~
tious name(s/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the Information
in this statement Is true and cor:ct1rut ;~J~ir:fiJnw~ii~r~f~
she knows to be false is guilty or
a crime.)
sf.Anthony L. Brown, Sr. •
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business

Lisa Lashaun Edmonds
26385 Helene Drive
Rancho Belago, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begurl to ·
transact business under the fidilious name{•/ listed above.
I declare Iha all the information
in this statement is true and cor-

~~Nt
she _knows lo be false is guilty of

•AU ftmll• MUST bring a valid phoio LO. and,

i~°?a:r!~nw~i,~~c~:~~

a cnme.)

sf.Lisa Edmonds
The filing of this statement does
not or itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
. name In violation or the rights or
1
::.~"Jn~~e(s~"mo'~1 es:

~ □@@@□D@~~ ~@@
~o~o@aIB

~t~Pe=) filed with the County
of Riverside on 2116107.
I hereby certit;, that this oopy is a
correct oor,r of the originar state~111;~:fi"fui~ fJ;1?!;\usiness

,. I

DUE' TO RIVERSIDE COUNTY'S PHENOMENAL GROWTH, WE HAVE ON-GOING/CONTINUOUS TESTING ,,

"'
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The _Black Voice News

CHURCH BRIEFS

·_ Bishop Bryant and Wife to Visit St. Paul San Bernardino

·. ST. PATRICK CATHOLIC
. CHURCH BLACK HISTORY
'\. · MASS CELEBRATION

-

Thursday, February 22, 2007

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

.

· .The Morning Star Gospel
Choir of Holy Name of Jesus
.Catholic Church in Los Angeles
:will provide the liturgical music
i:\t the Black History Mass
Celebration at. St. Patrick
Catholic Church, Moreno Valley
on Saturday, February 24, 2007
at 5:30 PM .. The choir has performed in concert with Al
Jarreau, at the House of Blues,
and in various jazz festivals. It
provided the music during the
Papal visit in "Los Angeles.
Marguerite Poindexter LaMotte,
renown educator and former
principal
at
Washington
F>'reparatory High School in Los
:Angeles will be speaker at the
1]1ass. St. Patrick is located at
t 0915 Pigeon Pass Rd. in
Moreno Valley. (951) 485-6673 .

Bishop John R. Bryant ·

The Right Reverend John R.
and Reverend Doctor Cecelia
Bryant the Presiding Prelate and
the Episcopal Supervisor of the
5th Episcopal District of the
African Methodist Episcopal
Church will be preaching at St
Paul. A.M.E's Friends and
Family Day. The public is invited to hear a dynamic message on
Sunday, February 25, 2007.
There will be a special soul food
· feast immediately after the 11 :00.
a.m. worship service. Pastor
Larry
E.

Evangelist Beverly Willis .
to Speak a(.St. Timothy
Evangelist Beverfy Willis will be · the
main speaker (one time only) at St
Timothy Community Church located at
3100 N. State St., San · Bernardino on
February 25, 2007 beginning at 11 :00 a.m.
This dynamic and highly anointed
woman of-God will be praying for healing
and deliverance from sickness and disease.
Come and be made whole.
For more information, call (909) 8645501
Log onto the newly completed website
at sttimothycommunitychuch.org (church
with the "R").

GOD'S WOMAN
CONFERENCE TURN
AROUND

· ·· Charlyn Singleton Ministries
'will present God's Woman
·conference Day Extraordinaire
')Turn Around" on March 31,
·2007 at Shiloh Church in
-Hayward, 22582 S. Garden,
Hayward, CA from 8:30 a.m. to
'4:00 p.m., with Marie "Mom"
Brewington, Pastor Ron Cooley
·& the Souls Ministry Praise
·Team, and Dr. Willie L.
·Anderson. For· registration and
rriore information call (909) 481 ·8400.

·Anniversary Program for
Rev. Melvin Cole

Campbell invites th7 public to
join him and the members of the
church in this Black History cel_ebration. "There will be food for

the_soul and food for the body,
come out and be fed," said
Pastor Campbell
Also after the 11:00 service

there will be a booksigning for
Rev. B .W. Inghram signing hi,s
latest release "Bring Your
Huddle Masses to Me."

Mt. Zion Baptist Ontario Celebrates Black History
The Black Voice News

ONTARIO

have made to ·our society. Free
soul food will be served.
•

Celebrate Black HistorY.
Month with Mt. Zion Baptist
Church, 224 W. California
Street, Ontario on Sunday,
February 25, 2007 at 4:00 p.m.
as they recognize the contributions that African Americans

For more information call
(909) 983-2411 X. 221.

--1

·Worship in Truth C.O.G.I.C.

." L
"

Pastor K.T. Moreland
9215 Arrow Rte.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

/'

,~ ~

~~(ill~~,~

909.948.2027

•Sunday Worship Service 10:00am•
•Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:00pm•
•Tuesday-Friday Prayer 6:00am •

Pastors: Apostle Charles & Prophetess Renee Willis

We Worship in Spirit and in Truth!

(,o9}411-JS36

Come Worship .with us!

Worship Service 9:30 a.m. - 12 noon Sunday
Central Park (Craflen Den), 11200 Baseline Rd.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
NW Comu ofMilllki!n and Baseline

s

Bible Study Wednesday 5:15 p.m.. 6:30 p.m.
Central Parlr. (o-itfm Dov
11200 Ba.seline Rd., Rarick, Cucamonga, C4

lr-.1

:s,t

,-

tc:--~

'ra..dayNiptBible Study

"YcN11'fUllffltNdle,._faf,-__..

Dpu,mk 216' Cellillr7 Mhllstr!I

Good News
Community Church

~ on TuetdayNights@7pm

........,,,._

~ - ~ 2 6. 2006

Full Gospel Baptis,t Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

.,,....,....._ a . d i
~ • J U W, BS«-t

951.683.2916

Oilario, CA 917'2

Weekly Services

ean-..is.11»

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Clam (T..N.C.)

Rev. Melvin E. Cole, the anointed legPastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.
endary Rev. Al Green impersonator wili
"
celebrate his 45th birthday with an
anniversary program at Macedonia
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church
Missionary Baptist Church, 166 East
7547 Emerald Street
45th Street, San Bernardino pastored
Riverside,. CA
Church Of God In Christ
by Charles Simpson on March 4,
(951) 688-7872
2007 beginning at 3:00 p.m. The celRev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
ebration is entitled "To God Be The
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building
Church Motto:
Weekly schedule of events
Glory" and will feature The Faith
TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
9:30
Hour of Power
Filled Voices of San Bernardino, Sunday
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM
11
:00
Worship
Hour
Praise & Company of Riverside,.
GOD!
Noon day Prayer
Mark Barnett and The Real Truth of Wednesday
Friday
7:30
Bible Study/Prayer
Perris.

Life ,

Submit your
Religious News to:
~

.• leeragin@blackvoicenews.com

7:30

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER

Tbe Cburcb HELL Did1,'t Wal)t To See Happel)I

Worshippin9 in SfJfril & 1(1 T(Ulh" John 4:24
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org

'v'~7~.~✓

District Elder

6:00

'"'

l:'m ,
,v •

~

653-8631 Office• 653-8634 Pastor
653-8680 FAX

EVERYDAY''
on DireoT~ • tm,,,

Thi: Wnrd !S1:l»:nrk
Sunday 2:30 p.m. PST
Channel 373

For information and to
enroll call
951.684.3639
(Preschool)
951 .684.3643
(Elementary School)

Houll'\ .trcl

( h u nh , o. 11:-1.t,X-l.:--l.\\ I

We Don 't Do Church
We Do Ministry

, I\

TUE CUl!RCU CHANNEi,
Wednesday 8:00 p-.m. PST
Channel 37 1

~ Rh l'rsirk. C

" " "-1ifrtl=h r i,

" YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL
THEY EXIST AND WERE
CREATED."
REV. 4'11

Watch our TV Broadcast
''LIVING IN FULLNESS

Abeka Curriculum

]]-11J R 11hilloll\:

23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

P~stor/Founder

LIFE CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY PRESCHOOL
& ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Kindergarten through 5th
Grades

WEDNESDAY BIBLE
STUDY
7:00 p.m.
Classes for all ages

MT CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

·-·

MIRACLE HEALING
SERVICE
Every Ist Sunday

SUNDAY WORSHIP
SERVICES
8, 9:45, 11:30 a.m.
&6p.m.

Pastor & Fournier

Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-1:30pm
Sunday P,M Service 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

Pastor Darryl J .
Udell Sr.
Co-Pastor Rita UdeU

Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat.
12:00pm

Randy D. Triplett

Z)~~

(909) 873-5380
Order of Services
Sunday School
9 :00 am
Worship Service
• 10:30 am
Mlracle Monday Prayer
10:00 am
Tuesday Bible Study
6 :30 pm
Wednesday Prayer
6 :30 pm

Youth Night

Ron & LaVette Gibson

\ <J.2:-09

~

, o. 11:- l .f,N-l.Nll7 I mail: l.11in1111i.1t onl (" .111l.rn111

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
presents

I ffl:IPffi.CCD '11§7/(ID &WI
Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr.
(95 1) 78 1-0443
Administrative Office
(951) 684-6480

1672 P a lm A v e .. H ig hl a n d, CA 92346

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music
Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

909.425.2615

(909) 688-1570

Services

Sunday School ......... . .. .. . . ......9:30 am
Sunday Worship .. ......... . . . ... . . 11 :00 am
Wednesday Bible Study . ....... . .. . ...7:00 prti. '
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) ...... . ....8:30 am

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celet>ration

Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Thursday 11 :00am

Pnscor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassandra

Valley Fellowship Seventh DayAdventist Church

.

(909) 381-2662
Schedule of Worship Service

Sugar Hill School
24455 Old Col,llltry Rd. .
Moreno Valley, CA

9:30 am
11 :00am
5:00pm
5:00 pm
7:00pm

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

Sundays 10:30 a.m.

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM

951680-2044

Edwards

Bethel AME Church

24480 Sophie Stroot
Pmis, CA92570
(951) 857•5705 • FAX (951) M0-1935

Rev. Mary S Minor, MA/Rel), MBA. Pastor/Sr Minister
~

body".
SUNDAY SERVICES
• llon11ng Wor1h p 11 DOM:
• Su11,l•y Scholl
~ IOAli
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. Morning Service
Adult Sunday School
Children's Church
Sunday Service

I

QuchSclm
Morning Worahip

8:00a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.in.
11:00a.m.

•Friday~qlrt L,ve 1 OOPIA

·a l1.t..•.,,.;. ,~~~." ""'t"'",·,., .t't. . "t•,✓1 "~r1, .. 1"'J ·

BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday
7:00p.m.

Rev. John Cager

fof"""" lnfonnatlon coll (951) 6$7-54650<(951) 616--0885

Moreno Valley Mission CME
.Bright Lighl Full Gospel COGIC
·Highland Unity Church Ministries
'Kansas Ave. SDA Church
·Mt.Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
·The Living Word Baptist Church
:New Visions Christian
'.Community Church
,j

10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491Kansas Avenue
18991Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
9191 Colorado Ave.

Moreno Valley, CA 925
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(951) 812.3509
(951)782·9904
(951) 222-2115
(951) 682·9810
(951) 780-2240
(951) 684•8782,
(951) 788•9218

18461MariposaAve.

Riverside, CA 92508

(951) 687•7454

t,

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

Bethei African Methodist Episcopal Church

GOODNEWS
This could be Your Ad

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I
"A churc~ where everybody is some-

9:30AM
11:OOAM
7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM

Pastor John W Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas
Rev. Robert

COGIC

1024 N. "G" Street • Saa Bernardino, CA 92410

COME WORSHIP WITH US

Week.ly Service

SATURDAY
FeUowship, Prayer & Bible Study
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youth Service
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

HOLY LAND

HOUSE OF PRAYER REFORMATION CHURCH

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

Rev. John Seniguar
EJder DeWayne Bu~er
Rev. CE. Knott. Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Wtllic Chambers, Jr.
Rev. LE. <;ampbell, Pastor
Pastor F.D. Bullock

Contact Regina BrownWilson for details
951.682.6070
NewVision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Communily Praise Center
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
Community Missionary Baptist
P-usrBaptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love
•

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Carter Street
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. 101
1575 West 17th Street
939 Clay Street
277 E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

9 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

Tulim
Teachers' ~ • Study
~

6.30 p.m.

'12 Noon

Prayer Band
Iblmi)'.
Ttvrug, the Bible Study

10 a.m.

SJ!m
Women's Missia,ay SeciEty (2nd Saturdays)
11 a.m.
Men's Fdlowship (Saturoay before the 4th Slllday) 6 am.

Fontana, CA92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355·RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887·2526
(909) 793·2380
(909). 657·3767
(909) 928.7720

Rev. J. Dwighl Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas
Rev. Derrick B. Callicutt
Robert L. Fairlty, Sr. ~
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell

Building Better Communities
·,

Religion
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Crossword Presents ·More.than Just a Man
encourages them to · use their
CrossWord Christian Church
gifts to the glory of God. You is a multi-ethnic , multi-generawon' t want to miss this extraor- tional , biblically-based church
CrossWord Christian Church
'dinary presentation of the that is· personal, practical and
presents an inspiring dram~tic
Gospel.
committed to teaching and
musical for the Easter season
For more information , visit _ preaching for life change.
produced by Lillenas Music.
our website at www.crosswordAlso, the African Children's
This dramatic musical presentachurch.org or · contact the Choir™ will come to Riverside .
tion reflects the ministry, life,
church office at
:death and resurrection of Jesus (951) 697-8803 .
:as seen through the eyes of
The worship
"An Arena for tl1e Miraculous"
:Nicodemus and Joseph of
location, 14950
820 Larch A ve.
:Arimathea who are the focus of
Colton, CA 92324
Riverside
(909) 825-2258
:this touching work.
D r i v e ' ORDER OF SERVICES
· More . than Just a Man pro8:30 a.m. •
Riverside, CA Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
10 :00 a.m.
:vides a compelling glimpse into
6:00 p.m.
92518
(at Sunday Eve. Worship
:the controversy surrounding the
Thursday Bible Revival
7:00 p.m,
Riverside
& Daily "Morning Glory"
:Messiah and His triumphant
Prayer, Mon.•Fri.
10:00-12 noon
Meyer Drive, KPRORADIO 1570AM. WED.2:00 PM. .
:resurrection. The songs are
SAT. 5:45PM.
•
east of March
'dynamic - completing a movPastor Iris Hallu
:ing work that powerfully exalts
:the living Christ. The cast for
:this production are members of ·
:Crossword Church in Riverside
:where Pastor Lacy Sykes
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

r

. . Come hear the wonderfully
inspiring voices of this dynamic
children's choir _ Wednesday,
March 28, ~007. Concert begins
at 7:00 p.m. at CrossW,ord
Christian
Church ,
14950
Riverside Drive, Riverside , CA
92518 (comer of Riverside &
Meyer Drive, east of March Air
Reserve Base). www.crpss-

wordchurch.org
The African
Children's
Choir™ features · delightful
African chilqren ages 7 through
11. Many have lost one or both•
parenfs through the devastation
of war, famine and disease.
Their voices sing out on behalf
of Africa's 12 million AIDS
orph;iJts . They represent the
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.

~
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future of the entire contine~ ,'
demonstrating the potential ~
become strong leaders for b~ ••
ter future in their home]~:
. -· .,
This is a free event; however·.fr
is asked that you bring a Lo ~
Offering and be a blessing 'to
the Afric;m Children's Choir::.
www.africanchildrenschoir.com

a

•.;'·

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303', Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@.Earthlink.net

Sunday Services
7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

Wednesday Services
Prayer Services
Bible Study

7:00 pm
7:45 pm

"Second in Name, First in Love"

• Announce Your Church Brief
in T~e Black Voice News
I

Send briefs to:

CELEBRATION WORSHIP CHURCH
,rDtrcuver the,,Joy ofc~ LI»~"

leeragin@blackvoicenews.com

Pawr Barri B. K'l'ligtt, Sr. tmd La♦ S'achc&11 B. K'l'litf,t

,

Wcmtp loQtlcl,:
23200 EaQl-y1=tasAVI!(~ Frete1ck.;ir,q G'r,1h:;irn)
Mc:Nt,o ¼I ley, CA 9.2

553

.

(951) 247~ t:»WWW .p2ce1Nra1il•.ct• (vk!w It f/f5/fJ1)

S.. .y C ~ Sewlms - Sanqay Bible! Cl:;isses t1> 9:3~rn
Wotship Celebt.itlOll tJ) 10:3a.rn
Walr»ectt1 ._IIIIDII UWlg (put~l isdilt,g) .it 7: COpm
CC h1lct1e1> 's Ml r,lsby :iv.ii Ill ble :;it ~ II sevloes)

4009 Locust St. • Riverside, California 92501
Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC @aol.com
Worship Service . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . ...... . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. ... . . . . . ..Sunday 11:00am
Church School .. . . . . . ........ .. ......... . . .. .. . .... : . .... .... . ... .Sunday 9:00 am
13ible Study '. '. . .. . . . . .. . ... . . . . .... . .. . . .. . . . .. .... . .. . . . . .Wednesday 10am & 7pm
1Cttiidreh's'Church . . ... . . . . . .. . .... . . . . . . .. . . . ...... . .. .2nd & 4th Sunday at 11:36am

Get your church news published in The Black Voice
···: News Submit church briefs to
l~f;rflgio@blacl~yoi~~D½»:s .com ST-H3lEf=T: Chqr~b Brief

-

lvew Jo Ba tist Church

AMOS TEMPLE

5694 Juruya Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 •·Riverside, CA 92517

(951)~779-0088 • (951) 781-7602

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching

Weekly Services

RrvERSIDE LOCATION
8:00 am & 11 :00 am
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays)
Bible Study (wed)
12:00pm & 7.:00pm
Children's Church
11 :O0am Service
5860 Arlin~ton Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504
(951) 352-4196
amostemple@sbcglobal.net

>,

Worship Service

~ by Vision

Pastor Julio A. Andujo &
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo

j "'.

. <

Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

E paneling by aith. . .

CROSSWORD
CHRISTIAN CHURCH""

remember the Cross. . .focus on the VO'oro

----~a.a..«t~-SUNDAv SUt!JICa
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951-697-8803

a.wa.........- • - -

. . . . . . .'If S..tJICD
Stlliols~Mlts.t,1tlltaoaa

v..-~.,..lO,,.....

. ~Mlts.wty•?-.lOp.111.

Vlalt our Webalte at

www.croaawon;tchurch,org
~ C-tmAN CMURCM'" • ~ ~
,1,: Utl.i ~ ~ ~ t J w l,~,-ttb/Ufl

_ _ ,..,~ n i~ I J / i . .

W ORSHlP LOCATION
Ddft, llMnlck>, CA taStl
(•t lllffnllff • lll~f OlflH• ffJI -1 MeHa Alt ll.UUH · •HJ

HMt ll~

S~. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Imani Temple Ch~istian Fellowship
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981

1355 W. 2 1st Street
924 11
(909) 887-1718

Throne Room Worship
w/Amanda Ramsey
Masterlife Institute
Worship Service
lmani Village
C~ildrens Church

Sunday Worship Services
Contemporary Worship
7:45 am
Traditio nal Worship
I I :00 am
S unday School
• 9:45 am

Weekday O pportunities
Women's Bible Study • Mon.
7:00 pm
Men's Bible Study • Mon.
7:00 pm
Mid-week Bible Study · Wed.
12 noon
Prayer Meeting• Wed.
7:00 pm

Dr. Deylyne B. Mccampbell Sr.
Pastor and Founder

email@imanitemple.nef
Service Schedule

San B ernardino, CA

Sunday 8:00 am
Sunday 9:00 - 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Bible Study (Wed .)

Rev. Larry E. Campbell

Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Jelani Kaleta

851 South Mt. Vernon Ste. 78
Colton, CA 92324

Church Ph.: (909) 824-5466
Cell Ph.: (951 ) 536-1238
E·mail: lionheartminist@aol.com

QuinnAM.E.
Church

Kingdom of God Apostolic & PropheticMinistries International
CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Ministry Church)

S970 Limon ite Avenue
Riverside, California 92509

CA
(951) 359-0203
Weekly SeNices

Wffklyldttduk co.d11ued;

17 00 W, Hflhland Avenue
San Bern•dlno, CA 92.o.1
(909) 837-9616 • (951) 675-7201

KOC-BIBLE INSTITUTE 6:00 pm

Y"H'« thccbmx:hofo0nariaD5 oa

,ALL c 1.....1S.pt. U J1!1, 2008

lJluallw · kWon l'rv,p-.~

www.koeanmi ocv

(951) 682-4407
Bib/e Study

lf.,,dovN,g11,l

Azw q,pw •

(Available)

Pastor & Mrs.
Mlchael Edwards

{951) 485-6993
EARN YO UR DECRF.;E! !!

,tpottln, Prophrt.s, Et1011gttisll,

Poston & Ttadr17

7:00pm

woaaw m u,

WWW.newbcbc.org

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

&&.llli.DAl'..S - Sffli-tqisi•l:001.ra.

Morni11g Service:

10:00 a .m.

- Ma!W1Pnp-ul

"School of the PRQPHFJ'S"

Email: callnation l @aol.com

Sunday School:

8:30a.m.
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:00 pm

,Sunday 10 a.m.

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

10:00 a.m.

10:30 am
11 :45 am

Man4malion/Women

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible S1udies

LIONHEART MINISTRIES INI''L.
Ministering Truth 10 the Wounded Soldiers

Pa.stor a nd Fin t Lady

S unday School:
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Service
11 :JO a.m.
Wednesday Prayer !i:00 p..m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

WEEKLY SERVICES

~

WFFKf YSERVICES
-..,..,..,-,---,--~

Cl>,i,i:i.ln C01W19dina • ThcoloSY
Chri~liMI EducatiO<I • FJ.,. Fold
Mini5try • 8\hle Prophesy• School of

ThcProPhtu,.\more
Mt:rditedUl!ldtr
s«,a,,,n10 7Moforinil Stnfl""')' d:
liblrCc,lftrt

/

Rev. & Mrs.
Ronald Woods

Sunday School
9:30 a.m .
Sunday Morning Woi,hip
11 :00 a.m.
M id D ay B ible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m .

:,

.
•

